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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Evolution of nuclear sciences 

1.1.1. Discovery of radioactivity 

The accidental discovery of radioactivity by Becquerel in 1896 is the beginning 

of nuclear sciences [1]. The intention of the study was to establish a relation between 

fluorescence and emission of X-rays and discovered that uranium salt crystals emit 

highly penetrating rays similar to X-rays. Based on the subsequent experiments, it was 

observed that uranium salts spontaneously emitted these rays and the intensity of the 

rays was proportional to the amount of uranium present in these salts. These rays were 

called uranic rays. Subsequently, Marie and Pierre Curie had also started working on 

this phenomenon and named it as ‘Radioactivity’ [2].  During the course of the study, 

they observed that the uranium ores were more radioactive than pure uranium metal. 

Subsequently, this observation led to the discovery of new elements, polonium and 

radium [3,4]. In 1911, Rutherford proposed the existence of the nucleus of an atom at 

its centre on the basis of his experiment on scattering of alpha particles by thin 

metallic foils [5]. He proposed that the alpha particles scattered from the metallic foil 

because of the strong repulsion of a massive and positively charged centre in the atom 

which was responsible for producing an intense electric field of repulsion. He 

suggested that the positive charge and entire mass are concentrated in the nucleus, 

surrounded by the orbital electrons. In 1919, he also discovered the first nuclear 

reaction during his investigation on the possibility of an α induced transmutation on 

various targets [6]. He bombarded the nitrogen target with alpha particles that resulted 

into the production of proton, corresponding to the nuclear reaction 

OHNHe 171144      (1.1) 
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1.1.2. Discovery of neutron 

It was initially believed that the nucleus contained only protons and electrons, 

but this theory had problems due to the ambiguity in mass balance [7]. This was 

resolved in 1932 by Chadwick who proposed the existence of a neutral particle 

(neutron) inside the nucleus [8]. Chadwick postulated that the emitted radiation from 

beryllium, when exposed to α particles of 
210

Po was neutrons.  

nCHeBe 11249      (1.2) 

The discovery of neutron encouraged the nuclear chemist and physicist to use 

nuclear reactions involving neutrons for the production of artificial radioactivity, as 

the production of neutrons was not complicated and did not require expensive 

accelerators. A simple neutron source with the yields of 10
6 

n/sec could be prepared 

by mixing beryllium powder with an α emitter (
210

Po). When a neutron is captured by 

a nucleus, an isotope with one unit higher mass number is produced. The nucleus so 

formed is usually unstable and undergoes β
-
 decay forming the daughter nucleus with 

the next higher atomic number.  

The availability of neutron sources had opened up an innovative field for the 

production of radioisotopes of most elements in the periodic table. Fermi and his co-

workers established the production of artificial radioisotopes by the bombardment of 

all available elements with neutrons emitted by a radium-beryllium source [9,10]. 

Subsequently, several groups of scientists were working on the production of trans-

uranium elements by bombarding uranium with neutrons [11]. It was presumed that 

uranium after capturing a neutron, undergoes a beta decay (β
-
) to produce the next 

element i.e. neptunium (Z=93). The study led to the production of so many other 
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radioactive nuclides when uranium was bombarded with neutrons. Different 

investigators started isolating these radionuclides but were unable to conclude the 

results about the production of transuranic elements. 

In 1938, Hahn and Strassmann separated different radionuclides by 

precipitating them using barium and lanthanum carriers [12]. Subsequently, they 

proposed that the uranium nucleus bombarded with neutrons underwent division into 

two nuclei such as barium and krypton, rather than transmute to higher Z elements 

[13,14]. They also noticed that the division was not same every time because of which 

large number of radioactive nuclei were produced. This mysterious phenomenon drew 

the attention of many scientists for a plausible explanation. In due course, Meitner and 

Frisch were the first to explain this observation linking it to the division of a liquid 

drop and the phenomenon was named as “Nuclear Fission” analogous to the process 

of division in the biological cells [15,16]. They also estimated the total kinetic energy 

in the fission was around 200 MeV as these fission fragments needed to fly off with 

high velocity due to mutual coulombic repulsions. Immediately after the discovery, a 

comprehensive theoretical model for nuclear fission was proposed by Bohr and 

Wheeler on the basis of liquid drop model [17].  

 Since then, neutrons became an important experimental probe for various 

irradiation studies through nuclear fission for radioisotope production. Neutron 

sources have wide applications in scientific research, medicine, agriculture as well in 

industry. The important characteristics of the neutron sources are (i) neutron yield,  

(ii) distribution of their energy and (iii) their emission type (steady-state or pulsed 

type), which make them versatile analytical tools with applications in numerous fields 

[18]. 
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1.2. Neutron sources 

 Different types of neutron sources are presently in practice, differing mutually 

in their properties and characteristic parameters. The classification of neutron sources 

is based on the method of their production. Accordingly, neutron sources are divided 

into four classes based on the type of nuclear reactions from which they are produced. 

(i) (α, n) reactions: An energetic alpha particle from an external radiation source 

interacts with a target to produce a spectrum of neutrons.  

(ii) (γ, n) reactions: Neutrons are emitted from a target nucleus by absorbing 

gamma radiations from a radioisotope.  

(iii)  Charged particle induced reactions: Neutrons are yielded from interaction of 

accelerated charged particles (protons, deuterons or ions) with target nucleus. 

(iv)  Fission reactions: Spontaneous or induced fission of heavy nucleus releases 

high amount of energy as well as two to three neutrons.  

The yield i.e. number of neutrons emitted per second, is the most important 

characteristic parameter of a neutron source. Most reactions in a neutron source 

produce fast neutrons and their energy depends upon the energetics of the reaction, the 

energy of the projectile and the angle of emission of the neutron with respect to the 

angle of incidence of the projectile. By providing appropriate moderator and 

thickness, the neutron could be slowed down, but during the process the yields would 

decrease tremendously [18]. The characteristics of various neutron sources that are 

presently under use are discussed below in detail. 

1.2.1. Alpha-neutron (α, n) sources 

 The (α, n) sources were prepared using an alpha emitter such as 
210

Po, 
241

Am 

etc. mixed with light elements such as beryllium, boron etc. [19]. The alpha particle 
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was absorbed by the light elements which then decayed by neutron emission. The 

neutron yields from these sources depend on alpha emitter as well as the light element. 

HeNpAm 4237241      (1.3) 

nCHeBe  1249
    (1.4) 

nNaHeF  22419
    (1.5) 

The alpha emitter is chosen based on the alpha energy, its half-life, cost and 

availability. Long-lived trans-actinides such as 
241

Am (t1/2 = 432.6 y) are chosen as 

alpha sources due to their long time availability. Beryllium is usually preferred over 

the other light elements as it provides substantially higher neutron yields. The 
241

Am-

Be source furnishes a neutron yield of 10
6
-10

8
 n.s

-1
.g

-1
 and is compact which does not 

require much gamma-ray shielding compared to the other (α, n) sources [20]. 

1.2.2. Gamma-neutron (γ, n) sources 

 The (γ, n) reactions produce neutrons in any element if the gamma energy is 

sufficiently high. When the γ energy is more than the binding energy of the neutron in 

the nucleus, a (γ, n) reaction can take place which are called as photonuclear reactions. 

The incident gamma photon energy and binding energy of the neutron dictates the 

energy of the emitted neutron. The typical minimum threshold energy (~ 8 MeV) is 

much higher than the gamma energies emitted from radioactive nuclides. However, 

the (γ, n) threshold energies for beryllium and deuterium are quite low i.e. 1.66 MeV 

and 2.22 MeV, respectively thus making the photonuclear reaction feasible. In 

practice, only 
124

Sb with half-life of 60.2 d is being used as a gamma source as it emits 

sufficiently high gamma energies of 1.69 MeV and 2.09 MeV [21]. 

 TeSb 124124
    (1.6) 

nHeBe  49 2     (1.7) 
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One curie of 
124

Sb added with beryllium yields about 3x10
6
 n.sec

-1 
[20]. The 

gamma dose rate from the radioactive nuclide is quite high i.e. about 10 mGy/h at 

distance of 1 m and can thus cause serious radiation dose exposure problems to the 

researchers.   

1.2.3. D-T source 

Relatively higher neutron yields are produced by using neutron generators. 

Neutron generators are charged-particle accelerators operating at high energies which 

lead to neutron yielding reactions in a target. A neutron generator generally consists of 

a target such as 
3
H or 

2
H, which is bombarded with 

2
H to produce high energy 

neutrons. 

MeVnHeHH 6.17432   (D-T reaction)  (1.8) 

MeVnHeHH 2.3322    (D-D reaction)   (1.9) 

Presently, compact portable neutron sources are commercially available and 

are commonly based on the ‘D-T’ reaction. The energy (17.6 MeV) released is shared 

between 
4
He and neutron. The neutron emitted from D-T reaction is fast neutrons of 

14.1 MeV energy, and are widely used for industrial and security applications, based 

on fast neutron radiography and prompt gamma neutron activation analysis [19]. The 

typical yields in D-T generator are in the order of 10
11 

n.sec
-1

. 

1.2.4. Spontaneous fission sources 

Nuclear fission, either spontaneous or induced is the most important and 

effective neutron producing source. Several transuranium elements not only undergo 

alpha decay, but also disintegrate through spontaneous fission to release several 
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neutrons in the process. The most commonly used spontaneous fission neutron source 

is 
252

Cf with its half-life of 2.65 y. Small quantities of 
252

Cf source provides a strong 

source of neutrons with an yield of ~2.3x10
12

 n/s-Ci [18]. Induced fission as a neutron 

source is only feasible in nuclear reactors with higher neutron fluxes. Even though the 

neutron yields are several orders higher in a nuclear reactor, the limitations are their 

availability and high cost of construction and operation. 

1.2.5. Induced fission sources - Nuclear reactor 

Among the neutron sources, nuclear reactors using induced fission are the 

powerful neutron sources. Nuclear reactor is a device in which the controlled fission 

chain reaction takes place with emission of neutrons, for the production of energy. 

The neutrons released in fission are responsible for self-sustained chain reaction and 

thus forms a strong source of neutrons. The neutron fluxes vary with reactors and 

depend on the various characteristic features of a reactor like core size, fissile content 

etc. The typical fluxes can be in the range of ~10
7
 – 10

15
 n.cm

-2
.sec

-1
 [22].  

1.3. Applications of neutron sources 

 Neutron sources of all types have a wide variety of applications in research, 

medicine, industry etc. The main applications of neutron sources are as follows [18]: 

(i) Power generation 

(ii) Radioisotope production 

(iii) Industrial quality control 

(iv) Fissile material assay 

(v) Chemical analysis 

(vi) Geophysical exploration 

(vii) Radiation effects studies 
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(viii) Oil well logging 

(ix) Medical therapy and 

(x) Research and education 

Even though the prime objective of the nuclear reactor is the production of 

electricity, they offer several other spin-off benefits. The neutrons in the reactor are 

useful for the production of various tailor-made radioisotopes which find applications 

in the field of agriculture, medicine, industry, physics and chemistry. The neutrons 

from reactor are also being used for various irradiation studies such as neutron 

radiography, neutron activation analysis, neutron shielding experiments, radiation 

effects on materials etc.  

1.4. Nuclear reactors 

 As mentioned in the previous section, nuclear fission is a source of enormous 

energy along with an emission of 2 - 3 neutrons per fission [23]. These are known as 

prompt neutrons and if only one neutron is used to propagate further fission, then this 

reaction is called controlled chain reaction. This methodology forms the basis of 

nuclear reactors. The fissile material used in the reactor is called nuclear fuel. The 

energy liberated in the reactor can be used to generate electrical energy in a nuclear 

power station. 

1.4.1. Basic components of nuclear reactor 

 A reactor consists of essential components such as fuel, coolant, moderator (in 

case of a thermal reactor, coolant can be a moderator too) and control rods. Figure 1.1 

illustrates schematically the basic components of a nuclear reactor [23]. Generally, the 

nuclear fuel is made of pellets of uranium (natural or enriched) or plutonium or both; 

these elements are made in the form of metallic alloys, oxide or carbide and loaded 
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into a clad. The cladding ensures the retention of fission products within the fuel and 

prevents coolant from its chemical interaction with the fuel. The prompt neutrons 

having energy upto 10 MeV are called as fast neutrons. As the slow (thermal) 

neutrons cause more fissions than that of the fast ones, moderators are used to slow 

down the speed of the neutrons. The commonly used moderators are liquid (e.g. light 

water or heavy water) or a solid (e.g. graphite).  

 

Figure 1.1. Schematic of nuclear reactor [23]. 

The materials such as cadmium or boron which absorb neutrons are used as 

control rods for controlling the fission chain reaction by moving them in and out of 

the core in the reactor. The heat energy released during the operation of the reactor is 

extracted by a coolant like light water, heavy water, liquid metal, gas etc. The coolant 

is cooled in a suitable heat exchanger outside the core and returned back to the 

reactor. The reactor core and reflector are surrounded by thick concrete shields which 

absorb neutrons, beta rays and gamma rays that are coming through the core-reflector; 

thus to protect personnel from radiation exposure. The entire reactor is accommodated 

in a leak tight containment to prevent the leakage of radioactivity into the 

environment, in the event of an unusual radiation leakage occur in the reactor. 
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1.4.2. Characteristics of neutrons from nuclear reactor 

The natural composition of uranium is 
234

U - 0.0054%, 
235

U - 0.7204 and 
238

U 

- 99.2742%. Among them, the only fissile nuclide, 
235

U is responsible for fission in all 

uranium fuelled reactors. This is because, the excitation energy of compound nucleus 

(
236

U) gained due to the absorption of neutron is higher than the fission barrier which 

results into the fission of 
235

U. Thus, fission of 
235

U is possible by bombarding with 

neutrons of all energies and such nuclei are called fissile nuclei. However, the 

compound nucleus formed by the 
238

U due to the absorption of thermal neutron attains 

excitation energy less than its fission barrier by about 1 MeV. Thus, 
238

U is fissionable 

only with neutron energies higher than 1 MeV. The excitation functions which explain 

the probability of fission for 
235

U and 
238

U nuclei are shown in Figure 1.2. The thermal 

neutron induced fission cross section of 
235

U is about 580 b, and becomes 1.2 b at    

2.5 MeV of neutron energy; whereas, the fission cross section of 
238

U is negligible for 

thermal neutrons and is 0.6 b at 2.5 MeV of neutron energy.  

The prompt neutrons produced in the nuclear fission are of high energy and 

mostly vary between 0.1 MeV and 10 MeV or more [24]. The fission neutron 

spectrum obtained by plotting the fraction of neutrons per MeV as a function of 

neutron energy is shown in Figure 1.3 [25]. The figure presents the neutron energy 

spectrum for thermal neutron in 
235

U. It is understood that the most probable and the 

average neutron energies are about 0.7 MeV and 2 MeV, respectively. The energy 

distribution of the neutrons from nuclear fission is represented by the Watt 

Distribution as shown in the eqn 1.10. [24].   

)2sinh()( EeEN E     (1.10) 

where N(E) represents the number neutrons per unit energy interval. 
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Figure 1.2. Neutron induced fission cross-sections of fissile 
235

U & fertile 
238

U nuclei 

in 640-group presentation [23]. 

 

Figure 1.3. Prompt neutron energy distribution in the thermal fission of 
235

U [25]. 
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1.4.3. Classification of reactors according to neutron flux spectrum 

The neutron energy spectrum from nuclear fission greatly differs from the 

spectrum that exists in a nuclear reactor. The neutron energy distribution in the 

nuclear reactor varies as function of the moderation and other slowing effects that 

exist inside the core. Based on the existence of neutron spectra, nuclear reactors are 

classified as either ‘thermal reactors’ or ‘fast reactors’. The typical neutron energy 

spectra existing in a thermal and fast reactor are shown in Figure 1.4 [25]. 

 

Figure 1.4. Comparison of typical neutron spectra at thermal and fast reactors [25]. 

In a fast reactor, a very fewer number of thermal neutrons exist due to absence 

of any moderator to thermalize the neutrons. The existence of the small fraction of 

these thermal neutrons in fast reactor is due to the collisions with the structural 

material present inside the reactor. The distribution of neutrons in the fast region (> 

100 keV) has a similar shape to that of the fission neutron spectrum.  
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In a thermal reactor, the neutron energy spectrum has two prominent peaks, 

one in the thermal energy region and another in the fast region at energies where the 

neutrons are produced. The neutrons produced from fission undergo collisions with 

the atoms of the moderator material and achieve thermal equilibrium with them. These 

neutrons are known as thermal neutrons (~0.025 eV) with Maxwell energy 

distribution. The neutrons in the intermediate energy region (1 eV to 0.1 MeV) have 

1/E dependence and are called as epithermal neutrons. The neutrons with the energy > 

0.1 MeV in the neutron spectrum have a similar shape to that of the spectrum of 

neutrons released in the fission process and are known as fast neutrons.  

1.4.4. Types of nuclear reactors 

 Several types of nuclear reactors are evolved and are classified based on the 

combination of coolant, moderator and fuel element materials. However, the reactors 

can also be divided based on their utilities i.e. power reactors and research reactors. 

While, the former is used mainly for the production of electricity, the latter is used for 

material research, testing, training and other neutron irradiation studies.  

1.4.4.1. Power reactors 

The power reactors are classified into the following categories [26]. 

1.4.4.1.1. Light Water Reactors (LWR): This type of reactors includes both 

pressurized water reactors (PWR) and boiling water reactors (BWR) in which light 

water acts as the coolant as well as moderator. This demands the fuel enrichment to 

about 3% fissile content, as water has high thermal neutron capture cross-section. 

Enriched uranium oxide (UO2) is used as the fuel in these reactors [22]. 

1.4.4.1.2. Heavy Water Reactors (HWR): In these reactors, the generally used 

coolant is heavy water and sometimes by light water also. The need for enriched 
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uranium can be overcome as the heavy water’s neutron capture cross section is very 

small. The pressurized heavy water reactors (PHWRs) use natural UO2 as the fuel and 

heavy water as moderator and coolant [22]. 

1.4.4.1.3. Gas Cooled Reactors (GCR): In these reactors, gas is used as the coolant 

and graphite is mostly used as the moderator. In ‘Magnox’ type GCRs, the coolant is 

CO2 at a pressure of 20 bars. The reactor core consists of natural uranium metallic 

bars clad with magnesium alloy, known by the trade name “Magnox” [27]. The 

advanced gas cooled reactors (AGR) uses CO2 as coolant at higher pressures (40 bars) 

and enriched UO2 fuel with stainless steel as clad and graphite as moderator. The 

major drawback of GCRs is that the CO2 might react with graphite under high 

temperatures in the reactor to produce CO, which corrodes graphite to reduce its 

strength. The high temperature gas cooled reactors (HTGR) uses helium as coolant & 

graphite as moderator. The reactor powers are in the range of 300 to 680 MWe. 

1.4.4.1.4. Boiling Water Graphite Moderated Reactors (RBMK): The RBMK type 

reactors are developed by Russia. The reactor consists of graphite core with holes 

through which zirconium pressure tubes pass. Enriched UO2 is the fuel and is loaded 

in the pressure tubes which are cooled by passing over light water [27]. 

1.4.4.1.5. Fast Breeder Reactors (FBR): In fast reactors, the chain reaction is 

sustained by fast neutrons and hence moderator is not required. The breeding ratio is 

high for the fast flux because of more number of neutrons produced per neutron 

absorbed in the fissile isotope. The fission cross-sections for fast neutrons are smaller 

in comparison with that of thermal neutrons which necessitates the use of high 

enrichment fuel in the core from criticality consideration. Natural uranium or thorium 
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are used as blankets to capture the neutrons leaking from the core and thus to produce 

fissile material, namely, 
239

Pu or 
233

U, respectively as shown below. 

PuNpUnU 239

94

239

93

239

92

1

0

238

92 
    (1.11) 

UPaThnTh 233

92

233

91

233

90

1

0

232

90 
    (1.12) 

 Liquid sodium is used as coolant in fast reactors due to its efficient heat 

transfer characteristics and can cope with high volumetric power densities. The Fast 

Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) is under operation in India and uses Pu-U carbide as 

fuel and liquid sodium as coolant [28]. 

1.4.4.2. Research reactors 

Unlike power reactors, the major purpose of research reactors is the production 

of neutrons and their utilisation for various research oriented programs. These reactors 

are extensively used for neutron irradiation studies like activation analysis, 

radiography and shielding experiments and importantly for the production of tailor-

made radioisotopes which find applications in many fields. Currently, 245 research 

reactors are operating in the world [29].  

The first nuclear research reactor, ‘Chicago Pile’ was constructed in 1942 by 

Fermi in University of Chicago [30]. The reactor used uranium oxide as fuel and 

graphite as moderator. APSARA, the first reactor built in India, in 1956, was a 

swimming pool type reactor, located at Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC), 

Trombay [31]. 93% enriched U-Al alloy plates with Al cladding were used as the fuel 

and light water as the coolant as well as the moderator. The reactor was operated at    

1 MWt power with a flux of 10
12

 n.cm
-2

.s
-1 

and was extensively used for the 

production of radioisotopes, basic research, shielding experiments, activation analysis, 

radiography and testing of neutron detectors. The CIRUS reactor with natural uranium 
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metal rods as fuel was commissioned in 1960. This reactor operated at a maximum 

power of 40 MWt with a neutron flux of 6.5x10
13

 cm
-2

.s
-1

 [32]. CIRUS reactor was 

used for condensed matter research, material irradiation, fuel testing, neutron 

activation analysis and production of radioisotopes for application in the fields of 

medicine, agriculture and industry. Both the APSARA and CIRUS reactors were 

permanently shut-down in the year 2010. DHRUVA, a high flux research reactor with 

100 MWt power was set up at BARC in 1985 [33]. This is a natural uranium metal 

fuelled and heavy water moderated research reactor. The reactor provides a maximum 

neutron flux of 1.4x10
14

 cm
-2

.s
-1

 and is utilized for basic research, isotope production, 

activation analysis, testing of neutron detectors etc. Two more important research 

reactors in India under operation are Kalpakkam-Mini (KAMINI) reactor and Fast 

Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) located at Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, 

Kalpakkam [28,34]. The description of these reactors is elaborated in the following 

sections. 

1.5. Indian nuclear power programme 

Natural uranium reserves in India are limited and estimated to be ~1,72,000 

tons of U3O8 while thorium is estimated as ~6,50,000 tons [35,36]. The amount of 

uranium available in India could set a limitation to the growth of nuclear energy as in 

the case of fossil fuels. However, the generation of 
239

Pu and 
233

U in breeder reactors 

overcomes this limitation. 
239

Pu can be generated using natural uranium containing 

238
U as fuel and 

233
U can be generated by bombarding fertile 

232
Th with neutrons. 

Keeping this in view, a three-stage programme has been envisaged and implemented 

in our country by the visionary Dr. H. J. Bhabha in 1950's [37]. This was initiated for 

the effective utilization of uranium and enormous thorium reserves for the production 
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of energy to secure the country's long term energy requirement. It is based on a closed 

fuel cycle concept, which demands the reprocessing of spent fuel from every reactor. 

A schematic of Indian three stage nuclear programme is depicted in Figure 1.5.  

1.5.1. Stage-1: Thermal reactors 

In the first stage of the programme, 
235

U from the domestic natural uranium 

undergoes fission in a thermal reactor, and produces 
239

Pu from fertile 
238

U. At present 

all operating thermal reactors in India are based on the use of either natural uranium 

(0.7% 
235

U) or low enriched uranium (3-4% 
235

U). Currently, there are eighteen 

PHWRs, two BWR, and two PWR (VVER), operating with a total capacity of 6780 

MWe [38]. The spent fuel from PHWR contains small quantities of fissile 
239

Pu, along 

with residual uranium (known as depleted uranium, which predominantly contains 

238
U). The product obtained in the first stage, namely, plutonium and depleted 

uranium is used for fuelling in fast breeder reactors (FBRs) in the second stage.  

 

Figure 1.5. Schematic diagram of Indian nuclear power programme [39]. 
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1.5.2. Stage-2: Fast breeder reactors 

The second stage is based on the setting up of Fast Breeder Reactors (FBRs) 

which are fuelled by mixed oxide of
 238

U and 
239

Pu, recovered by reprocessing of the 

spent fuel from the first stage reactors. A 40 MWt Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) 

is in operation at Kalpakkam since 1985 [40] to demonstrate the second stage with 

indigenously developed mixed carbide (U0.3Pu0.7) as the fuel. India’s first commercial 

fast reactor, the 500 MWe Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) is in the advanced 

stage of completion at Kalpakkam. In FBRs, 
239

Pu undergoes fission, producing 

energy as well as 
239

Pu, from the transmutation of 
238

U. Thus the FBRs produce 

energy and fuel, & hence termed Breeders. FBRs are capable of generating more fuel 

than they consume and thus are technically capable of growing the nuclear capacity to 

a very high level. In the second stage nuclear power reactors, thorium (Th) is kept as 

blanket material for converting the fertile 
232

Th into fissile 
233

U, which will form fuel 

input for the third stage of the programme [41]. The major driving force behind the 

development of fast reactor is to breed fissile material from fertile material. This 

provides the key to utilising the uranium resources and the vast amount of thorium 

resources available in India.  

1.5.3. Stage-3: Thermal breeders 

In the third stage, the fissile 
233

U will be used in thermal or fast breeders to 

produce electricity as well as to further breed 
233

U from thorium. Thus the third stage 

of Indian nuclear power programme is purely based on the exploitation of plentiful 

resources of thorium available in India. A 30 kWt reactor, KAMINI at Kalpakkam, 

India is the only reactor in the world, which uses 
233

U as fuel [34]. In addition to this, 

Advanced Heavy Water Reactors (AHWRs) are also conceptualized to employ 
233

U as 
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fuel. According to the three-stage programme, Indian nuclear energy could grow to 

about 10 GW through PHWRs fuelled by domestic uranium and the growth expected 

to come from FBRs will be about 50 GW. The third stage will be deployed only after 

the successful achievement of 2
nd

 stage [42]. 

1.6. Nuclear reactors in India - Overview 

The first commercial nuclear power plant (BWR) in India was set up at 

Tarapur, Maharashtra. This reactor became operational in 1969 which is the first in 

Asia and among a few countries in the world, which demonstrated the safe and 

reliable operation of a nuclear power plant [41]. Subsequently, construction and 

commercialization of several PHWRs was accomplished at various parts of India. 

Considering the growing energy demands, a second line of light water reactors has 

been added to the current indigenous programme of PHWRs. Recently, two Light 

Water Reactors of 1000 MWe “Voda Voda Energo Reactor” (VVER) units were 

installed and commercialized at Kudankulam, Tamil Nadu in collaboration with the 

Russian Federation [43]. Currently, a total of 22 thermal reactors are in operation 

which includes 18 PHWRs, 2 BWRs and 2 PWRs at various locations in India. 

Various nuclear power plants under operation with their power output are shown in 

Table 1.1. 

Several research reactors were constructed and commissioned in India, out of 

which, presently, only three are in operation. They are (i) 100 MWt Dhruva reactor at 

BARC, Mumbai, (ii) 30 kWt KAMINI reactor and (iii) 40 MWt FBTR both at 

Kalpakkam. 
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Table 1.1. The nuclear power plants under operation in India [38] 

Plant Location Type Capacity of each 

reactor (MWe) 

Tarapur Atomic Power 

Station, TAPS - 1 & 2 

Tarapur, 

Maharashtra 

BWR 160 

Tarapur Atomic Power 

Station, TAPS - 3 & 4 

Tarapur, 

Maharashtra 

PHWR 540 

Rajasthan Atomic Power 

Station, RAPS - 1 to 6  

Rawatbhata, 

Rajasthan 

PHWR RAPS-1 = 100 

RAPS-2 = 200 

RAPS 3 to 6 = 220   

Madras Atomic Power 

Station, MAPS - 1 & 2 

Kalpakkam, 

Tamilnadu 

PHWR 220 

Kaiga Generating Station,     

KGS - 1 to 4   

Kaiga, 

Karnataka 

PHWR 220 

Kudankulam Nuclear Power 

Station, KKNPS - 1 & 2 

Kudankulam, 

Tamilnadu 

VVER 

(PWR) 

1000 

Narora Atomic Power Station 

NAPS - 1 & 2 

Narora, 

Uttarpradesh 

PHWR 220 

Kakrapar Atomic Power 

Station KAPS - 1 & 2 

Kakrapar, 

Gujarat 

PHWR 220 

 

1.7. Nuclear reactors in Kalpakkam 

 Kalpakkam is a unique place for hosting reactors belonging to all three stages 

of India's nuclear power programme as envisioned by Dr. Homi Bhabha. The two 

PHWRs that use natural uranium as fuel represents the first stage, the FBTR and 

PFBR the second stage, and the KAMINI reactor represents the third stage. Among 

them, KAMINI and FBTR are the research reactors under Indira Gandhi Centre for 
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Atomic Research (IGCAR) which was established in 1971 as Reactor Research 

Centre. The details of KAMINI and FBTR are discussed below. 

1.7.1. KAMINI reactor 

KAMINI is a 30 kWt powered research reactor with 
233

U-Al alloy fuel, 

demineralized light water is being used as moderator, coolant and biological shield. 

BeO and  Cd plates  are used as  reflector and absorber  material in  the  safety control 

plates, respectively. The reactor has a peak neutron flux of 10
12 

cm
-2

.s
-1

 at the core 

centre and makes itself available as a neutron source for neutron radiography, neutron 

shielding experiments, neutron activation analysis, radiation physics research and 

testing of neutron detectors [34]. The reactor houses three beam tubes, two thimble 

irradiation locations and one special irradiation location named as “pneumatic fast 

transfer system” (PFTS) for carrying out irradiation experiments. The neutron spectra 

for these beam tubes and the thimble locations were characterized and reported 

elsewhere [44-46]. Recently, two new locations are installed inside the reactor called 

‘dry tube-1’ and ‘dry tube-2’ (Figure 1.6) which have potential features to carry out 

Large Sample Neutron Activation Analysis (LS-NAA). The Horizontal cross-section 

view of the KAMINI reactor along with the irradiation positions is shown in Figure 

1.6. The special irradiation position nearest to the core is PFTS and is used for 

producing and studying short and long lived isotopes in various irradiation 

experiments. The distance between the sample loading terminal and PFTS position is 

around 14 m while the sample transit time is less than 3 s. The sample with a 

maximum weight of 1.7 g in a polypropylene container of 20 mm diameter and 30 

mm length is transported pneumatically into the irradiation site during reactor 

operation and retrieved immediately after the irradiation [34]. The irradiation of 
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samples can be carried out in this location without the need for shutting down the 

reactor. An activation analysis lab adjacent to the KAMINI reactor with a fume hood 

facility is used for sample loading, sample preparation and pre or post-irradiation 

treatment. It also houses a well shielded high resolution gamma spectrometry system 

for the assay of short lived isotopes immediately after the irradiation. Recently, 

KAMINI reactor core was modified i.e. one of the 
233

U-Al fuel was replaced with 

239
Pu-Al fuel subassembly.  

 

 

Figure 1.6. Horizontal cross-section view of the KAMINI reactor indicating various 

irradiation positions. 
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1.7.2. Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) 

The second stage of India’s three-stage nuclear energy programme constitutes 

the operation of sodium cooled fast breeder reactors for the effective utilization of 

uranium and exploitation of large reserves of thorium. FBTR is a 40 MWt test reactor 

located at Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research (IGCAR), Kalpakkam. It is a 

sodium cooled, loop type fast reactor and operates with unique plutonium rich mixed 

carbide fuel. The main purpose of FBTR is to provide experience in operation of fast 

reactor, handling of large scale sodium and to serve as a test bed for the irradiation of 

fast reactor fuels & materials. FBTR was built in similar line of French Rapsodie-

Fortissimo reactor and became critical on 18
th

 October, 1985 [28]. The fuel of reactor 

consists of two types, i.e. Mark-I (70% PuC + 30% UC fuel) and Mark-II (55% PuC + 

45% UC fuel) which was necessitated to attain the neutron flux flattening in the core. 

One of the current missions of FBTR is to irradiate and test the MOX fuel of 

commercial power reactor composition planned for the 500 MWe Prototype Fast 

Breeder Reactor (PFBR) being built at Kalpakkam.  

The cross-sectional view of the FBTR assembly is shown in Figure 1.7. The 

top of the FBTR core was provided with sodium pool, argon cover gas and rotating 

plug. The rotating plug consists of layers of stainless steel, borated graphite and 

carbon steel and serves to reduce the dose rate to acceptable levels in the Reactor 

Containment Building (RCB) [47]. The temperature of the sodium that emerges out 

from each subassembly is monitored using thermocouples. For the temperature 

monitoring of the central subassembly outlet, four thermocouples are provided as an 

integral part of central canal plug (CCP) in the control plug of the reactor [48]. A 

central cavity of 18.5 mm dia was available in the CCP and this extends up to -6160 
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mm elevation ie. 57 mm above head of the central subassembly. The cavity was 

envisaged as a potential irradiation location above the core with fast neutrons. This 

cavity is enclosed with a supplementary shielding plug for axial shielding which 

extended up to -3050 mm elevation. The shielding provided by CCP and its shield 

plug ensures that the radiation dose due to neutron and gamma streaming is within the 

regulatory limits at the top of the plug. 

The supplementary shielding plug was later modified to have a foil holder 

attached to a 3 m long titanium (Ti) rod. The foil holder which is 50 mm long and 

closed with a threaded plug is screwed to the Ti rod. This foil holder assembly with 

the cavity in this CCP serves as the Fast Flux Experimental Facility (FFEF) in FBTR. 

Introduction and withdrawal of samples is from the top of the reactor and the samples 

are not in contact with liquid sodium. 

The outlet temperature of the sodium from the central subassembly is expected 

to be around 540 
o
C at full power of FBTR. Hence, it is necessary that the samples to 

be irradiated should be stable at a temperature of about 600 
o
C. This rules out the 

irradiation studies for materials such as organic samples, metallic or other samples 

with low melting point and samples that have high vapour pressure. Thus, the samples 

which can be studied by the irradiation can only be metals or ceramics of high melting 

points and low vapour pressures, withstanding the adverse thermal conditions. 
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Figure 1.7. FBTR Assembly Cross Section. 
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1.8. Applications of KAMINI and FBTR 

KAMINI reactor as a neutron source is being used extensively for various 

irradiation studies. It is used for the neutron activation analysis (NAA) of several 

samples towards routine analysis and research works. It is also used for studies on 

neutron shielding and neutron radiography of irradiated fuel from the FBTR. KAMINI 

also renders the necessary and crucial analytical support to the Indian space mission 

through the neutron radiography of pyro-device based components for all space 

missions of the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) [49]. Furthermore, the 

reactor is also being used for the calibration of neutron detectors and characterization 

of materials. 

 The FFEF of FBTR is designed for the use in the fission studies of actinides, 

fast neutron activation analysis and minor actinide transmutation. Further, the reactor 

is also being used for the production of radioisotopes for the societal applications [50]. 

89
Sr, a pain palliative care for bone metastasis is being produced in FBTR, and several 

other radioisotopes (
32

P, 
60

Co, 
117m

Sn etc.) are also envisaged for the investigation 

towards their production feasibility. 

 The principles of the important applications of KAMINI and FBTR that are 

focused in the present thesis are summarized below.  

1.8.1. Neutron activation analysis 

Neutron activation analysis (NAA) is a radioanalytical technique used to 

determine the concentrations of elements in materials of different fields. The NAA 

technique is based on the conversion of a stable element of interest present in the 

sample into a radioactive element which is also known as “activation” and is 

accomplished through induced nuclear reaction using neutrons from a nuclear reactor 
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(Figure 1.8) [51]. The activated element of the sample emits radiation, especially 

gamma radiation, with its own characteristic energy and intensity which are correlated 

to the original element and its amount in the sample, thus enabling its qualitative and 

quantitative analysis. The technique offers many advantages such as simultaneous 

determination of various elements in the sample, very low detection limit for many 

elements, better sensitivity, accuracy and significantly matrix independence.  

 

Figure 1.8. Basic Principle of Neutron Activation Analysis [51]. 

The activity (A) formed at the end of irradiation when a sample is irradiated in 

a neutron flux (ϕ) for a period of time (ti), is given by eqn 1.13. 
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     (1.13) 

where, ]1[ ite


 is the saturation factor (S), λ is the decay constant, σ is the thermal 

neutron activation cross section, NA is the Avogadro number, θ is isotopic abundance, 

w is mass of the element and M is atomic weight. The activity after a cooling period 

of Td & for a counting period of ‘LT’ is given by 
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where, dte
  and 
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1
 are decay (D) and counting (C) correction terms. There 

are three standardization methods of NAA as described below.  

1.8.1.1. Absolute method 

The mass of the element (m) can be determined directly from measured 

activity by employing the nuclear and reactor based data using the eqn. 1.15. 
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     (1.15) 

where, Cp is the photo peak area, aγ is the gamma abundance and ε is the absolute 

detector efficiency. However, this method is not in use much, because of the difficulty 

in obtaining the absolute values of σ and ϕ since both vary with neutron energy. 

1.8.1.2. Relative method 

 In this method, the sample irradiated along with an elemental standard and 

activities from both are measured in identical conditions with respect to the detector. 

This method is simple and faster to arrive at the results, since it does not need the 

nuclear and reactor based input parameters. Mass of the element in standard (mx,std) 

and activities of standard ([Cp]x,std) and sample ([Cp]x,sample) are used to determine the 

mass of the element in the sample (mx,sample) for the same counting time as given by 

eqn 1.16. 
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Even though the relative method is simple and precise, a priori knowledge of 

the elements present in the sample is necessary to prepare multi-elemental standards 

or certified reference materials (CRMs) of similar matrices. 

1.8.1.3. Single comparator or ‘k0-NAA’ method 

The possibility of using a single element as comparator for multi-element 

NAA (k0-NAA) involves the simultaneous irradiation of a sample and a neutron flux 

monitor (gold), and the use of a composite nuclear constant (k0). It eliminates the 

standard preparation for each element and a priori knowledge of constituents of 

sample is not necessary. The concentration of an element, Ci (µg.g
-1

) in k0-NAA 

method is calculated using the following eqn  [52,53].  
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    (1.17) 

where, W and w are the masses of the sample and comparator respectively, k0 is the 

literature reported k0,Au-factor [54], Qo(α) is the ratio of Io(α) to σ0, where, Io(α) is 

infinitely dilute resonance integral corrected for α, σ0 is the (n,γ) cross-section at 2,200 

ms
-1

 (thermal neutron velocity) and the symbol ‘#’ refers to the corresponding 

parameters of the gold. 

1.8.2. Production of radioisotopes 

Production of radioisotopes is possible by altering the neutron-proton (N/Z) 

ratio in a stable isotope. The N/Z ratio can be altered by bombarding the suitable 

target with neutrons or charged particles. Neutron irradiation produces “neutron rich” 

isotopes which usually decay by negatron (β
-
) emission, whereas energised charged 
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particle bombardment from an accelerator yields “neutron deficient” isotopes which 

decay by either positron (β
+
) emission or electron capture (EC). 

The use of alpha or beta emitting radionuclides is in high demand for the 

treatment of bone pain palliation caused by metastatic bone cancer [55]. Over the past 

60 years, several bone-seeking radiopharmaceuticals are used to treat bone pain 

caused by metastases. However, US Food and Drug Administration (US FDA) 

approved [56] only three of them for the treatment of bone pain palliation, namely 
32

P-

Orthophosphate, 
89

Sr-Strontium chloride and 
153

Sm-EDTMP (Ethylene Diamine Tetra 

Methylene Phosphonic acid). Among them, 
89

Sr and 
32

P can be produced in FBTR 

with high specific activity using the nuclear reactions 
89

Y(n,p)
89

Sr and 
32

S(n,p)
32

P, 

respectively. 

1.9. Characterization of nuclear reactor as a source of neutrons 

Neutron spectrum characterization of a neutron source like nuclear reactor is a 

mandatory requirement for the evaluation of experimental results involving the 

irradiation of materials. The type and extent of reaction that takes place during the 

irradiation highly depend on the neutron energy spectrum of the particular facility. 

Characterization of a neutron facility requires the determination of thermal to 

epithermal neutron flux ratio (f), epithermal neutron flux shape factor (α) and the 

neutron spectrum. The importance of these reactor parameters and the methodology 

being used for their determination are described below. 

1.9.1. Determination of reactor parameters ‘f’ and ‘α’ 

Determination of f and α is an important requirement for the single comparator 

based k0-NAA, a radioanalytical technique to estimate the elemental profile of a 

sample [53]. Evaluation of reactor based parameters (f and α), detector based 
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parameters (absolute efficiency) and a composite nuclear constant (k0) are the pre-

requisites for the k0-NAA method to determine the elemental concentrations 

accurately.  

The reactor parameters f and α are the characteristics of an irradiation location 

in a reactor and need to be evaluated either a priori or simultaneously with the samples 

during irradiation. For a given ideal neutron energy spectrum, the epithermal neutron 

energy flux variation is always proportional to 1/E which is not practically observed in 

real cases. Generally, it is rather proportional to 1/E
1+ 

[52], where α is a measure of 

epithermal neutron energy deviation. Although the observed deviation between these 

two shapes for most of the irradiation positions is small or insignificant, α is 

introduced [53,57] still to account for the same towards a better accuracy in the related 

studies. The sign of the  value can be either positive or negative indicating whether 

epithermal neutron spectrum is ‘softened’ or ‘hardened’, respectively [53]. The  

value is being used in the subsequent calculation of Qo() [58,59] using eqn 1.18.  
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where Ēr is the effective resonance energy in eV. The α value can be 

determined by several methods such as bare, Cd-ratio and Cd-cover methods using 

dual or multi monitors [60,61].  

1.9.2. Neutron spectrum characterization 

Theoretical calculation for the determination of neutron energy distribution 

depends on the interaction cross sections, numerical procedure adopted for the 

calculation and other reactor parameters such as fuel burn-up, material composition, 
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geometry and operating conditions [62]. Inaccuracies associated with any of these 

parameters are difficult to estimate and they naturally propagate to result into an 

introduction of an element of inaccuracy in the estimation of neutron spectrum. A 

generally adopted method to bypass rigorous procedure involving the determination of 

accurate reactor parameters is to perform foil activation measurements [63]. Various 

foils with their associated characteristics and distinct activation energies as the 

threshold values and sensitive to different energy regions are selected. The foils are 

irradiated with the neutrons, at the irradiation location with its characteristic neutron 

spectrum to obtain reaction rates in the energy region of interest. These reaction rates 

can thus be obtained from the induced activity of the activation foils from their 

irradiation which needs data on number of target atoms, irradiation time, counting 

time, decay time, efficiency of the counting system etc. Thus the exact determination 

of the neutron flux is possible from the foil activation studies [64]. 

All the activation foils need to be irradiated in the reactor under identical 

conditions i.e. in the same position as well as under similar operational conditions 

such as power level, positions of control rods, moderator temperature etc. to obtain the 

reaction rates accurately [64,65]. The reaction rates with respect to the threshold 

energies are generally unfolded using codes like SAND-II, SANDBP and SPECTRA 

[46,66,67]. Spectrum unfolding uses an approximate solution to flux spectrum which 

is derived from a theoretical calculation with an optimization procedure for spectral 

adjustment based on these measured activities. The optimized spectrum should enable 

the reproduction of the measured reaction rates within the experimental tolerances as 

well as result into a proximity, continuity and shape with respect to the calculated 

spectrum. Generally an initial guess spectrum is generated by reactor physics codes 
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and its associated libraries. The unfolding codes translate the guess spectrum into the 

best fit spectrum using iterative procedures which are adjusted by the minimum 

deviation between experimental and calculated saturated activities of the different 

irradiated foils [68]. 

1.9.3. Yields of fission products 

 In the neutron induced fission of a heavy nucleus (
235

U, 
239

Pu, 
233

U etc), fission 

fragments are produced which decay into their corresponding fission products. The 

fission products are still neutron rich and undergo successive beta decay along an 

isobaric chain to reach stability. As an example, let us look at an isobaric chain given 

below corresponding to the mass A=135 for the thermal neutron induced fission of 

235
U [69]. 

 )(947.189425.19473.29421.09411.094 StableZrYSrRbKrBr mmsss     

INY:  1.66*10
-4

 0.0868            1.57  4.51 0.39 0.0195     

CUMY:   1.66*10
-4

 0.087             1.65 6.06 6.45 6.47 

where, INY refers ‘Independent Yield’ and CUMY refers ‘Cumulative Yield’. 

 In the above isobaric chain, all the fission products are formed as a 

consequence of the direct fission and due to the decay from the precursor. The yield of 

the fission products formed directly from the fission without precursor decay is known 

as ‘independent yield’ whereas with precursor decay, it is ‘cumulative yield’. The 

cumulative yield of the last product is known as the chain yield for the isobaric chain 

of the specific mass number. The determination of chain yields is necessary for the 

mass distribution studies, whereas estimation of independent and cumulative yields of 

various isobaric chains lead to charge distribution data. Furthermore, yields data are 
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very important towards the fuel burn-up determinations, calculations of fission 

product inventory in spent fuel, reprocessing of spent fuel and management of nuclear 

waste [70]. 

1.9.4. Determination of fission yields 

1.9.4.1. Absolute fission yield method 

The yield of a fission product in absolute method was determined using the 

following eqn [71] and termed as absolute yields (Y). 

di TT
eeN

A
Y
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    (1.19) 

where N is the number of atoms of target fissile nuclide, σ is its fission cross-

section (cm
2
), ϕ is the flux (n.cm

-2
.sec

-1
), λ is the decay constant of the fission product 

of interest (s
-1

) with yields Y (% fission), Ti is the time of irradiation and Td is the 

time of cooling. Determination of absolute fission yields required the knowledge of all 

these terms which is practically difficult. Since the direct measurement of absolute 

yields was difficult, in general, yields were determined relative to a reference mass 

number and the relative yield curve obtained was then normalized to 200 per cent to 

give absolute yields [72]. 

1.9.4.2. Relative yield method 

 In relative method, fission products yields are determined relative to any one 

of the products which is determined using absolute method. Absolute yields of fission 

products viz. 
99

Mo and 
140

Ba are used as standard yields and the yields of other fission 

products are determined relative to these standard yields. The activities of the 

individual and standard fission products are assayed by a beta or gamma counting 
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system for each irradiation and are related to the respective yields with the following 

eqn. 
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where suffix ‘i’ refers to the fission product of interest and ‘s’ stands for the standard 

fission product while all other symbols refers to the ones described in eqn 1.19.  

1.9.4.3. Comparison method 

The comparison method is sort of an extension of the relative method. In this 

method, a fission product yield in a fissioning system is determined relative to other 

standard fissioning nuclei in which the yields of fission products were known 

accurately. The standard fissioning nuclei are chosen depending upon the availability 

of accurate fission yield data and more often 
235

U(nth, f) is picked, as most exhaustive 

data available for this system. In this method, fissile nuclide of interest and 
235

U are 

irradiated and activities of the fission products are assayed by identical techniques. 

The experimental parameter ‘R-value’ is calculated using the activities of fission 

products in two fissioning system and related to their yield ratios with the following 

eqn. 
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where ‘I’ refers to the fissioning nuclide for which yields are to be determined and ‘S’ 

stands for the fission of 
235

U which is taken as standard. Ax, AMo are the activities of 
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fission product X and 
99

Mo (internal standard), YX and YMo are the respective yields. 

A large number of mass distribution data was evaluated using this technique [73]. 

1.10. Application of radioisotopes 

Radioisotopes play a major role in a variety of fields such as nuclear medicine, 

industry, agriculture, sterilization, life sciences and research. The radioisotopes have 

provided a great or at times, an exclusive tool to resolve many problems associated 

with chemical, biological and medical fields. Applications of radioactive tracers in 

chemical research enable the understanding of the reaction mechanism, kinetics, 

exchange processes and analytical applications such as radiometric titrations, 

solubility product estimation, isotope dilution analysis and autoradiography [74]. 

Identification of leaks in buried pipelines and dams was possible only by employing 

radioisotopes. Process parameters such as mixing efficiency, residence time, flow rate, 

material inventory and silt movement in harbours are monitored using radioisotopes. 

Ionising radiation has been employed for the sterilization of medical products and 

devices. In agriculture, radioisotopes are used to improve the quality, productivity and 

for optimum utilisation of pesticides, fertilisers and insecticides without or negligible 

harmful effects to plants and mankind [75].  

In the field of nuclear medicine, several diagnostic and therapeutic 

applications have been standardized using radioisotopes and being routinely employed 

to patients as per the need. The therapeutic applications of radioisotopes include both 

curative as well as palliative treatment. The therapeutic treatment involves using 

implanted or external sealed sources of radioisotopes or by administration of 

appropriate radiopharmaceuticals [76]. For many applications, the naturally occurring 

radioisotopes are not sufficient but need tailor-made radioisotopes satisfying 
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requirements of certain radiation characteristics. This necessitates the artificial 

production of radioisotopes with the required radiation characteristics.  

1.11. Production routes of radioisotopes 

The schematic production routes of radioisotopes in reactor and cyclotron is 

shown in Figure 1.9 [23]. Even though the yields of radioisotopes are low in 

cyclotron, high specific activities can be obtained. Similarly, using nuclear reactions 

(n,p) and (n,α), production of high specific active radioisotopes is feasible by 

irradiating appropriate targets in fast reactor which is not possible in thermal reactor 

due to the difficulty in separating the isotope produced from (n,γ) reaction from the 

target isotope of the same element. Useful radioisotopes also can be obtained from 

fission products which are formed during nuclear fission. 

 

Figure 1.9. Production routes of radioisotopes [23]. 
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1.11.1. Radioisotopes from fission products produced in nuclear fission 

Nuclear fission offers a host of several fission products with great significance. 

Some of the most important fission products which serve in many useful applications 

are, short lived fission products such as 
99

Mo and 
131

I and long lived fission products 

such as 
90

Sr, 
137

Cs and 
144

Ce [77]. The most important medical radioisotope 
99m

Tc is a 

daughter product of 
99

Mo and is also known as the work horse of nuclear medicine. It 

is widely being used in Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT), a 

diagnostic technique to obtain and evaluate tomographic images of various organs 

(brain, lungs, liver, heart etc.) of human body for the evaluation of their functioning 

[78]. 
131

I (t1/2=8 days) is separated in the form of sodium iodide (NaI) from the fission 

products and is being administered for both diagnostic as well as therapeutic 

applications [79] especially in the case of thyroid patients i.e. measurement of thyroid 

uptake and thyroid imaging after oral administration and the treatment of thyroid 

diseases such as thyroid carcinoma and hyperthyroidism [80]. 
90

Y (t1/2 = 64.1 h, 

Eβmax= 2.28 MeV) is a pure β
–
 particle emitter that can be obtained from the decay of 

90
Sr (t1/2 = 28.8 years) which itself is again a fission product. It is used as a therapeutic 

isotope for the selective destruction of cancer cells using the radio-immunotherapy 

approach and also is being used in radiation synovectomy for the treatment of 

rheumatoid arthritis [81]. 
137

Cs (t1/2 = 30 y) is one of the abundant fission products, 

recommended for low-dose-rate brachytherapy treatment of gynaecologic cancers 

through intra-cavitary implants [82]. It is also being used in food preservation by 

gamma irradiation, sterilization of medical supplies and treatment of municipal 

sewage sludge by irradiation [83].  
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Another fission product, 
144

Ce (t1/2 = 285 d) has several applications in various 

fields of research. The only viable source for this isotope is from nuclear fission which 

is in secular equilibrium with 
144

Pr (t1/2=17.29 min). The
 144

Ce-
144

Pr pair is widely 

used practically for the demonstration of radioactive equilibrium concept in general 

and secular equilibrium in particular for pedagogical activities in educational 

institutions [84]. It is also being evaluated as a potential candidate for the interstitial 

and intravascular brachytherapy applications due to its long half-life [85]. The 
144

Ce is 

also used as a radioactive tracer in chemical and biochemical studies to track the path 

of cerium [86]. It is further used as energy & efficiency calibration source for gamma 

spectrometric studies using HPGe detector [87]. 

1.11.2. Radioisotopes production in cyclotron 

The cyclotron produced radionuclides are often neutron deficient and hence 

decay mainly either by electron capture (EC) or positron (β
+
) emission. These 

radioisotopes are especially suitable for diagnostic studies. Cyclotron produced 

isotopes such as 
67

Ga, 
111

In, 
123

I and 
201

Tl decay by EC and are extensively used in 

nuclear medicine. Positron emitting isotopes such as 
11

C, 
13

N, 
15

O and 
18

F are short 

lived and their production in cyclotron is followed by rapid radiochemical processing 

to yield labeled molecules. Even though, radioisotopes produced in cyclotron are 

highly expensive, many important neutron deficient isotopes with high specific 

activity need to be produced only through cyclotron. 

1.11.3. Radioisotopes production in nuclear reactor 

Most of the artificial radioisotopes are being produced by neutron in a nuclear 

reactor. The general nuclear reactions include neutron radiative capture i.e. (n,γ) and 

neutron capture followed by particle emission i.e. (n,n’), (n,p) and (n,α). The most 
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widely encountered reaction is (n,γ) with thermal neutrons. The isotopes like 
153

Sm, 

186
Re, 

188
Re, 

64
Cu etc. are produced by using this route. The advantage of this route is 

its simplicity and high production yields owing to the high absorption cross-section. 

However, the specific activity of source is low in this case, due to difficulty in the 

isotopic separation of the radioisotope from the target. Higher specific active 

radioisotopes (
89

Sr, 
32

P, 
67

Cu etc.) are produced through (n,p) and (n,α) reactions 

which are of threshold in nature and are feasible with fast neutrons in fast reactors. 

These radioisotopes are neutron rich and hence generally decay by β
-
 emission.  

1.11.3.1 Radioisotopes production in FBTR 

1.11.3.1.1. Production of 
89

Sr 

89
Sr, a pure beta emitter with half-life of 50.53 d is used in its chloride form 

for pain palliation of bone metastasis. 
89

Sr can be produced either by irradiating 

enriched Sr targets in thermal reactors using 
88

Sr(n,γ)
89

Sr reaction [88] or by 

irradiating yttrium targets in fast reactor using 
89

Y(n,p)
89

Sr reaction [89]. However, 

the later route is preferred over the former as it leads the 
89

Sr source with high specific 

activities due to the possible separation of Sr from the chemically different yttrium 

target. Yttria is the most suitable target for the production of 
89

Sr in a fast reactor and 

the same was chosen for the production of 
89

Sr in FBTR. A flow-sheet for the 

radiochemical processing of 
89

Sr from the irradiated yttria target was standardized.  

1.11.3.1.2. Production of 
32

P 

Radiochemical processing of 
32

P was standardized for various sulphur targets 

irradiated in KAMINI reactor owing to the limited availability of FBTR. 
32

P is a pure 

beta emitter with a half-life of 14.3 d and a whole body biological half-life of 39.2 

days [90]. 
32

P is intravenously injected to the cancer patients as orthophosphate in 
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dilute hydrochloric acid medium [91]. 
32

P as a tracer has also a variety of other 

applications in the field of plant physiology and soil chemistry. Research has also 

been carried out on the mechanism of nutrient uptake in the plants by using the 

isotope 
32

P [92].  

32
P can be produced through various nuclear reactions, either from particle 

irradiation using an accelerator or from thermal or fast neutron irradiation using a 

nuclear reactor. These methods have their own advantages and disadvantages. One 

method is preferred over the other based on many factors like cost, availability, end-

use etc. Nuclear reaction using fast neutron irradiation of sulphur target through 
32

S(n, 

p)
32

P yields 
32

P of high specific activity as the radionuclide produced from the matrix 

is different from target element and hence its separation is possible by simple 

chemical means unlike in the case of thermal neutron irradiation, which requires 

challenging isotope separation [77]. The associated radiochemical purification 

methods are simple and faster in the case of sulphur irradiation in fast reactor. 

Development of flow sheet for the production and purification of 
32

P from the 

irradiated sulphur targets using small fast flux available at KAMINI reactor is very 

useful which can be applied to the FBTR irradiated sulphur targets. 

1.12. Radiochemical purifications 

The radiochemical separation methods are similar to the conventional 

separation methods for separating, collecting and detecting radionuclides. However, 

the decay properties of radionuclides give challenges to the radiochemist to find a 

suitable separation method for isolation of a pure isotope. The separation technique 

should be fast enough for radionuclides with short half-life, else they decay before 

their separation. The solvents should withstand the radiation dose associated with the 
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radionuclides that cause damage and affect the process. In addition, the radiochemical 

separation method should also be concerned about the type and quantity of the waste 

generated, because of the difficulties associated with the disposal of radioactive waste. 

Radiochemical purifications play an important role in the processing of 

irradiated targets in order to obtain the radioisotope with the desired level of purity. 

High pure radioisotopes are required for the radiopharmaceuticals as well as to the 

study the decay kinetics. The radiochemical purifications utilise one or more 

conventional separation methods like solvent extraction, ion-exchange, extraction 

chromatography, adsorption, co-precipitation, distillation, electrochemical methods 

etc. Some of the important radiochemical purification methods which are often used to 

purify radioisotopes are discussed below. 

1.12.1. Solvent extraction 

Solvent extraction is a versatile technique for the separation of desired 

elements or compounds from a complex mixture of other components present in the 

aqueous medium. It plays an important role in various fields like nuclear, 

metallurgical, pharmaceutical, chemical, petrochemical, biochemical, catalysis, 

polymers, etc, [93].  

Solvent extraction essentially depends on the distribution of a solute (eg. a 

metal ion, M) between two immiscible/partially miscible liquids generally aqueous 

and organic liquids in mutual contact. The metal ion M, dissolved in one liquid 

distributes into another immiscible liquid until its chemical potential becomes equal in 

both the phases which is referred as equilibrium. The distribution of metal ion into the 

organic phase depends upon the complexing ability of the extractant present in 

organic phase. The distribution ratio of a solute M (DM) is defined as the ratio of its 
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concentration in the organic phase ([M]org) to that in the aqueous phase ([M]aq) at 

equilibrium as shown in eqn 1.23. 

aq

org

M
M

M
D

][

][
       (1.23) 

The distribution ratio of a solute is a constant for a given pair of liquids at 

constant temperature. In metal recovery operations, the valuable component is a metal 

ion or a metal complex contained in aqueous solution. This aqueous solution is mixed 

with an immiscible organic phase containing the extractant for the metal ion in the 

aqueous phase. The extractant transfers metal ion from aqueous phase into organic 

phase by a series of chemical interactions which is referred as ‘extraction’. The 

organic phase loaded with the metal ion after its equilibration with the aqueous phase 

is now separated from the aqueous phase. The metal ion present in the organic phase 

is recycled or extracted back to aqueous phase by treating with suitable reagent 

required for the metal recovery which is referred as ‘stripping’. The ‘stripped organic’ 

is called lean organic phase, which is recycled and reused in subsequent extractions 

and the aqueous phase containing metal now goes to the final metal recovery. 

If ‘V’ mL of aqueous solution containing ‘xaq’ g of solute is extracted ‘n’ times 

with ‘v’ mL portions of organic solvent, then the weight of solute remaining in the 

aqueous phase (xn) is represented by [94] 

n

aqn
vDV

DV
xx 










      (1.24) 

 The significance of this equation is that the more number of extractions for the 

given amount of solvent leads to a better extraction efficiency. 
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1.12.2. Ion-exchange chromatography 

Ion-exchange chromatography is a separation technique that is based on the 

unequal distribution of substances between a solid and a liquid (mobile) phase. The 

solid phase consists of an insoluble, but permeable inert polymeric matrix that 

contains fixed charged groups called exchange sites associated with mobile counter-

ions of opposite charge. These counter-ions are exchanged with the ions in the mobile 

phase. Resins are either naturally occurring substances i.e. zeolites (inorganic silicate 

polymers) or synthetic polymers (organic ion-exchangers). Organic ion-exchanger is a 

cross-linked polymer matrix, made up of hydrocarbon chains, which carries functional 

groups. The synthesis of ion exchange resins involves (i) preparation of polymer 

matrix, and (ii) incorporation of desirable functional groups. The polymer matrix can 

be prepared either by a process called condensation or addition polymerization. 

Addition polymers are chemically more stable than condensation polymers. The 

addition polymer based on styrene and divinylbenzene (DVB) is being widely used in 

most of the applications. The degree of cross-linking can be controlled by the ratio of 

DVB to styrene. Ion-exchange resins are generally used in two modes i.e. batch 

operations and column processes. The amount of material to be processed dictates the 

column dimensions based on the ease of separation of that particular study. The ion-

exchange chromatography technique offers far better separations in comparison with 

solvent extraction, as the number of theoretical plates in ion-exchange 

chromatography is high. In General, the ratio of column height to diameter should be 

8:1. Higher ratios lead to reduced flow rate while the lower ratios might not provide 

effective separations [95]. 
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The efficiency of the ion-exchange column is expressed in terms of ‘Height 

Equivalent to a Theoretical Plate’ (HETP) which is shown below 

N

L
HETP        (1.25) 

where, N is the number of theoretical plates, L is length of the column. The efficient 

ion-exchange columns should have high N and low HETP. Each theoretical plate acts 

as an extraction system and multiple extractions take place along the length of the 

column and hence separation factors are higher compared to solvent extraction. 

1.12.3. Extraction chromatography 

Extraction chromatography is also termed as solid-phase extraction which 

generally refers to macro porous polymers that hold an organic complexing compound 

or extractant within the pore structure of the polymer. These materials can be called as 

extraction chromatography resins or solvent-loaded resins or ligand-immobilized 

resins or solvent-impregnated resins. The solid-phase extraction resins combine the 

metal selectivity of liquid-liquid solvent extraction with the operational benefits of 

better separation efficiency of the packed bed ion exchange into the conventional 

polymeric adsorbent material. They combine not only the advantages of ion exchange 

for processing dilute solutions but also with the simplicity of equipment and 

operational characteristics of solid ion-exchange technology [96]. Separations based 

on solid phase extractants (SPE) are promising because of the inherent advantages 

such as (a) any ligand can be immobilized into the form of a solid phase extractant (b) 

no issue of third phase formation (c) less waste generation (d) disposal of the 

extractant is relatively easier as compared to solvent extraction techniques and (e) the 

requirement of relatively less amount of the extractant which is cost efficient while 

handling expensive extractants like some crown ethers [97]. Extraction 
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chromatography has wide applications in pharmaceutical, analytical organic chemistry 

and nuclear industry. Extractant molecules are adsorbed through interactions between 

the resin surface and hydrophobic regions of the extractant molecules. An extraction 

chromatography resins comprises three major components: a solid support or substrate 

(typically inert polymer), a stationary extractant phase, and a mobile fluid phase (e.g., 

conditioning, feed, wash, or eluent).  

1.12.4. Precipitation and Co-precipitation 

The most common and classical methods for the separation and purification of 

ions in radioanalytical chemistry are precipitation and co-precipitation [95]. These 

separation methods are used when the method deals only with trace levels. 

Precipitation may occur if the concentration of a compound exceeds its solubility 

level. On the other hand in the analysis of trace elements, co-precipitation is the 

important way of separating an element. Since the trace element is too dilute as often 

the case in radiochemistry, it is typically co-precipitated with a carrier, a substance 

which has similar crystalline structure that can incorporate the desired element. 

Typical co-precipitation method is employed for micro as well as nano-level 

quantities. Often, undesired impurities also get co-precipitated along with the analyte 

of interest is the major draw-back of this separation method. 

1.12.5. Distillation 

Differences in vapour pressures of elements or their compounds can be 

exploited for the separation of radionuclides. The distillation process is therefore, 

essentially takes advantage of the differences in the boiling points of the constituents 

to separate a mixture into its individual components. The distillation process is very 

selective and yields clear separations. Generally, in a batch distillation, the sample 
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solution containing volatile components with widely varying boiling points is placed 

in a distillation chamber, heated to boiling, and the vapours are then continuously 

removed, condensed and collected into another chamber. Mixtures containing multiple 

volatile components require fractional distillation, which employs repeated 

vaporization-condensation cycles for separation, and is commonly performed in a 

fractionation column. Another important distillation process is vacuum distillation 

which is used for compounds that have very high boiling points. Lowering the 

pressure reduces the boiling point of the component and is often more effective for 

high boiling point substances, which otherwise need rise to a high temperature [94].  

1.13. Scope of the present study 

The Pneumatic Fast Transfer Facility (PFTS) of KAMINI reactor is being used 

to study the irradiation effects of various materials. Characterization of such neutron 

irradiation facility is mandatory requirement for the accurate evaluation of the 

experimental results involving the irradiation of materials. Characterization of the 

neutron source needs the establishment of neutron energy spectrum and determination 

of reactor parameters such as sub-cadmium to epithermal neutron flux ratio (f) and 

epithermal neutron flux shape factor (α). f and α are the two important parameters 

required for the single-comparator (Au) based k0-neutron activation analysis, a 

radioanalytical technique for the estimation of the elemental profile of a sample. 

Neutron energy spectrum is very useful for the determination of various reactor 

characteristics like reactivity, burn-up, nuclear reaction rates, temperature distribution 

etc.  

Fast reactors are the part of the Indian nuclear power program and studies 

involving fast neutron as projectile is the mandate of the department. In order to gain 
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the experience in operating fast reactors, FBTR was commissioned in IGCAR, 

Kalpakkam. A new irradiation location called Fast Flux Experimental Facility (FFEF) 

is installed in FBTR which opens up of opportunity for research with fast neutrons in 

India. In other words, this facility is envisaged to carry out research on several fields 

like fast neutron induced fission studies, fast neutron activation analysis, minor 

actinide transmutation, studies on threshold nuclear reaction etc. The establishment of 

this facility required the selection of appropriate material for the construction which 

should cause less radiation dose to reactor operators due to the irradiation inside the 

reactor. Therefore, the material needed to be assayed for the various impurities and 

computations for radiation dose from the matrix material as well as impurities due to 

irradiation is needed to be carried out. 

The societal benefits of FBTR are the production of radioisotopes which are 

used extensively in medical field. Production of high specific active radioisotopes 

such as 
89

Sr and 
32

P are feasible in fast reactors through the (n,p) reactions. These 

isotopes required to be high pure, before administering into human body. 

Radiochemical purification methods play an important role to obtain the radioisotopes 

with desire purity. Simple purification methods needed to be standardized for the 

separation of 
89

Sr and 
32

P from the respective irradiated targets, and the purified 

sources are to be assayed for the production yields as well as for the presence of other 

impurities. Similarly, a rapid purification method needed to be established for the 

separation of 
144

Ce from the in-grown daughter 
144

Pr and from other fission products   

which is required for the demonstration of radioactive secular equilibrium concept. 

 Studies carried out on the above related activities form the basis of this thesis 

as given in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 2: Experimental 

This chapter deals with the details on various activation foils, chemicals, 

extractants, instruments and analytical techniques used for the studies on neutron 

spectrum characterization of KAMINI and FBTR and radiochemical purification of 

various radioisotopes. This chapter also includes the experimental details on neutron 

spectrum unfolding technique, neutron activation analysis, fission product yield 

measurements and purification of radioisotopes using various radiochemical 

separation techniques. It also describes the experimental details on foil activation 

method for neutron spectrum characterization as well as radiochemical separations 

involving solvent extraction, ion-exchange chromatography, selective precipitation, 

distillation and extraction chromatography.  This chapter in addition, furnishes the 

details on the analysis of activated foils, fission products etc. accomplished using 

radioanalytical techniques such as gamma spectrometry by using HPGe detector as 

well as NaI(Tl) detector, liquid scintillation counter (LSC) and Cerenkov counting.  

The experimental details described in this chapter facilitated the accomplishment of 

the following studies i.e.  

1. Determination of sub-cadmium to epithermal neutron flux ratio (f) and 

epithermal neutron flux shape factor (α) at Pneumatic Fast Transfer System 

(PFTS) position of KAMINI reactor which are useful in standardising the 

composite nuclear constant (k0) based neutron activation analysis (NAA). 

2. Neutron spectrum characterization of PFTS of KAMINI reactor using foil 

activation technique. 
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3. Design and installation of Fast Flux Experimental Facility (FFEF) in Fast 

Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) followed by the measurement of its associated 

neutron flux. 

4. Determination of fission yields of KAMINI-irradiated uranium foil as well as 

FBTR-irradiated PuO2-ZrO2 targets. 

5. Radiochemical purification of 
144

Ce-
144

Pr pair from FBTR irradiated (U,Pu)O2 

fuel dissolver solution by using solvent extraction and ion-exchange & 

extraction chromatographic techniques. 

6. Radiochemical purification of 
90

Sr from fission products by ion-exchange 

chromatography using tri-Sodium tri Meta Phosphate (SMP), and its extended 

application for the purification of 
89

Sr from FBTR irradiated yttria target. 

7. Radiochemical purification of 
32

P from various sulphur bearing targets 

irradiated in KAMINI reactor. 

2.1. Activation foils, tracers, chemicals and reagents  

2.1.1. Activation foils 

 The following activation foils were procured from M/s Good Fellow 

Cambridge Limited, England with their associated purities and thickness as given in 

the parentheses. i.e. Au (99.99% & 100 µm), Al (99.999% & 30 µm), Zr (99.8% & 75 

µm), Fe (> 99.99% & 125 µm), Ti (> 99.99% & 125 µm), Co (> 99.99% & 125 µm), 

Mo (99.9% & 100 µm), Zn (> 99.99% & 1 mm), In (99.999% & 125 µm), Ni (99.9% 

& 100 µm), and Cd (> 99.99% & 125 µm). Similarly, Au-0.1 wt%Al alloy wire with 1 

mm diameter was procured from M/s European Reference Materials, Belgium. 

 The standard stock solution of gold was prepared by dissolving a known 

amount of gold foil in dilute nitric acid and made up to the concentration of 1 mg/mL. 
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An aliquot of the standard solution was evaporated on a tissue paper and double 

sealed with sealing machine for irradiation. 

2.1.2. Radioactive tracers 

Standard Radioactive source  

Standard radioactive gamma sources such as 
152

Eu tracer solution, 
60

Co, 
133

Ba 

and 
137

Cs point sources were procured from Amersham, Inc., USA. Further, the point 

standard source as well as the 5 mL liquid standard solution in a vial were prepared 

using the standard stock solution of 
152

Eu.  

Standard sources of pure beta emitter viz. 
3
H, 

99
Tc, 

208
Tl, 

89
Sr, 

32
P and 

90
Sr-

90
Y 

were procured from M/s Cerca LEA, France and were used for the efficiency 

calibration of HIDEX 300SL liquid scintillation counting system for both LSC as well 

as Cerenkov counting modes of measurements. 

Stock dissolver solutions of FBTR irradiated targets 

The stock fuel dissolver solution was prepared by dissolving the FBTR 

irradiated (U,Pu)O2 pellets with burn-up of 112 GWd/t in 12M nitric acid and used for 

the studies on radiochemical separation of Ce and Sr. Similarly, yttria stock solution 

was prepared by dissolving FBTR irradiated yttria pellets in 9M nitric acid and the 

same was used for the studies on radiochemical purification of strontium. 

2.1.3. Chemicals and Reagents 

All the chemicals and reagents used in this study were of analytical grade and 

were used without further purification unless mentioned otherwise. 

The concentrated HNO3 and HCl acids of ACS reagent grade were procured 

from M/s Merck Specialities Private Limited, Mumbai, India. The different 
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concentrations of acid solutions were prepared by diluting these concentrated acids 

with Millipore water and were standardized by using standard acid-base titration 

methods with standard NaOH solution and phenolphthalein as indicator. 

NaOH of AR grade was procured from M/s Hi-Pure Fine Chem industries, 

Chennai, India.  Phenolphthalein was procured from M/s Merck Specialities Private 

Limited, Mumbai, India and its solution was prepared by dissolving ~ 500 mg in 100 

mL of distilled water and ethanol mixture corresponding to 1:1 ratio. 

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), tri-sodium tri-meta phosphate (SMP) of 

95% purity and copper sulphate (CuSO4) of > 99% purity were obtained from M/s 

Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Steinheim, Germany.  

Potassium bromate (KBrO3) of 99.8% purity of AR grade was procured from 

M/s S. D. Fine-Chem Limited, Mumbai, India. Yttria (Y2O3) of 99.999% purity was 

procured from M/s Alfa-aeser, USA. Magnesium sulphate (MgSO4.7H2O), strontium 

sulphate (SrSO4) and Sulphur powder each of 99% purity and 30% hydrogen peroxide 

(H2O2) were obtained from M/s MERCK Specialities Private Limited, Mumbai, India. 

Ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) and sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) were procured from 

M/s Loba Chemie, Mumbai, India. 

2.1.4. Organic materials and Solvents 

While, amberlite XAD-7 (20-60 mesh) and Dowex 50WX8 (100–200 mesh) 

resins were procured from M/s Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Steinheim, Germany, 

the solvents, n-hexane and n-heptane, were from M/s Loba Chemie, Mumbai, India. 

However, the solvent cyclo-hexane of 99.9 % purity of HPLC grade was procured 

from M/s Spectrochem Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai, India. While Di-(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric 
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acid (HDEHP) was procured from M/s BDH chemical Ltd., England, the 

MAXILIGHT scintillation cocktail was from M/s HIDEX, Finland. 

2.2. Instrumentation 

2.2.1. HPGe detector for high resolution gamma spectrometry 

Radioactive assay of activation foils and fission products was accomplished by 

high resolution gamma spectrometry technique using 30% HPGe detector (co-axial) 

of Canberra Eurisys make from Canberra Industries, Inc., USA with its resolution of 

1.9 keV at 1332 keV of 
60

Co. The HPGe detector was connected to 8k multichannel 

analyser (MCA) system with Aptec spectra software. Energy as well as efficiency 

calibration of the HPGe detector were carried out using the standard gamma sources 

of 
137

Cs, 
60

Co, 
133

Ba and 
152

Eu. Gamma peak fitting was accomplished using PHAST 

software developed by Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC), Mumbai, India [1]. 

2.2.2. NaI(Tl) detector for gamma assay 

The gamma assay of 
144

Ce-
144

Pr was accomplished using a well-type NaI(Tl) 

scintillation detector with its associated photomultiplier tube (PMT) unit, a single 

channel analyser (SCA) and a timer-scalar module. While, the NaI(Tl) - PMT integral 

assembly was procured from M/s The Harshaw Chemical Co., Division of Kewanee 

Co., U.S.A., the other associated electronic modules were obtained from M/s 

Electronic Corporation of India Limited (ECIL), Hyderabad, India. 

2.2.3. Liquid Scintillation Counter (LSC) for beta detection 

 Hidex 300 SL Automatic Triple to Double Coincidence Ratio (TDCR) LSC 

system was procured from Finland. This detector has efficiencies of 50% for 

Cerenkov mode and 100 % for LSC mode for the 


max energy of 1.5 MeV 
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corresponding to 
89

Sr source. The efficiency calibration of the LSC detection system 

in the Cerenkov mode was carried out using the standard sources such as 
3
H, 

14
C, 

99
Tc, 

89
Sr, 

32
P, 

204
Tl and 

90
Sr-

90
Y. 

2.2.4. pH meter 

All pH measurements were carried out using Cyberscan 500 pH, Metrohm 

which was calibrated using standard buffers of pH 4, 7 and 10 at 298 K. 

2.2.5. Rotary evaporator 

A rotary evaporator (model R-3000) was procured from M/s Buchi Laboratory 

Technique AG, Switzerland and used for distilling off the volatile solvents during the 

preparation of impregnated resins for the extraction chromatographic studies.  

2.2.6. Inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES) 

Ultima C spectroanalyser (M/s JobinYvon, France) equipped with Inductively 

Coupled Plasma (ICP) excitation source was used for various inactive elemental 

analysis required in this study. The spectrometer provides a resolution of 0.015 nm 

with a polyscan facility of ± 2 nm. RF generator of 40.68 MHz with a maximum 

output power of 1550 W was used for plasma generation. Samples were injected by 

the in-built peristaltic pump with its associated flow rate of 1 mL/min. The most 

sensitive emission lines were chosen for the given element that had no interference 

from other elements in the group.  

2.2.7. SEM-EDX 

While the Field Emission Gun-Scanning Electron Microscopy (FEG-SEM) 

images were obtained using TESCAN MIRA 3 model at 15 kV, the Energy 

Dispersive X-ray spectral analysis (EDX) image was recorded using an Oxford 
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instrument for the surface morphology as well as for the elemental composition of the 

materials. 

2.2.8. XRD 

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the materials was obtained using a 

Philips 1011 X-ray diffractometer that operated at 40 kV and 45 mA with Cu Kα 

(1.5406 Å) radiation. 

2.2.9. Rotospin 

 A rotospin was procured from M/s Tarsons Products Pvt. Ltd., Kolkatta, India 

and was used in batch studies for the determination of distribution ratio values. 

2.3. Experimental procedures 

2.3.1. Characterization of PFTS at KAMINI reactor - Determination of the 

parameters f & α 

Considering the wide variation of their resonance energies, the flux monitors 

Al-0.1%Au wire, Zr and Zn foils were chosen for the study of the determination of 

parameters f and α [2]. The foils were cleaned with alcohol and the bare as well as 

cadmium covered foils were doubly sealed in polythene bags. The bare and cadmium 

covered flux monitors were irradiated at PFTS position of KAMINI reactor at 20 kW 

power for 2 h and 4.2 h, respectively. The thickness of the cadmium (Cd) foil was 

restricted to 0.5 mm even though 1.0 mm thickness was preferable because of the 

limited permissibility of Cd mass in the reactor [3]. After the irradiation, the foils 

were sufficiently cooled to bring down the initial radiation dose to an acceptable level 

before its transfer to Radiochemistry Laboratory (RCL) for the subsequent analysis of 

their activation products. 
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2.3.1.1. Assay of flux monitors 

All the irradiated foils were assayed using HPGe detector at a reproducible 

geometry with its pre-determined detection efficiency. The efficiency of the HPGe 

detector was calibrated using 
152

Eu standard point source. The detector has a 30% 

relative efficiency with a resolution of 1.9 keV at 1332 keV of 
60

Co. The peak areas 

were evaluated using the peak fitting software PHAST. The specific count rates (Asp) 

of the activated products 
198

Au, 
95

Zr and 
65

Zn were used to evaluate the f and  

values. The nuclear data of the above flux monitors are presented in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1. The nuclear data used in the determination of f and α values [3] 

Target Q0 Ēr 

(eV) 

Corresponding 

activation product 

T1/2 

(d) 

E 

(keV) 

k0,Au                       

(% uncertainty) 

197
Au 15.71 5.65 

198
Au 2.695 411.8 1 

64
Zn 1.908 2560 

65
Zn 244.3 1115.5 5.72E-3 (0.4) 

94
Zr 5.31 6260 

95
Zr 64.02 724.2 

756.7 

8.90E-5 (1.3) 

1.10E-4 (1.3) 

 

2.3.2. Foil activation method 

Multi-foil activation method [4,5] was employed for the characterization of the 

neutron energy spectrum at the PFTS of KAMINI reactor. The PFTS is the position, 

mostly used for NAA with its associated neutron spectrum of thermal, epithermal and 

fast neutron components. Thus, the above mentioned foils were chosen for the present 

study, in order to investigate the sensitivities of the entire energy of the spectrum from 

thermal to fast neutron region. 
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All the activation foils used in the present study with their natural 

compositions are presented in Table 2.2 along with their irradiation details and 

activation data. The foils were weighed accurately, sealed placed in polypropylene 

containers and irradiated in PFTS position at 20 kW power. The irradiation period 

(Tirr) was chosen based on the half-lives of their corresponding activated products and 

their associated cross-sections for activation.  

Table 2.2. Nuclear reaction characteristics of the various foils used in this study 

Foil Associated 

Nuclear 

Reaction 

Irradiation 

Period  

(h) 

Reaction 

cross 

Section (b) 

Ethreshold 

(MeV) 

t1/2 Mass of 

the Foil  

(mg) 

0.1% 

Au-Al 

197
Au(n,γ)

198
Au 2  98.8 2.5*10

-8
 2.69 d 5.65 

Co 
59

Co(n,γ)
60

Co 2  37.4 2.5*10
-8

 5.27 y 1.43 

Fe 
58

Fe(n,γ)
59

Fe 6  1.28 2.5*10
-8

 45.1 d 15.6 

Mo 
98

Mo(n,γ)
99

Mo 6  0.13 2.5*10
-8

 67 h 10.6 

In 
115

In(n,n')
115m

In 2  0.17 1.2 4.5 h 5.18 

Ni 
58

Ni(n,p)
58

Co 2  0.109 2.8 72 d 7.9 

Fe 
54

Fe(n,p)
54

Mn 2  0.078 3.1 310 d 10.82 

Al 
27

Al(n,p)
27

Mg 0.5  4.1x10
-3

 4.4 9.5 m 2.13 

Ti 
48

Ti(n,p)
48

Sc 2  3.0x10
-4

 7.6 44 h 9.65 

Y2O3 
89

Y(n, 2n)
88

Y 6  1.5x10
-4

 11.7 106 d 11.25 

 

After irradiation, the foils were sufficiently cooled to bring down the radiation 

dose to the accepted level before taking up their assay by high resolution gamma ray 

spectrometry. The short-lived nuclides were assayed at the Neutron Activation 
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Analysis Laboratory – KAMINI (NAAL - KAMINI) and long lived nuclides were 

analyzed at RCL using the HPGe detector with resolution of 1.9 keV at 1332 keV of 

60
Co. The activation foils were assayed at suitable distances from detector depending 

upon the observed dead time as well as the required count rate. All the foils were 

assayed for sufficiently long time to achieve a good counting statistics. The assay was 

repeated several times for each activation foil to evaluate the error propagation. The 

detection efficiency was established previously using 
152

Eu standard source before the 

assay of the activated foil in the reproducible geometry. All the peak areas were 

evaluated using the peak fitting software PHAST. 

2.4. Installation of Fast Flux Experimental Facility (FFEF) at FBTR 

Development of a FFEF with a sample holder [6] was envisaged to carry out 

the studies on fast neutron activation analysis, fission studies and minor actinide 

transmutation studies in FBTR. The above studies were expected to be carried out at 

400 kW power of the reactor with liquid sodium temperature being around 400 
o
C. 

The rod attached to the bottom of the central canal plug itself could undergo all 

possible nuclear reactions and hence it was necessary to compute the dose due to this 

rod under various irradiation conditions. As titanium was chosen as the material of 

construction for this facility, the computations of the radiation dose for titanium due to 

its irradiation in FBTR was taken up. 

2.4.1. Analysis of the impurities in titanium  

The radiation dose due to the continuous irradiation of the lengthy titanium rod 

along with its sample holder was measured. The location of the sample holder was 

assumed to be 28.5 cm above the top of the central subassembly while the 
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corresponding neutron flux in this location was assumed to be 1.16E+13 cm
-2

.s
-1

. 

Computations of the radiation dose were carried out using Ti as the matrix material 

for its associated natural isotopic composition (Table 2.3). 

The two major sources of activation reactions are (i) the nuclear reactions 

occurring in the matrix material (Ti) and (ii) the activation of the impurities present in 

the matrix.  

Table 2.3. Natural isotopic composition of Ti  

Ti - Isotope  Abundance (%) 

46
Ti 8.25 

47
Ti 7.44 

48
Ti 73.72 

49
Ti 5.42 

50
Ti 5.15 

 

The elemental impurities present in the titanium material were analysed by 

both relative as well as ko-based internal mono-standard neutron activation analysis 

(IM-NAA) methods. High purity titanium strips along with the reference materials 

(IAEA Reference Materials, SL-1) were irradiated for the analysis. The titanium 

samples were irradiated for a period of 7 h in self-serve position of CIRUS reactor, 

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC) at a neutron flux of 3x10
13

 cm
-2

.s
-1 

to profile 

the activated products of long and medium half-lives. Ti samples of 10 mg were also 

irradiated for a short period of 1 min at pneumatic carrier facility (PCF), Dhruva 

reactor, BARC with its associated neutron flux of 5x10
13

 cm
-2

.s
-1 

to profile the short 

lived activation products. The irradiated samples were assayed for the estimation of 
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the short-lived activation products. Radiometric assay of all the activation products 

was carried out using HPGe detector and the spectra were analyzed using PHAST 

software. 

2.4.2. Radiation dose computations 

The following nuclear reactions were considered for the computation of 

radiation dose due to the irradiation of the titanium matrix, and the activated products 

produced there on with reasonable half-life as well as significant gamma intensities 

i.e. 
46-50

Ti(n, p), 
48,50

Ti(n, α), 
46

Ti(n, 2n) and 
50

Ti(n, γ). However, the radiation dose 

due to the impurities present in the titanium matrix was considered only through (n, γ) 

reaction and the contribution to the overall dose due to other particle emission 

reactions from these impurities was expected to be negligible owing to their trace 

level quantity as well as the nature of the threshold activation reactions.  

Considering a typical operation cycle in FBTR, a conservative irradiation 

period of 10 days followed by an hour of cooling was assumed to compute the activity 

induced per unit volume under these conditions. Assuming the dimensions of the rod 

being 1.1 m length and 12 mm diameter, the total activities and the gamma emission 

rates were calculated. The corresponding dose was computed by assuming the 

activated rod being a line source.  

2.4.3. Simulation run with aluminium foils 

A simulation study was carried out at RCL to evaluate the stability and phase 

changes of the Al foil during its usage as the catcher foil at the typical operational 

temperature of FBTR at 400 kW. Two Al foils of similar dimensions were matched 

over each other and wrapped the same again with another Al foil simulating the actual 
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sample prepared for the irradiation. The above Al foil was heated in a furnace for 6 h 

in air ambience at the conservative temperature of 450 
o
C, even though FBTR 

operational temperature is only around 400 
o
C at 400 kW power. The foil was allowed 

to cool to room temperature and the changes, if any, in the surface morphology and 

phase of the heat treated Al foils were evaluated with reference to the fresh Al foil by 

analysing them both using SEM coupled with EDX and XRD techniques. 

2.4.4. Neutron flux measurement studies at FFEF 

 A gold foil weighing 10.01 mg with 0.1 mm thickness was cleaned with 

alcohol and wrapped in an aluminium foil of 14.22 mg weight. The wrapped foil was 

loaded into the titanium sample holder which was attached to the bottom of the 

lengthy titanium rod. This was again inserted into the reactor core from top of reactor 

core building (RCB) and was positioned just above the top of the central fuel 

subassembly. The reactor was operated at a power of 25 kW for an irradiation period 

of 4 h. At the end of the irradiation, the sample holder was cooled for an hour so that 

the radiation dose due to the short lived activation products was brought down. The 

titanium rod was lifted completely with the help of a mechanical crane and the sample 

holder was removed into a tastena meant exclusively for the containment of sample 

holder [7]. The measurement of the radiation dose of the sample holder as well as the 

surface contamination tests were carried out by the health physicist. The sample 

holder along with the foil was transferred to RCL. The irradiated foil was taken out 

from the sample holder and the gold foil was removed from the aluminium wrapper 

and the same was transferred into a polythene bag. The induced radioactivity was 

measured by using high resolution gamma-ray spectrometry. The irradiated gold foil 

was assayed at a geometrical position whose efficiency was pre-calibrated using 
152

Eu 
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standard source. The spectra were analysed for the peak areas using the peak fitting 

software, PHAST. 

2.5. Studies on the determination of fission yields at KAMINI and FBTR 

2.5.1. Irradiation of uranium foil at KAMINI reactor 

 Recoil catcher technique was used to trap the recoiled fission products 

covering 2π solid angle of their emission from the irradiated target [8]. A uranium foil 

of 169 mg with 0.1 mm thickness was cleaned with alcohol and dried. The foil was 

then sandwiched between two aluminium (Al) catcher foils in order to facilitate the 

capture of the recoil fission products from the nuclear fission of the uranium foil. The 

above sample was wrapped further with an Al foil and the same was irradiated in 

KAMINI reactor for a period of 6 h.  

2.5.2. Analysis of catcher foils and uranium target 

The irradiated uranium foil along with the catcher foils were transferred to 

RCL and separated from each other. The catcher foils and the uranium foil were 

counted individually by high resolution gamma-ray spectrometry using HPGe detector 

and the spectra were analysed. 

2.5.3. Irradiation of PuO2-ZrO2 targets at FBTR 

The fissile targets of 15 wt% PuO2-ZrO2 with 2 μm thick nickel coating were 

prepared and fixed in foil holders. The foil holders were loaded again vertically in two 

different capsules which were loaded into different subassemblies called ISZ-100. 

These subassemblies were finally loaded at centre and third ring of FBTR core. The 

irradiation of the foils was carried out for 4 h at the reactor operating power of 25 kW. 
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The isotopic composition of plutonium and masses of PuO2-ZrO2 targets employed are 

presented in Table 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. 

Table 2.4.  Isotopic composition of Plutonium used for FBTR irradiation 

Isotope Composition (%wt) 

238
Pu 0.0226 

239
Pu 93.33 

240
Pu 6.108 

241
Pu 0.509 

242
Pu 0.0275 

 

Table 2.5. Masses of PuO2-ZrO2 targets irradiated in FBTR 

Core Centre Third Ring 

Foil ID Weight (mg) Foil ID Weight (mg) 

FH28 136.78 FH25 124.73 

FH32 138.85 FH74 134.56 

FH49 144.4 FH47 136.11 

FH51 125.45 FH40 116.23 

FH59 141.56 FH60 147.31 

FH27 129.50 FH38 129.97 

FH63 131.87 FH43 138.84 

 

2.5.4. Analysis of PuO2-ZrO2 targets by HPGe detector 

The irradiated foils were sufficiently cooled in order to facilitate their handling 

with the permissible levels of radiation dose. They were unloaded from the foil 
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holders, sealed in polythene bags and assayed by high resolution gamma spectrometry 

using HPGe detector. The foils were conveniently assumed to be point sources in 

order to use the efficiency calibration obtained using 
152

Eu point standard source. The 

reaction rates were calculated using reactor physics codes and used them for the 

estimation of fission yields of various fission products along the length of the capsule. 

The fission yields were compared for the targets irradiated in core centre and third 

ring of the reactor. 

2.6. Radiochemical purification studies of 
144

Ce-
144

Pr 

2.6.1. Batch studies 

 Batch studies were carried out for the determination of distribution ratio values 

of fission products with Dowex 50WX8 (100-200) resin as a function of nitric acid 

concentration. A simulated fission product solution was prepared using the 

corresponding radioactive tracers such as 
141

Ce, 
137

Cs, 
85+89

Sr, 
58

Co and 
54

Mn. The 

simulated solution was used to determine the distribution ratios of some of the long 

lived fission products (
144

Ce, 
137

Cs, 
90

Sr) and activation products (
60

Co, 
54

Mn) in 

Dowex resin. Equilibration tubes with known amount of Dowex 50WX8 (100-200) 

resin and different concentrations of HNO3 i.e. 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 6M were taken with the 

required amount of simulated fission product solution.  The tubes were properly 

sealed and equilibrated continuously for a period of 4 h using a roto-spin. The 

contents of the tube were allowed to settle after which it was centrifuged. An aliquot 

of the centrifuged solution was sampled and assayed by high resolution gamma ray 

spectrometry.   
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2.6.2. Purification of 
144

Ce-
144

Pr from dissolver solution by ion-exchange 

chromatography 

An aliquot of irradiated (U,Pu)O2 fuel dissolver stock solution was taken and 

dried under IR lamp. The input feed for ion-exchange chromatography was thus 

prepared by dissolving the above residue in 0.001M nitric acid. 1 g of Dowex 50W×8 

(100-200) resin was kept for overnight soaking in 0.001M HNO3 which was made 

into a slurry form. The resin was loaded into a glass column of dimensions of 25 cm 

length and 8 mm ID. After loading, the resin bed height was found to be about 4 cm. 

The column was conditioned with the nitric acid concentration of the feed solution i.e. 

0.001M. The feed solution of irradiated (U,Pu)O2 dissolver solution was introduced 

into the column and the elution was started initially using 1M nitric acid (0-80 mL) 

followed by 6M nitric acid (80-100 mL). The flow rate was maintained at 0.4-0.5 

mL/min throughout the elution. The fractions of 10 mL each were collected every 

time in a glass vial and the assay of the same was carried out by using high resolution 

gamma ray spectrometry. 

2.6.3. Purification of HDEHP 

Di-(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid (HDEHP) was used as an extractant in the 

present study to purify the parent (
144

Ce) from its in-grown daughter product (
144

Pr), 

as well as from the other radioactive impurities in the fraction collected from ion-

exchange chromatography. Initially, purification of HDEHP was carried out by the 

selective precipitation of the copper-HDEHP salt [9]. Approximately 1M HDEHP in 

cyclohexane was saturated with copper (II) for the effective precipitation by adding 

NaOH to an aqueous solution of CuSO4 which was in contact with the organic phase. 

After removal of the aqueous phase, acetone was added slowly into the well stirred 
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organic phase that precipitated Cu-HDEHP complex. The precipitate was filtered 

subsequently, washed with acetone, air dried and contacted with 0.5M hydrochloric 

acid and Millipore water. Further, the HDEHP was heated to about 60 °C at reduced 

pressure using a rotary evaporator. The above purified HDEHP was used for the 

subsequent separation studies. 

2.6.4. Purification of the parent 
144

Ce by solvent extraction 

The purified 
144

Ce-
144

Pr sample fraction with the trace level of fission product 

impurities (
154

Eu) obtained from the above procedure was evaporated to dryness under 

IR lamp. The residue was dissolved in 5 mL of concentrated nitric acid. 30 mL of 1M 

potassium bromate in 9M HNO3 was added to this solution. 10 mL of the solution was 

taken into a separating funnel to which a freshly prepared 5 mL of 1M KBrO3 was 

added again [10]. 0.7M HDEHP in n-heptane was added to the separating funnel and 

the mixture was equilibrated for a period of 5 minutes. The mixture was allowed to 

settle down for a minute for effective phase separation. A 2 mL fraction of the organic 

phase was assayed for its total activity using NaI(Tl) as well as HPGe detector. 

2.6.5. Secular equilibrium 

The sample was assayed by a well-type NaI(Tl) scintillation detector in an 

integral mode where the lower level discriminator (LLD) and shaping time were set to 

0/50 and 1 μs, respectively in the single channel analyser (SCA). The coarse and fine 

gains were fixed at 200 and 9/60, respectively in spectroscopy amplifier. The total 

activity of the sample was recorded by counting it in regular intervals for two hours 

duration using NaI(Tl) detector. The counting was carried out for 30 sec duration with 

an interval of equal duration of 30 sec between the countings for the initial 20 minutes 
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and later the counting duration was maintained same i.e for 30 sec while the interval 

between the successive countings was increased to 5 minutes for the next 100 min 

duration. The sample was assayed again by high resolution gamma spectrometry using 

HPGe detector. The decay curve was profiled by plotting the total activity against the 

time of counting on a semi-log graph paper. 

2.6.6. Preparation of HDEHP impregnated Amberlite XAD-7 resin 

The Amberlite XAD-7 beads were washed with 4M nitric acid, distilled water 

and acetone in the same order and dried at 40 °C [11].  The purified and accurately 

weighed XAD-7 resin was mixed with appropriate amount of HDEHP in a reagent 

bottle corresponding to 40% (w/w) HDEHP coated XAD7 resins. n-hexane, a diluent 

was added to this mixture and the same was equilibrated for 2 h using a mechanical 

stirrer to facilitate an uniform distribution of HDEHP on to the resin. After the 

equilibration, the diluent n-hexane was evaporated using a rota-evaporator and the 

resin was dried at 60 °C for about an hour.  

2.6.7. Purification of the daughter nuclide 
144

Pr by using extraction 

chromatography  

About 5 g of 40% (w/w) HDEHP-XAD-7 resin was made into its slurry form 

using 0.1M HNO3 and the same was loaded into a glass column of 25 cm length and 1 

cm ID resulting into a resin bed height of 10 cm. The column was conditioned with 

1M KBrO3 solution prepared using 9M HNO3. The tracer mixture of 
144

Ce-
144

Pr in 

1M KBrO3 was loaded on to the column. The elution was initially started with 1M 

KBrO3 at its corresponding flow-rate of 0.8-0.9 mL/min. Sample fractions of 15 mL 

were collected every time and the same were assayed using HPGe detector. At the end 
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of the elution, the chromatographic column was washed using 9M HNO3 in order to 

maintain the column free from the eluent, 1M KBrO3. Periodical assay of the purified 

sample of 
144

Pr was carried out for a duration of 100 min to establish the decay profile 

of 
144

Pr followed by the determination of its half-life graphically.  

2.7. Radiochemical purification studies of 
90

Sr and 
89

Sr 

2.7.1. Elution profile of fission products in FBTR irradiated (U,Pu)O2 fuel 

dissolver solution using Dowex resin with the eluent SMP 

A small fraction of 0.25 mL of the irradiated (U, Pu)O2 fuel dissolver stock 

solution was taken in a glass vial and dried under IR lamp. The residue was taken into 

0.1M SMP solution which became feed solution for the ion-exchange 

chromatography. The behaviour of 
90

Sr, a pure beta emitter was followed through 

gamma assay by adding its gamma emitting tracer 
85+89

Sr. 2 g of Dowex 50Wx8 (100-

200) resin was kept for overnight soaking in 0.1M SMP which was later made into a 

slurry form to load into a glass column of the dimensions of 25 cm length and 8 mm 

ID. The glass column was tapped during the loading of the resin for ensuring the 

efficient filling of the resin particles. The resultant resin bed height in the column was 

found to be about 8 cm. The column was conditioned initially using 0.1M SMP and 

the feed solution was transferred into the column gradually. The elution was initiated 

using 40 mL of 0.05M SMP followed by 60 mL of 0.1M SMP. The elution flow rate 

was maintained at 0.4-0.5 mL/min throughout the experiment. The samples of 5 mL 

fractions were collected in gamma vials during the elution and the same were assayed 

using HPGe detector. 
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2.7.2. Distribution ratio measurement 

 From the elution behavior studies of irradiated fuel solution in Dowex resin 

with SMP, it was observed that the long lived fission products such as 
137

Cs and 
90

Sr 

were held strongly in the column. Hence, this novel eluent was proposed for the 

separation of 
89

Sr from the FBTR irradiated yttria solution as well.  

The distribution ratios of the various radioisotopes present in FBTR irradiated 

yttria dissolver solution containing SMP in 0.1M HNO3 of different strengths were 

evaluated through batch method for the Dowex 50WX8 (100-200) resin. Equilibration 

tubes with known amount of Dowex resin, different concentrations of SMP i.e. blank, 

0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5M and the required amount of each tracer such as 

85+89
Sr, 

54
Mn, 

60
Co, 

88
Y and 

65
Zn in μCi range were equilibrated for 4 hours using a 

roto-spin. The centrifuged samples were assayed for their gamma contents using 

HPGe detector.  

2.7.3. Separation profiles for the simulated sample 

 A simulated sample as that of the FBTR irradiated yttria dissolver solution 

containing the radioactive tracers 
85+89

Sr, 
54

Mn, 
60

Co, 
88

Y, 
139

Ce, 
65

Zn etc. in the μCi 

range was prepared in 0.1M SMP solution [12]. 1 g of Dowex resin was loaded in its 

slurry form into a glass column of the dimension of 0.5 cm ID and 25 cm of length 

that resulted into a resin bed height of 9 cm. The column was conditioned initially 

using 0.1M SMP. The simulated feed solution was passed through the Dowex resin 

with the flow rate of 0.1-0.15 mL/min. Elution started initially using 0.1M SMP 

followed by 4M nitric acid. Sample fractions of 5 mL size were collected every time 

and were assayed by high resolution gamma spectrometry. 
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2.7.4. Purity evaluation of 
89

Sr source from the possible contamination of the 

eluent SMP 

During the purification of 
89

Sr source from the irradiated dissolver solution, 

the various impurity elements such as Y, Zn, Mn, Co, Eu, Ce and Tb were complexed 

and eluted using 0.1M SMP whereas the pure Sr fraction was subsequently eluted 

from the column using 4M HNO3. However, an investigation was carried out to 

establish that the pure Sr fraction obtained by the above method was free from the 

possible residual impurities of sodium ions and its anionic moiety of SMP. 

Thus an experiment was carried out using SMP containing radioactive tracers 

24
Na and 

32
P for sodium and phosphorous, respectively. On irradiation in KAMINI 

reactor at Kalpakkam, the Na and P present in SMP were activated to 
24

Na and 
32

P via 

23
Na (n, γ)

 24
Na and 

31
P (n, γ)

 32
P, respectively. The above purification experiment was 

repeated using 20 mL of 0.1M SMP but containing 0.5 mL of the activated SMP as 

well as 25 µL of 
85+89

Sr tracer, all of them being in µCi range. The same was passed 

through the blank Dowex 50WX8 column which was earlier conditioned using 0.1M 

SMP as earlier. The column was later washed with 50 mL of distilled water followed 

by elution using 50 mL of 0.5M HNO3. After ensuring the complete elution of Na and 

P from their respective tracers in the samples, the column was further eluted using    

20 mL of 4M HNO3 to collect the Sr fraction. The eluted fractions were collected in   

5 mL lots and were analyzed both by gamma spectrometry using HPGe detector for 

85+89
Sr and 

24
Na as well as Cerenkov counting for the assay of pure beta emitter of 

32
P. 

The elution procedure followed in this experiment was basically identical as that of 

the one standardized for Sr purification described in the previous section but for the 
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washing of the column with distilled water and 0.5M nitric acid just before collecting 

the Sr fraction in 4M HNO3.  

2.7.5. Purification of 
89

Sr from the irradiated yttria dissolver solution  

89
Sr, a medically useful radioisotope was produced via 

89
Y(n, p)

89
Sr using 

yttria target irradiation in FBTR. The radiochemical processing of irradiated yttria 

pellets was already established previously [13]. The sintered yttria pellets were packed 

into a quartz tube and was accommodated into a stainless tube again. The same was 

irradiated in FBTR with its flux of ~ 10
15

 n.cm
-2

.s
-1

. The 114 days-irradiated yttria 

pellets of 62 numbers each weighing about ~0.35 g were dissolved in hot quartz 

distilled 9M nitric acid. The bulk target yttrium in the dissolver solution was removed 

using TBP by solvent extraction technique. The aqueous phase obtained after the 

separation of bulk yttrium contained Sr along with other radionuclidic impurities 

including a trace amount of Y.  

Known amount of the above aqueous phase containing Sr and trace impurities 

was evaporated to dryness under IR lamp and the residue was taken into 0.1M SMP to 

which added further the tracer 
85+89

Sr. The addition of the tracer 
85+89

Sr with its 

gamma signature became necessary to monitor the separation of 
89

Sr, a pure beta 

emitter produced during the irradiation. This became the feed solution for the 

subsequent purification of 
89

Sr source by ion exchange chromatography. The 

conditioned feed solution was introduced into 1 g of Dowex 50WX8 (100-200 mesh) 

resin packed in the glass column which was already previously conditioned using 

0.1M SMP. Purification of 
89

Sr from the various other impurities such as 
60

Co, 
65

Zn, 

54
Mn, 

192
Ir, 

86
Rb, 

113
Sn, 

103
Ru, 

58
Co, 

88
Y etc was achieved using the standardized 

procedure as described in the previous section. Initial elution was started using 40 mL 
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of 0.1M SMP followed by i) 10 mL of distilled water, ii) 40 mL of 0.5M HNO3 and 

finally, iii) 10 mL of 4M HNO3 in the same order. The flow rate was maintained in the 

range of 0.1 to 0.15 mL/min throughout the experiment. All the samples of 5 mL size 

were collected every time and assayed using HPGe detector. 

The same experiment was repeated using 2 g of Dowex 50WX8 (100-200 

mesh) but using 4M HCl as medium of elution in place of HNO3 and a column of 

different size i.e. 8 mm ID and 25 cm length in order to obtain directly the 
89

Sr source 

in the HCl medium as required in its final use [14]. This reduces the burden of nitrate 

impurity, the requirement for the quality control of 
89

Sr source even though nitric acid 

medium was preferred over hydrochloric acid to minimize the acid corrosion of hot 

cell facility during the chemical processing of the irradiated yttria pellets. Final 

experiment was carried out with the dissolver solution but without addition of the 

tracer 
85+89

Sr to obtain pure 
89

Sr source from the irradiated yttria target. The eluted Sr 

fraction containing 
89

Sr alone was quantified using Cerenkov counting as well as 

liquid scintillation counting. The same was confirmed again by long counting of the 

weak gamma signature (909.0 keV with intensity of 0.00956 %) of 
89

Sr using HPGe 

detector. 

2.7.6. Quantification of 
89

Sr 

The pure 
89

Sr fraction obtained from the above separation was quantified using 

M/s HIDEX 300 SL liquid scintillation counting (LSC) system by both LSC as well as 

Cerenkov counting modes. Efficiency of the LSC system was calibrated for LSC and 

Cerenkov assay using standard sources of pure beta emitters such as 
3
H, 

99
Tc, 

204
Tl, 

89
Sr, 

32
P and 

90
Sr-

90
Y (Table 2.6). The standards were taken into a liquid scintillation 

counting vial in 0.1M HNO3 medium for Cerenkov counting and in MAXILIGHT 
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cock-tail medium for liquid scintillation counting. All of them were assayed using 

HIDEX LSC system. The purified 
89

Sr fraction was assayed by both LSC and 

Cerenkov counting techniques using HIDEX beta counting instrument and its yield 

was established using the efficiency calibration. 

Table. 2.6. β
-
max energies of standard radioactive sources 

S.No Beta Standard β
-
max (keV) 

1 
3
H 18.6  

2 
99

Tc 293.8  

3 
204

Tl 763.7  

4 
89

Sr 1495 

5 
32

P 1710  

6 
90

Sr-
90

Y 2280  

 

2.8. Radiochemical Processing of 
32

P from irradiated sulphur bearing targets 

2.8.1. Processing of irradiated Magnesium sulphate target 

10 g of magnesium sulphate was doubly sealed in a polythene cover and 

irradiated in KAMINI reactor for 4 h 22 min at south thimble position which has the 

thermal neutron flux of 3.6x10
8 

cm
-2

.s
-1

. The stock solution of the irradiated target was 

prepared by dissolving it in 25 mL of 10
-4

 M nitric acid. An aliquot of 5 mL of the 

stock solution was used to standardize the method of purification of 
32

P source from 

the irradiated target. 0.5 mL of 3% H2O2 was added to the aliquot of 5 mL dissolver 

solution and the same was heated to 70 
o
C for few minutes. This step was repeated 

with addition of another 0.5 mL of 3% H2O2. Addition of H2O2 ensured all 
32

P was 

converted into its phosphate form. The solution was agitated for 30 minutes with a 
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magnetic stirrer. Required amount of 25% ammonium hydroxide was added to the 

above solution till phosphate was precipitated as magnesium ammonium phosphate 

(Struvite) at the pH of 8-10 [15]. 

The supernatant was assayed by Cerenkov counting technique to estimate the 

32
P that remained un-precipitated in the solution. The suspension was filtered through 

a sintered glass of medium porosity and the filtered precipitate was taken into solution 

by dissolving it in 5 mL of 0.5M HCl. The solution was evaporated to dryness with an 

IR-lamp and the residue was taken into a 5 mL of 10
-3

M HCl. This became the feed 

solution for the subsequent purification of the source by ion-exchange 

chromatography technique. A small fraction of this feed solution i.e. 0.5 mL was 

analysed for its 
32

P and Mg content by Cerenkov counting technique and Ethylene di-

amine tetra-acetic acid (EDTA) titration, respectively  

The slurry form of the cationic resin Dowex 50WX8 (100-200 mesh) weighing 

about 2 g was packed in a glass column having dimensions of 8 mm ID, 21 cm length 

and resulted into a bed height of 9 cm. The column was initially conditioned using  10
-

3
M HCl. The feed solution conditioned in HCl medium of the same concentration was 

loaded into the column and the elution was started using 10
-3

M HCl solution. The 

sample fractions collected every time were of 5 mL size with a flow rate maintained 

about 0.5 mL/min. After eluting with the initial 30 mL, the eluent was changed from 

10
-3

M to 1:1 HCl to remove Mg from the column. The eluted sample fractions were 

analysed for 
32

P content using Cerenkov counting and Mg content by complexometric 

titration using EDTA. 
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2.8.2. Processing of irradiated Strontium sulphate target 

About 1 g of SrSO4 was doubly sealed in a polythene cover and irradiated for  

6 h in KAMINI reactor at PFTS, the available irradiation position of maximum 

thermal neutron flux of 1.6 x 10
11 

cm
-2

.sec
-1

.. A fraction of the irradiated SrSO4 target 

was dissolved in water and precipitated by adding sodium carbonate with heating and 

stirring for about 2 hours. The strontium carbonate precipitate was filtered using 

Whatman-42 filter paper and the residue and filtrate were treated by cation-exchange 

chromatography to purify the 
32

P, as indicated below.  

The residue was dissolved in HCl medium followed by the addition of ferric 

chloride and ammonium hydroxide to scavenge the 
32

P as its ferric phosphate into the 

ferric hydroxide precipitate. The precipitate was washed with Millipore water and was 

taken into 1M HCl. This solution was evaporated to dryness and conditioned to 0.1M 

HCl. Similarly the 
32

P content from the filtrate was also collected as ferric phosphate 

using ferric hydroxide precipitate and the same was brought into 0.1M HCl medium 

as described above. 

The conditioned solutions from residue and filtrate were mixed and taken as 

feed for the purification of its 
32

P content by cationic exchange chromatography using 

Dowex 50WX8 (100-200) resin. The feed solution was passed through a glass column 

containing 2 g of Dowex resin which was pre-conditioned using 0.1M HCl. Elution 

was started with 0.1M HCl to wash 
32

P in its phosphate form followed by 3M HCl to 

wash off Sr and Fe content from the column. The eluted samples were collected in     

5 mL size and 
32

P was quantified by Cerenkov counting. The elution profile of 
89

Sr 

and 
85

Sr produced during the irradiation were also established by the assay of 
85

Sr by 

gamma spectrometry using HPGe detector and 
89

Sr by Cerenkov counting. Fe content 
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of the samples was profiled using inductively coupled plasma - optical emission 

spectroscopy (ICP-OES). 

5 mL of the purified 
32

P source from both the processed targets i.e. magnesium 

sulphate and strontium sulphate was assayed by Cerenkov counting to quantify its 
32

P 

yield and also by high resolution gamma spectrometry using HPGe detector to 

determine the presence of any other gamma emitting impurities. 

2.8.3. Processing of irradiated Sulphur powder – Leaching method 

 About 5 g of sulphur powder was irradiated in thimble position of KAMINI 

reactor for 6 h with its associated flux of about 10
8
 n.cm

-2
.s

-1
. The irradiated target 

was treated with 10 mL of glacial acetic acid and heated on a hot plate to the boiling 

point of the medium i.e. 120 
o
C for 20 min. During this process the sulphur was 

melted releasing the 
32

P as phosphate into the acetic acid medium [16]. The mixture 

was allowed to cool to room temperature and the sulphur was solidified. The 

supernatant containing 
32

P was filtered and collected using Whatman 542 filter paper. 

This process was repeated four times with the filtered solid sulphur using fresh acetic 

acid every time and collected the filtrates containing 
32

P. The filtrates added together 

contained the total 
32

P produced in the target and was assayed by Cerenkov counting. 

The above procedure was repeated with a slight modification in cooling process i.e. 

the cooling of the mixture was made rapid by adding cold water instead of natural 

cooling in the fume hood. The fraction containing total 
32

P was conditioned into 0.1M 

HCl medium and the same was purified from any other impurities, if present by 

cationic exchange chromatography using DOWEX 50WX8 (100-200) resin.  

About 5 g of Dowex 50WX8 (100-200 mesh) resin was washed with Millipore 

water as well as 0.1M HCl and kept for overnight soaking in the same medium. The 
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resin in its slurry form was filled into a glass column of the dimensions of 1 cm ID 

and 30 cm length and the bed height was about 9 cm. The column was conditioned 

with 40 mL of 0.1M HCl. An aliquot of the 
32

P feed solution from natural cooling 

method was introduced into the column. The column was eluted with 0.1M HCl 

followed by 6M HCl. The source 
32

P was collected as phosphoric acid in dilute HCl 

medium. The same procedure was repeated for the radiochemical processing of 
32

P for 

the sample obtained from the rapid cooling method also. The analysis of the eluted 

samples for 
32

P was accomplished by Cerenkov counting. The decay process of the 

purified 
32

P source was profiled using Cerenkov counting and the determination of its 

half-life graphically from the decay curve so obtained helped in ascertaining its purity 

against other beta impurities, if any.   

2.8.4. Processing of irradiated Sulphur powder – Distillation method 

About 300 mg of sulphur powder was doubly sealed and irradiated in PFTS 

position of KAMINI reactor for 6 h with a flux of about 1.6x10
11

 n.cm
-2

.s
-1

. The 

irradiated target was transferred to a distillation chamber which was connected to a 

series of bubblers to trap the hazardous sulphur vapours from its release to 

atmosphere. The distillation chamber with sulphur powder was heated to the 

temperature of 250 
o
C - 300 

o
C [17]. After complete distillation of sulphur powder, 

the distillation chamber was allowed to cool to room temperature. The 
32

P residue in 

the distillation chamber was leached out in 10 mL of 0.1 M HCl at 60-70 
o
C.  

The leached 
32

P was purified from cationic impurities, if any using Cation-

exchange chromatographic technique (Dowex 50WX8 (100-200). The resin was made 

into slurry form using 0.1M HCl and transferred to glass column of the dimensions of 

1 cm ID and 30 cm length and the resultant resin bed length was about 9 cm. The 
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column was conditioned using 50 mL of 0.1M HCl. The feed solution of 
32

P was 

added to the column and the elution of 
32

P was started with 0.1M HCl followed by 6M 

HCl to remove any other cationic impurities, if present in the resin. The samples were 

collected in 15 mL size and assayed by Cerenkov technique. 

The results obtained using all the experiments described here are discussed in 

the subsequent chapters. 
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Chapter 3: Studies on the Characterization of Neutron 

Spectrum at Pneumatic Fast Transfer System (PFTS) 

of KAMINI Reactor 

This chapter presents the results of the studies on characterization of neutron 

energy spectrum along with the determination of the reactor parameters called sub-

cadmium to epithermal neutron flux ratio (f) and the epithermal neutron flux shape 

factor (α) at pneumatic fast transfer system (PFTS) of KAMINI reactor, which is used 

extensively for the neutron activation analysis (NAA). The study involves the           

(i) determination of f and α using Cd-ratio and Cd-covered methods, (ii) estimation of 

reaction rates using multi-foil activation method and (iii) unfolding of the neutron 

spectrum from the computed guess spectrum based on the least square minimization 

approach. 

3.1. Introduction 

Neutron spectrum characterization of a neutron source like nuclear reactor is a 

mandatory requirement for the accurate evaluation of the experimental results 

involving the irradiation of materials in these facilities. The type and extent of 

reaction that takes place during the irradiation highly depend on the neutron energy 

spectrum of the particular irradiation facility [1]. The neutron spectrum 

characterization is very useful for the determination of various reactor characteristics 

like reactivity, burn-up, nuclear reaction rates, temperature distribution etc. [2]. In 

addition, characterization is also mandatory in order to interpret the experimental 

results accurately for the studies in nuclear and radiochemistry, radioanalytical 
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chemistry, radiation physics, radiobiology and the radiation damage in the materials 

due to the bombardment of neutrons of different energies [3].  

Further, the determination of the reactor parameters, f and α is needed for the 

single-comparator (Au) based k0-NAA, a radioanalytical technique for the estimation 

of the elemental profile of a sample [4]. The epithermal neutron flux distribution in a 

nuclear reactor is theoretically proportional to 1/E, but in real cases, it is proportional 

to 1/E
1+α

. The non-ideal epithermal neutron flux distribution (α) depends on the 

reactor and irradiation position. The most frequently used relative NAA method 

requires a priori knowledge of elements present in the sample. Individual elemental 

standards or suitable multi-elemental standards like Certified Reference Materials 

(CRM) are used in relative NAA for an accurate estimation of elements present in the 

sample. In the case of k0-based NAA method, a single comparator such as gold 

(
197

Au) is being used widely for various radioanalytical applications [4]. Another 

method of similar nature is k0-based internal mono-standard instrumental NAA (IM-

INAA) in which an isotope present in the sample itself is used as mono standard for 

the analyses of small as well as large-sized samples of ~mg and ~kg levels, 

respectively [5,6]. 

Several samples are being studied using the k0 based NAA by irradiating them 

in the PFTS location of KAMINI reactor [7-9] and this requires the knowledge of both 

f and α values [10]. The characterization of neutron energy spectrum at PFTS is also 

essential as the same is being used for analyzing the irradiated samples. The f and α 

values, established already, were only relevant to the subassemblies containing 
233

U. 

However, recently the KAMINI reactor core was modified, i.e. one of the 
233

U fuel 
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subassemblies was replaced by a 
239

Pu based subassembly and hence there existed a 

need for re-establishing these values for the modified core. The present study involves 

the redetermination of f and α values for the modified core.  

In the present work, the initial guess neutron spectrum was calculated for the 

neutron energy group 175 using Monte Carlo code. The spectrum unfolding was 

accomplished by applying the least square minimization approach using saturated 

activity and the nuclear reaction rates obtained experimentally. Activation cross 

section data were obtained from JENDL-96A library. Therefore, the present work 

discusses the determination of f and α along with the characterization of neutron 

energy spectrum at PFTS position of KAMINI reactor by using the multi-foil 

activation method. 

3.2. Characterization of PFTS at KAMINI reactor 

3.2.1. Determination of  f and α 

The α value was estimated using Cd-ratio and Cd-covered triple monitor 

methods as per the equations 3.1 and 3.2, respectively shown below [4,11,12]. The 

relevant nuclear data of the monitors used for f and α determination are furnished in 

Table 2.1 in the section 2.3.1.1. 
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where Ti represents a value for an isotope i, 

FCd - cadmium transmission factor for epithermal neutrons [9], 

irE ,

_

 - effective resonance energy in eV,  

Q0(α) - ratio of infinite dilute resonance integral to thermal n-capture cross-section 

RCd - cadmium ratio of activities,  

(Asp)Cd - specific count rate of Cd-cover irradiation,  

p - full-energy peak detection efficiency and 

Gth and Ge represent the correction factors for thermal and epithermal neutron self-

shielding, respectively. 

 The specific count rates of the activated monitors i.e. 
198

Au, 
95

Zr and 
65

Zn of 

gold, zirconium and zinc, respectively were calculated using the photo peak areas 

obtained from the gamma-ray spectrometry. In both Cd-ratio & Cd-covered methods, 

calculation of Ti needed the input parameter Q0(). 

The determination of -value was carried out using Microsoft-Excel spread 

sheet [12]. The  value was obtained using iteration procedure in both Cd ratio and 

Cd covered methods. A graph of log (Ti) vs log(Ēr,i) was plotted and the  value was 

obtained from the slope (-) of the fitted straight line [11-13]. Initially, the value of  

was assigned to be zero and the slope (-) obtained from the plot of log(Ti) versus 

log(Ēr,i) was used in the subsequent iterations. The iteration continued till a constant  

value was obtained. 
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 The plots of the final iterations obtained with constant  value for both Cd-

ratio and Cd-covered methods are shown in Figure 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. The  

values obtained finally were -5.01x10
-02

 ± 0.02x10
-02

 and -4.01x10
-02

 ± 0.36x10
-02

 

using Cd-covered and Cd-ratio triple monitor methods, respectively, yielding an 

average  value of -4.5x10
-02

 ± 0.2x10
-02

. The negative sign indicates the presence of 

hard neutron spectrum at PFTS position of KAMINI reactor.  

The sub-cadmium to epithermal flux ratio (f) value was also determined in the 

Cd ratio method using the following equation [12]. 

theCdCd GGQRFf /).().1( 0     (3.3) 

The f-value was computed using the α value and found to be 27.8 ± 0.3. The f 

and α values for the initial and modified core are presented in Table 3.1. These values 

suggest that there is no significant change in the reactor parameters i.e. f and α after 

the modification of the core configuration i.e. replacement of one of the 
233

U-Al sub-

assemblies with 
239

Pu-Al fuel. 

Table 3.1. f and α values at PFTS for the old and modified core of the KAMINI 

reactor 

Reactor Parameter Old Core Modified Core 

Sub-cadmium to 

epithermal flux ratio (f) 

25.1 ± 0.4 27.8 ± 0.3 

Epithermal neutron flux 

shape factor (α) 

-4.0x10
-02 

± 0.3x10
-02

 -4.5x10
-02

 ± 0.2x10
-02
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Figure 3.1. Log(Ti) vs Log(Ēr,i) using Cd-covered method. 

 

Figure 3.2. Log(Ti) vs Log(Ēr,i) using Cd-ratio method. 
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3.2.2. Neutron spectrum characterization - Multi-foil activation method 

The multiple foil activation approach is an established technique for 

characterizing the neutron field in a reactor owing to its simplicity. However, there 

exists a possibility of several potential sources of errors getting into the numerical 

estimation of the neutron spectrum, such as inaccurate description of material 

composition, geometric details, fuel compositions of various burn-up, cross sections 

etc. Foil activation method validates, not only the computational estimation of neutron 

spectrum, but also, mostly is useful for minor adjustment of the estimated spectrum 

obtained under constrained conditions.  

The set of foils, sensitive to different energies were irradiated in the reactor 

with its associated neutron flux till their activities reached almost to their saturated 

levels. The characteristic gammas emitted from the activated foils were counted in a 

high resolution HPGe detector to arrive at the saturated activities / reaction rates with 

the due corrections incorporated for the delays in measurements as per the equation 

3.4 given below [14]. The net peak areas of the photo peaks were obtained by 

analyzing the spectra with PHAST peak fit software.  

Measured Reaction rate 
)]exp(1)].[exp(1).[exp(...

.

irrcdpeak

peak

TTTyN

C






   (3.4) 

where, Cpeak - net peak area of full energy photo peak (total counts),  

λ – decay constant (sec
-1

), 

N - number of target atoms in the foil, 
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y - gamma intensity (gammas/decay),  

Td – decay time (sec), 

Tc - counting time (sec),  

Tirr – irradiation duration (sec) and 

εpeak – the detector efficiency for the gamma ray of interest.  

Efficiency of HPGe detector was obtained as a function of gamma-ray energy 

from 244 to 1408 keV using 
152

Eu standard point source (Figure 3.3).  

 

Figure 3.3. Efficiency of HPGe detector (10 cm away) for 
152

Eu standard point source 

as a function of gamma energy from 244 to 1408 keV. 
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The details of the activation foils with their associated nuclear reactions and 

the various nuclear and irradiation parameters are presented in Table 2.2 of the section 

2.3.2. A total of 10 nuclear reactions were evaluated and the spectrum unfolding was 

thus accomplished using these reactions. The nuclear reactions studied in the present 

work include both threshold as well as non-threshold reactions covered up to the 

neutron energy of 11.7 MeV. While, the threshold reactions are only sensitive to the 

neutrons of energy higher than their threshold energy, typically in MeV ranges, the 

non-threshold reactions are generally triggered by thermal neutrons themselves. The 

threshold nuclear reactions studied in the present work included (n, p), (n, n’) and (n, 

2n) reactions whereas the non-threshold nuclear reactions included radiative capture 

reactions i.e. (n, γ). 

3.3. Theoretical prediction of the spectrum 

A guess spectrum in a spectrum unfolding problem is an estimated input 

spectrum from a numerical model; in this case it is Monte Carlo computed spectrum. 

The purpose of spectrum unfolding is to derive a suitable spectrum based on foil 

activation measurements with close proximity to the computed or guess spectrum 

which makes the unfolded spectrum physically acceptable. 

The guess neutron spectrum calculation presented in this work was carried out 

using Transport Monte Carlo Code and ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections [15] for the core 

configuration with 9 U-Al fuel subassemblies, adjustable reflector blocks (ARB1) 

with no top axial reflector. Beam tubes were modeled up to the height of the reactor 

vessel whereas the PFTS was modeled up to a height of 81 cm from the core centre. 

Safety Control Plates (SCP) were placed at positions corresponding to the state of 
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criticality (SCP-1: 300 mm and SCP-2: 210 mm) observed in the calculation. The 

neutron spectrum at the irradiation location of PFTS was calculated for 175 energy 

group structure.  

3.4. Spectrum unfolding 

The estimation of neutron spectrum was based on the computational model of 

the reactor in Monte Carlo Neutral Particle (MCNP) [16]. Estimated fluxes were 

determined in 175-groups Vitamin-J structure [17]. The chosen group structure 

represented the thermal, intermediate and fast regions appropriately. Activities under 

the saturated condition are given below in equation 3.5. 

 ,)()( dEEERA ii   I = 1 to m,    (3.5) 

where Ri – the detector response function [18] for the i
th

 foil,  

φ – the neutron flux spectrum and  

m – the number of different foils.  

The continuous energy response function for the foils was approximated by 

average responses over the energy group limits as given below. 
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    (3.6) 

The computed reaction rates can thus be written as  





n

g

ggii RA
1

, ,        where   I = 1 to m and n >> m  (3.7) 

The computed reaction rates often deviated from the measured values which 

necessitated minor adjustments to be incorporated for a more accurate estimation of 
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the spectrum, while retaining physical contents of the computed one. Condition of n 

>> m in equation 3.7 leads to a system of linear equations with non-unique solution 

which facilitated the arrival at a solution under constrained condition. The unfolding 

method used the numerical estimate as the initial guess spectrum, adjusted it 

iteratively and finally converged to a solution to the linear system in equation 3.6. 

Constraint function optimization technique used here constituted least square 

deviation between calculated and measured reaction rates, measure of sharp variation 

in flux with energy and least-squared deviation between the calculated and adjusted 

spectrum as given in equations 3.8 and 3.9. The components of the constraint function 

were weighted to ensure a satisfactory solution commensurate to all the requirements 

described above. The use of relative deviation in place of actual deviation was to 

ensure uniform weightage across all the reactions and logarithmic deviations were 

used for the other constraints. 

)()()()( 2  SCF sc        (3.8) 
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The spectrum generated using Monte Carlo method at PFTS was used as the 

initial guess spectrum. The input guess spectrum was adjusted iteratively such that the 

constraint function gradually approached a minimum in the neighborhood of the guess 

spectrum. The minimization algorithm used here makes use of the steepest descend 

method built in fminunc of octave [19]. The weights λs and λc used here corresponded 

to the values of 10
-3

 and 10
-4

, respectively. The transformation 2

gg   ensured 

positive definite solution of flux. In this study, 10 activation reactions were chosen, 

that the response functions of these reactions roughly spanned the energy range of 

interest i.e. thermal to the fast energies (Figure 3.4 and 3.5). In the intermediate 

region, where foil had low responses, the unfolding procedure attempted to retain the 

calculated shape of the guess spectrum by use of shape constraint. 

The deviations of the measured reaction rates from that of the calculated were 

found to exceed the experimental tolerances (Table 3.2). The unfolding procedure 

attempted to adjust the calculated spectrum such that the deviation between measured 

and evaluated spectrum could be minimized. An adequate shape of neutron energy 

spectrum was thus obtained using the constraint function minimization approach as 

presented in Figure 3.6. The spectrum reproduced the measured reaction rates within 

10% errors, which can be attributed to the several sources of errors that are inherent 

with the foil activation measurements. The major sources of errors arose from the 

counting statistics variations observed during the detector efficiency calibration. The 

deviations from the measured reaction rates in the adjusted spectrum suggest that the 

actual flux does not greatly vary from the calculated flux. Therefore, the least square 

minimization approach used for the spectrum unfolding is proved to be satisfactory as 

well as appropriate. 
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Figure 3.4. 175-group response function from JENDL-96A for non-threshold 

reactions. 

 

Figure 3.5. 175-group response function from JENDL-96A for threshold reactions. 
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Table 3.2. Measured Saturated Activity and reaction rates along with their deviations 

from guess spectrum and adjusted spectrum 

Foil Activated 

Product 

Gamma 

Energy 

(keV) 

Measured 

Saturated 

Activity 

(dps/nucleus) 

Measured 

Reaction 

Rate    

(per sec) 

Deviation from 

measured reaction 

rates (%) 

MCNP 

Spectrum 

Adjusted 

Spectrum 

Al 
27

Mg 843.8 4.2x10
-16 

± 1.36% 4.71x10
-16

 -50.68 4.28 

Ti 
48

Sc 1037.5 1.5x10
-18 

±1.56% 4.82x10
-17

 -61.61 -3.52 

Fe 
54

Mn 834.8 2.6x10
-18 

±1.88% 1.37x10
-14

 -69.97 -8.66 

Fe 
59

Fe 1099.2 1.3x10
-16

 ± 2.9% 3.33x10
-14

 89.96 1.80 

Co 
60

Co 1332.5 4.6x10
-16 

±2.76% 1.53x10
-11

 -92.95 -3.05 

Ni 
58

Co 810.8 13.6x10
-18 

±1.87% 1.68x10
-14

 -67.86 0.75 

Mo 
99

Mo 739.5 7.5x10
-15

 ± 2.3% 1.23x10
-13

 -37.20 -0.04 

In 
115m

In 336.3 9.0x10
-15 

± 1.6% 3.41x10
-14

 -72.72 3.20 

Au 
198

Au 411.8 1.5x10
-12 

± 1.49% 7.12x10
-11

 -81.85 0.07 

Y 
88

Y 1836.05 3.9x10
-20

 ± 0.99% 2.40x10
-17

 -18.10 0.10 
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Figure 3.6. Neutron spectrum at Pneumatic Fast Transfer System of KAMINI reactor. 

The neutron spectrum shape exhibits distinct regions of thermal – Maxwellian, 

1/ε (epithermal) and a watt distribution (fission neutrons) which are generally the 

characteristics of a thermal reactor. The integral neutron flux obtained was found to be 

6.01x10
11

 cm
-2

.s
-1

. The neutron energy flux was split into 3 energy groups [2] i.e. 

thermal (below 0.56 eV), intermediate (0.56 eV – 0.5 MeV) and fast (above 0.5 MeV) 

and the integral neutron flux inside each energy group is presented in the Table 3.3. 

The results suggest that the neutron spectrum at PFTS has the thermal, epithermal and 

fast neutron components corresponding to 5.8%, 71.5% and 22.7%, respectively. The 
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epithermal neutron component is found to be predominant in the neutron spectrum 

which may have significant effect on the materials during irradiation [5]. The higher 

epithermal neutron component also suggests that the spectrum at PFTS is hard and is 

in good agreement with the epithermal neutron flux shape factor (α) that has a 

negative sign. The effects of the epithermal neutron component on the irradiation of 

materials at PFTS form a part of our future investigations. 

Table 3.3. Neutron fluxes at PFTS 

Neutron Energy Region Flux(Ф) (n.cm
-2

.sec
-1

)  

Thermal neutron 3.45x10
10

 [ФThermal] 

Intermediate neutron 4.30x10
11

 [ФIntermediate] 

Fast neutron 1.36x10
11

 [ФFast] 

Integral neutron 6.01x10
11

 [ФTotal] 

 

3.5. Conclusion 

The pneumatic fast transfer system (PFTS) of KAlpakkam MINI (KAMINI) 

reactor is being used extensively for irradiation studies towards the neutron activation 

analysis, shielding experiments, neutron detector testing etc. The k0 - based neutron 

activation analysis is being utilized at KAMINI reactor to determine the elemental 

profile of a sample which requires the knowledge of the reactor parameters such as 

sub-cadmium to epithermal neutron flux ratio (f) and epithermal neutron flux shape 

factor (α). The f and α values were determined using Cd-ratio and Cd-covered triple 
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monitor methods using Zr, Au and Zn foils and found to be 27.8 ± 0.3 and -4.5x10
-02

 

± 0.2x10
-02

, respectively suggesting that there is no remarkable change in these reactor 

parameters for the modified core configuration i.e. replacing one of the 
233

U-Al sub-

assemblies with 
239

Pu-Al fuel. The negative sign of the α value indicates that the 

neutron spectrum present at PFTS position of KAMINI reactor is hard in nature. 

The neutron spectrum characterization at PFTS position was accomplished 

using multi-foil irradiation method that included both threshold as well as non-

threshold nuclear reactions and covered the neutron energy spectrum up to 11.7 MeV. 

The saturated activities as well as their associated nuclear reaction rates of various 

irradiated activation foils were determined. The estimated guess neutron spectrum for 

175 energy group structure was generated using the theoretical model of the reactor 

with the transport Monte Carlo Code and ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections for the core 

configuration with 9 U-Al fuel subassemblies. 

Neutron spectrum unfolding was accomplished using the least square 

minimization approach. The associated deviations from the reaction rates of the 

adjusted spectrum were observed to be within the experimental tolerance. The integral 

flux resulted from the study was found to be about 6.01x10
11

 n.cm
-2

s
-1

. The shape of 

neutron spectrum at PFTS showed distinct regions of thermal – Maxwellian, 1/ε 

(epithermal) and a watt fission spectrum; the thermal, epithermal and fast neutron 

components corresponding to 5.8%, 71.5% and 22.7%, respectively. The neutron 

energy spectrum is also useful for testing and validating the reactor physics codes and 

different nuclear data libraries. 
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Chapter 4: Design and Installation of Fast Flux 

Experimental Facility (FFEF) at FBTR and neutron 

flux Measurement 

This chapter deals with the various experiments and calculations involved in 

the design and installation of Fast Flux Experimental Facility (FFEF) at FBTR as well 

as neutron flux measurement in FFEF at 25 kW power [1]. Development of FFEF 

with a sample holder was envisaged to carry out the studies on characterization of 

neutron spectrum, fission systematics, determination of reaction cross sections, fast 

neutron activation analysis and minor actinide transmutation [2,3]. The development 

of the facility, FFEF involved the modification of the already-existing-auxiliary shield 

plug of the central canal plug, by attaching a long titanium rod along with a sample 

holder to its bottom. The modification was done in such a way that the sample holder 

was positioned just above the head of the central subassembly. The facility is meant 

only for the irradiation of the samples which are stable at FBTR operating 

temperature.  

The present chapter describes the modification details, impurity profile of the 

construction material (Ti) by neutron activation analysis and the calculation of the 

radiation dose burden due to the activation of the construction materials and its 

associated impurities themselves, if any. This chapter also presents the determination 

of neutron flux at FFEF in FBTR using foil activation method.  

4.1. Computations  

 The radiation dose generated due to the irradiation of titanium in FFEF of 

FBTR was computed. The calculations considered both the matrix material (titanium) 
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along with its associated impurities. The isotopic composition of titanium is shown in 

Table 2.3 of section 2.4.1. The elemental impurities present in the titanium were 

established by instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA).  

4.1.1. Analysis of titanium for impurities 

The irradiated titanium samples and standards were assayed, one at a time by 

using HPGe detector. The impurities in Ti were quantified using relative NAA method 

by comparing the activities of elements in samples and standards. Using the mass of 

the element in standard (mx,std) and activities of standard (cpsx,std) and sample 

(cpsx,sample), the mass of the element in the sample (mx,sample) was determined using the 

following equation [4]. 
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where D is the decay correction factor, C is the counting correction factor. 

 Another method of analysis, namely, Internal Mono-standard NAA (IM-NAA) 

was also employed to determine the elemental concentration ratios of impurities 

present in the titanium sample by applying the following equation [5]. 
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   (4.2) 

where PA is the net peak area under the gamma peak of interest, 

S is the saturation factor, 

ε is the in-situ relative detection efficiency, 
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Q0(α) is the ratio of I0(α) to σ0, where, I0(α) is infinitely dilute resonance 

integral corrected for α, σ0 is the (n, ) cross-section at 2200 m.s
-1

 and 

k0,Au is the literature k0-factor of an isotope with respect to gold. 

Gamma spectrum of a titanium sample irradiated at CIRUS reactor, BARC, 

Mumbai is shown in Figure 4.1. The in-situ relative detection efficiency was obtained 

by using the following equation [6,7].  





m

i

i

ij Eak
0

)(lnln      (4.3) 

where ai is the coefficient of the polynomial of order m,  

kj is a constant characteristic of the j
th

 nuclide.  

The present analysis used a second order polynomial (m=2) for the calculation 

of the in-situ relative detection efficiency. A typical in-situ relative detection 

efficiency plot obtained for titanium sample is shown in Figure 4.2. This plot covers 

gamma energies range from 134 to 2754 keV using the activation nuclides such as 

187
W, 

140
La and 

24
Na. The f and α values used in the calculation were 80 and 0.011, 

respectively for the self-serve position of CIRUS reactor [8].  
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Figure 4.2. Insitu relative detection efficiency of neutron irradiated titanium sample. 

Table 4.1 shows the various elemental impurities present in the titanium as 

obtained by NAA. A total of 14 elemental impurities i.e. Na, K, Cl, Sc, Fe, Mn, As, 

W, Co, Cr, Sb, La, Ta and Sm were determined by both relative as well as IM-NAA 

methods. Among them, the concentrations of Fe and Cr were found to be high i.e. 483 

ppm and 147 ppm, respectively. The remaining impurities were at trace level and fell 

in the range of 0.1 to 40 ppm. The estimated concentration of Sc being 0.37 ppm 

through the nuclear reaction 
45

Sc(n,γ)
46

Sc may be possibly and slightly, overestimated 

because of its production from the threshold nuclear reaction of 
46

Ti(n,p)
46

Sc as well 

[9]. 

These elemental impurities were categorized into two types, (i) elements 

associated with short-lived activation products such as Na, K, Cl, Mn, As, La and Sm 

and (ii) elements associated with long-lived activation products such as Sc, Fe, W, Co, 

Cr, Sb and Ta. The half-lives of the activation products of these impurities are shown 
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in Table 4.1. In General, the impurities associated with short-lived activation products 

do not lead to the radiation dose burden as they decay fast to the background level. 

However, the impurities associated with long-lived activation products are not 

desirable and is a matter of concern in titanium as they lead to the increased radiation 

dose burden after the irradiation of titanium material [10].  

Table 4.1. Impurities present in titanium  

Impurity 

Element 

Corresponding 

Activation Product 

Half-life Concentration (ppm) 

As 
76

As 1.07 d 9.2 ± 0.1 

Na 
24

Na 14.95 d 10 ± 1 

W 
187

W 23.8 h 8.14 ± 0.04 

Sb 
122

Sb 2.72 d 1.52 ± 0.01 

La 
140

La 1.67 d 0.133 ± 0.004 

Ta 
182

Ta 115 d 6.9 ± 0.1 

Fe 
59

Fe 44.5 d 483 ± 6 

Co 
60

Co 5.27 y 3.94 ± 0.03 

Sm 
153

Sm 46.3 h 0.15 ± 0.01 

K 
42

K 12.36 h 32.7 ± 1.3 

Cr 
51

Cr 27.1 d 147 ± 4 

Mn 
56

Mn 46.7 m 21.5 ± 0.3 

Cl 
38

Cl 37.3 m 36.0 ± 1.7 

Sc* 
46

Sc 83.7 d 0.370 ± 0.002 

*Sc is slightly overestimated due to its formation from Ti (n,p) as well. 
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4.1.2. Radiation dose computations 

The rod attached to the bottom of the central canal plug can undergo all 

possible nuclear reactions, i.e. (n, γ), (n, p), (n, 2n), (n, α) etc. on its exposure to 

neutrons in FBTR and hence it is necessary to compute the dose due to the activation 

of this rod under typical operational conditions of FBTR [11]. The radiation dose 

needs to be within the permissible limits to avoid the man-rem problems. Hence, the 

radiation dose computations were carried out for the matrix material (titanium) as well 

as the associated impurities, profiled by NAA. The dose computations considered that 

the location of the sample holder was 28.5 cm above the central subassembly top and 

the neutron flux encountered in this location was assumed to be 2.57X10
11

 cm
-2

.sec
-1 

at 400 kW power of FBTR [1].  

Since the neutron flux seen by the rod during its exposure inside FBTR 

decreases along its length from bottom to the top, the degree of activation is also 

expected to vary accordingly. Therefore, the titanium rod was divided into three equal 

portions having a length of about 1.1 m each and the reaction rates were computed at 

these three locations, i.e. bottom, middle and top portions of the titanium rod. The 

microscopic reaction rates for the various possible nuclear reactions, leading to the 

activated products of Ti matrix material and the associated impurities are presented in 

Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, respectively. Since the impurities associated with the 

titanium matrix are being at very low concentration, the activated products due to the 

radiative capture alone are expected to contribute significantly to the dose in the Ti 

matrix. Hence, the activation due to the radiative capture alone was considered in the 

radiation dose calculations for the impurities present in titanium.  
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Table 4.2. Microscopic reaction rates of Titanium for various nuclear reactions 

Nuclear 

Reaction 

t1/2 of 

product 

Microscopic Reaction Rate (sec
-1

) 

Bottom Middle Top 

46
Ti(n,2n)

45
Ti 3.08 h 2.64E+05 7.85E+02 9.70E-02 

46
Ti(n,p)

46
Sc 83.79 d 5.43E+08 1.07E+06 2.00E+02 

47
Ti(n,p)

47
Sc 3.35 d 1.25E+09 1.95E+06 1.77E+02 

48
Ti(n,p)

48
Sc 1.82 d 1.29E+07 2.72E+04 4.84E+00 

49
Ti(n,p)

49
Sc 0.96 h 3.48E+07 6.35E+04 8.76E+00 

50
Ti(n,p)

50
Sc 0.028 h 3.24E+05 7.43E+02 1.00E-01 

50
Ti(n,γ)

51
Ti 0.096 h 3.25E+10 1.67E+09 1.96E+02 

48
Ti(n,α)

45
Ca 162.6 d 1.49E+04 4.11E+01 5.51E-03 

50
Ti(n,α)

47
Ca 4.536 d 2.55E+03 7.74E+00 9.62E-04 
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Table 4.3. Microscopic reaction rates for impurities in Titanium 

Nuclear 

Reaction 

t1/2 of 

product 

Microscopic Reaction Rate (sec
-1

) 

Bottom Middle Top 

75
As(n,γ)

76
As 1.08 d 4.81E+13 1.5E+12 5.74E+5 

37
Cl(n,γ)

38
Cl 37.2 m 6.79E+10 4.0E+09 4.29E+2 

59
Co(n,γ)

60
Co 5.27 a 5.26E+13 1.9E+12 7.00E+5 

50
Cr(n,γ)

51
Cr 27.7 d 2.27E+12 1.4E+11 1.63E+4 

58
Fe(n,γ)

59
Fe 44.4 d 1.34E+12 2.9E+10 1.42E+4 

139
La(n,γ)

140
La 1.68 d 6.08E+12 2.8E+11 7.47E+4 

55
Mn(n,γ)

56
Mn 2.58 h 8.45E+12 2.4E+11 8.89E+4 

23
Na(n,γ)

24
Na 15.0 h 8.73E+10 5.1E+09 1.42E+3 

121
Sb(n,γ)

122
Sb 2.72 d 7.40E+13 4.7E+12 5.71E+5 

45
Sc(n,γ)

46
Sc

 
83.7 d 3.38E+12 2.4E+11 2.01E+4 

152
Sm(n,γ)

153
Sm

 
46.2 h 7.72E+14 6.7E+13 3.24E+6 

181
Ta(n,γ)

182
Ta

 
114.4d 2.48E+14 1.5E+13 1.88E+6 

186
W(n,γ)

187
W

 
23.72 h 2.03E+14 1.3E+13 1.84E+6 
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From the data presented in Table 4.2 and 4.3, it is observed that the reaction 

rates are considerably higher for the bottom portion of the rod i.e. ~ orders of 

magnitude higher than that of the middle portion, which again in turn, is higher than 

the top portion. Since the dose due to the activated products at middle and top portions 

are relatively negligible in comparison with that of bottom portion, it suffices to 

consider only the activation products at the bottom for dose calculation.   

Taking into the account of the typical operation cycle of FBTR, the dose 

computation was carried out at 400 kWt power for a typical irradiation period of 10 

days with an hour of cooling time. Assuming a length of 1.1 m and a diameter of 12 

mm for the titanium rod, the gamma emission rate (Nγ) was calculated using the 

following equation. 

  attNN dirr ).exp()].exp(1.[     (4.4) 

where, N refers to number of target atoms, σϕ refers to reaction rate (sec
-1

), λ refers to 

decay constant (sec
-1

), aγ refers to gamma abundance, tirr and td refers to duration of 

irradiation and decay time, respectively. 

The gamma emission rates due to the different nuclear reactions in the matrix 

titanium as well as its associated impurities are presented in an ascending order of the 

gamma energies, originated from the activation products formed at the bottom portion 

of the titanium rod (Table 4.4). The titanium rod is conveniently assumed to be a line 

source and the radiation dose due to this line source was computed [12] at a distance 

of 2 cm as well as 100 cm from the rod. The obtained results are presented in Table 

4.5.  
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Table 4.4. Gamma emission rate from the bottom portion of the Titanium rod with a 

length of 1.1 m & dia of 12 mm (Tirr = 10 days, tcool = 1 h, 400 kW power) 

Nuclear Reaction Eγ (keV) Intensity (%) Gammas / s 

152
Sm(n,γ)

153
Sm 103.2 29.19 4.14E+05 

47
Ti(n,p)

47
Sc 159.38 68.1 8.73E+06 

51
Ti(n,γ)

51
Ti 320.1 93.1 1.72E+05 

50
Cr(n,γ)

51
Cr 320.08 9.89 4.72E+04 

186
W(n,γ)

187
W 479.5 21.8 3.87E+06 

139
La(n,γ)

140
La 487 46.1 1.89E+04 

50
Ti(n,p)

50
Sc 523.8 88.7 5.99E-08 

75
As(n,γ)

76
As 559.08 45 1.93E+07 

121
Sb(n,γ)

122
Sb 564.3 70.55 2.55E+06 

186
W(n,γ)

187
W 685.7 27.3 4.85E+06 

50
Ti(n,α)

47
Ca 807.85 6.8 1.06E+00 

139
La(n,γ)

140
La 815.78 23.7 9.71E+03 

55
Mn(n,γ)

56
Mn 846.8 98.85 1.87E+07 

46
Ti(n,p)

46
Sc 889.25 99.98 5.79E+05 

45
Sc(n,γ)

46
Sc 889.25 99.98 1.64E+04 

50
Ti(n,γ)

51
Ti 928.64 6.9 1.27E+04 

48
Ti(n,p)

48
Sc 983.5 99.9 1.43E+06 

48
Ti(n,p)

48
Sc 1037.49 97.6 1.39E+06 

58
Fe(n,γ)

59
Fe 1099.25 56.5 1.91E+04 

Continued …… 
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Nuclear Reaction Eγ (keV) Intensity (%) Gammas / s 

46
Ti(n,p)

46
Sc 1120.51 99.97 5.79E+05 

45
Sc(n,γ)

46
Sc 1120.51 99.97 1.64E+04 

50
Ti(n,p)

50
Sc 1121.1 99.5 6.71E-08 

181
Ta(n,γ)

182
Ta 1121.3 35.17 1.44E+06 

59
Co(n,γ)

60
Co 1173.23 99.85 9.45E+04 

181
Ta(n,γ)

182
Ta 1189 16.58 6.87E+05 

181
Ta(n,γ)

182
Ta 1221 27.27 4.84E+05 

58
Fe(n,γ)

59
Fe 1291.59 43.2 1.46E+04 

50
Ti(n,α)

47
Ca 1297 75 1.15E+01 

48
Ti(n,p)

48
Sc 1312.04 99.9 1.43E+06 

59
Co(n,γ)

60
Co 1332.5 99.98 9.46E+04 

23
Na(n,γ)

24
Na 1368.6 99.99 2.72E+05 

50
Ti(n,p)

50
Sc 1553.78 100 6.75E-08 

139
La(n,γ)

140
La 1596.5 95.4 3.93E+04 

37
Cl(n,γ)

38
Cl 1642.7 31.9 1.22E+04 

55
Mn(n,γ)

56
Mn 1810.8 26.9 5.15E+06 

55
Mn(n,γ)

56
Mn 2113.19 14.2 2.71E+06 

37
Cl(n,γ)

38
Cl 2167.7 42.4 1.65E+04 

23
Na(n,γ)

24
Na 2753.99 99.86 2.71E+05 
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The total radiation dose due to the activation of the titanium rod at 400 kW in 

FBTR for 10 days with a cooling period of 1 h was found to be 125 mR/h and 0.8 

mR/h at a distance of 2 cm and 1 m, respectively. These computations assumed that 

the reaction rates at the bottom of the titanium rod are valid for the entire 1.1 m length 

of the bottom portion. However, in the actual case, the reaction rates might be much 

smaller as shown in Table 4.2 and 4.3. Thus, the computed conservative radiation 

dose rates are presented in Table 4.5, even though the actual dose rate is expected to 

be much smaller. The fact that favours titanium being the material of choice for the 

intended application includes that (i) the activated products due to (n, γ) reactions are 

found to be stable ones which do not hence contribute to the actual dose and also (ii) 

the only radioactive isotope (
51

Ti) formed during the irradiation happens to be 

relatively a short-lived nuclide with its associated half-life of only 5.74 min [13]. 

Table 4.5. Dose computations for bottom portion of the titanium rod 

S.No Distance from rod (cm) Total dose (R/h)* 

1 2.0 0.125 

2 100.0 0.819E-03 

(* Cooling: 1 h; Power operated at: 400 kW; tirr = 10 d) 

Thus, the above computations establish that the titanium is the most suitable 

choice of material for this particular application. Therefore, a titanium extension rod 

of length 3252.5 mm and a diameter of 14.0 ± 0.1 mm was attached to the bottom end 

of the shield plug. A schematic of titanium extension rod along with the sample holder 

is depicted in Figure 4.3. A titanium sample holder of length 50 mm and diameter 12 

mm was attached to the bottom of this rod by a screw joint (Figure 4.4). The bottom 
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of the sample holder was made to be a solid hexagon with a diameter of 12.12 mm 

across the flat surface. 

 

Figure 4.3.  Ti extension rod with sample holder. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Titanium sample holder. 
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4.1.3. Simulation studies with aluminum foil as a catcher foil in FBTR 

Aluminium foil was chosen as the catcher foil for the irradiation studies at 

FBTR, since it produces only a short-lived activation product from the radiative-

capture reaction, i.e. 
27

Al(n,γ)
28

Al with its associated short half-life of only 2.24 min 

[14]. However, the stability of aluminium foils with respect to the morphology and 

phase changes need to be evaluated at the ambient temperature inside FBTR.  

In order to evaluate the effect of heating on the aluminium catcher foils to the 

temperature of FBTR core, the same was heated in air to the temperature of 450 
o
C for 

6 h and allowed to cool to room temperature. The Al foil was found to be (i) thermally 

stable and (ii) easily detachable mutually or separable from each other. The micro-

structures obtained from scanning electron microscope (SEM) for the study of surface 

morphological changes, if any, for both heated and normal foils are shown in Figure 

4.5. These images confirmed that there is no morphological change in the heated Al 

foil compared to the Al foil before heating. Further, the x-ray diffraction patterns of 

these foils (Figure 4.6) confirmed that there is no phase transformation as well, in 

aluminium due to the heating.  

Coker studied the oxidation behaviour of high pure aluminium foils at various 

temperatures up to 1550 
o
C; and reported that, between  650-750 

o
C, a very little or no 

oxidation observed in Al foils even after the exposure for 12 h in air [15]. Thus, in the 

present case, the Al foil was exposed to a temperature of 450 
o
C only for a period of 6 

h and hence no oxidation (passivation) or phase changes observed in the foil. The 

same results are confirmed in SEM and XRD results as well, shown in the Figure 4.5 

and 4.6., respectively. The overall study confirmed that the aluminium foil could be 
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conveniently used as the catcher foil for the irradiation studies at 400kW power in 

FBTR. 

  

Figure 4.5. SEM micro-structures of Al foil (a) before & (b) after heating.  

    

Figure 4.6. XRD profiles of pure and heat treated Al foils. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a b 
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4.2. Neutron flux measurement studies at FFEF of FBTR 

 A gold foil was irradiated in FFEF of FBTR at 25 kW power for 4 h. The 

irradiated Au foil was assayed for its activation using HPGe detector at 30 cm 

distance and the peak areas were obtained using peak fitting software, PHAST [16]. 

The gamma spectrum of the irradiated gold foil in FBTR is shown in Figure 4.7. The 

peak area was facilitated the evaluation of the Au equivalent neutron flux using the 

following equation [17], 




  ..
....

a
CDSN

LT

PAAu

Au










     (4.5) 

where PA – photo peak area corresponds to 411.8 keV of 
198

Au, LT – live time (sec), 

aγ – absolute gamma intensity, ε – absolute detector efficiency for 411.8 keV of 
198

Au, 

N – number of 
197

Au atoms that are irradiated, σ – thermal neutron capture cross 

section for 
197

Au (99.8 b). The detector efficiency was calibrated using the calibration 

source 
152

Eu for the gamma energy from 244 to 1408 keV using the equation 4.6. 

However, the energy range did not include 121 keV of 
152

Eu owing to its vulnerability 

to the large fluctuations of the efficiency. 

adps

cps
Efficiency

.%

)100).(100.(
%      (4.6) 

The efficiency of HPGe detector for a point source as a function of gamma 

energy from 244 to 1408 keV is shown in the Figure 4.8. The calibration source 
152

Eu 

and the sample Au foil were assayed in the reproducibly same position with respect to 

the detector in order to maintain the calibrated geometrical efficiency valid. The Au 

equivalent neutron flux ( Au ) at FFEF was found to be 2.54x10
9 

cm
-2

.s
-1 

at 25 kW 

power of FBTR. 
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Figure 4.8. Efficiency of HPGe detector (30 cm away) for a point source as a function 

of gamma energy from 244 to 1408 keV. 

 

4.3. Conclusion 

Titanium has been chosen as the material of construction for the sample holder 

system to establish the FFEF at FBTR, because of its availability and better stability 

towards neutron irradiation. Radiation dose computations were carried out for both the 

matrix material (titanium) and its associated impurities present as well. The elemental 

impurities present in the titanium rod were established using the neutron activation 

analysis techniques (relative as well as IM-NAA). A total impurities of 14 elements 

i.e. Na, K, Cl, Sc, Fe, Mn, As, W, Co, Cr, Sb, La, Ta and Sm were found and 

quantified, except Fe and Cr, while all the other impurities were below 50 ppm. The 

concentration of Sc impurity has been slightly over estimated owing to the possible 
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contribution from the other threshold nuclear reaction from titanium. The radiation 

dose due to the titanium and other impurities was evaluated corresponding to the 10 d 

irradiation at 400 kW power of FBTR and was found to be 125 mR/h and 0.8 mR/h at 

2 cm and 1 m distance, respectively. The radiation dose values are highly conservative 

as the cross-sections considered at the sample location were much higher than the 

actual values. The radiation dose computations detailed above established that the 

most suitable choice of material for this purpose is titanium. Hence, a titanium 

extension rod of length 3252.5 mm and a diameter of 14.0 ± 0.1 mm is attached to the 

bottom end of the shield plug, while a titanium sample holder of length 50 mm and 

diameter 12 mm is attached to the bottom of this rod by screw joint. The bottom of the 

sample holder is in the form of a solid hexagon with a diameter of 12.12 mm across 

the flats.  

Catcher foil technique is to be used for the irradiation studies at FFEF of 

FBTR. Aluminum was chosen as the catcher foil material and thermal stability of Al 

was evaluated to be favorable at ambient temperature in FFEF of FBTR towards the 

morphology and phase changes. The gold equivalent neutron flux was measured in 

this location at 25 kW power of FBTR using foil irradiation method and the same was 

found to be 2.54x10
9 

cm
-2

.s
-1

. 
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Chapter 5: Measurement of Relative Fission Yields for 

Actinide Targets at KAMINI and FBTR  

The present chapter describes the results obtained from the irradiation of 

uranium foil and PuO2-ZrO2 targets at KAMINI and FBTR irradiation facilities, 

respectively [1,2]. The yields of several fission products were determined in both the 

irradiated targets. The data on fission product yields were an essential requirement to 

appreciate various phenomenon of nuclear physics and fission theory [3,4]. Studies on 

mass and charge distribution in the thermal and fast fission is necessitated for the 

investigation on the nuclear shells closure effects, nucleon pairing effects and the 

mechanism of fission process [5,6]. Further, the yield data for some of the fission 

products are still in ambiguity and need to be evaluated accurately [7]. The fission 

yield data were also needed at various stages of nuclear fuel cycle in order to optimize 

several factors in reactor design and operation, reprocessing of spent fuel, 

management of nuclear waste etc. [7-10].  

5.1. Introduction 

This chapter describes the irradiation studies of actinide targets carried out at 

Kalpakkam MINI (KAMINI) reactor and Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) with their 

associated characteristic neutron energy spectra. The catcher foil technique using 

aluminum foil was employed for the irradiation of natural uranium foil in KAMINI 

reactor [11]. The ratio of the cumulative yields of the various fission products with 

respect to one among them were determined and compared with literature reported 

values for the fission of 
235

U. This chapter also provides various isobaric chains of the 
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fission products studied along with their gamma emissions. The 15 wt% PuO2-ZrO2 

targets were irradiated in a vertical stack of the FBTR. The cumulative yields of the 

several fission products for the fission of Pu were established along the axial length of 

the FBTR core, are reported here. 

5.2. Irradiation of Uranium at KAMINI reactor 

Ultra high pure aluminum was used as the catcher foil for capturing the 

recoiled fission products from the nuclear fission of uranium foil irradiated in 

KAMINI reactor with its neutron fluence of 7.8 x 10
12

 cm
-2

. A typical gamma 

spectrum of Al catcher foil with fission products is shown in Figure 5.1 which was 

analyzed using PHAST peak fitting software [12]. The peak areas of various fission 

products were utilized to determine the relative fission yields with respect to one of 

the yields of the fission products using the following equation [13]. 

])1[(

])1[(
diirri

dsirrs

TT

TT
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ee

ee
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     (5.1) 

where ‘Yi’ and ‘Ys’ are the yields of the fission products of ‘interest’ and ‘standard’ 

that was used as reference, respectively. ‘A’ refers to the activity of the fission 

product which was calculated by equation 5.2 [14]. 

 aLT

PA
A

..%

)100).(100.(
      (5.2) 

where %ε refers to the efficiency of the HPGe detector, 

PA refers photo peak area, 
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LT refers live time (sec) and  

aγ refers to the abundance of gamma ray from fission product.  

The efficiency of HPGe detector was evaluated using 
152

Eu standard point 

source as a function of gamma energy and is shown in the Figure 3.3 of section 3.2.2. 

The reported photon energies with their associated abundances are given in Table 5.1 

for important gamma rays of different fission products encountered in this work [15]. 

Various isobaric chains of different low and high mass fission products observed in 

this study are given in Figure 5.2 and 5.3, respectively [4]. 

5.3. Relative yield measurements 

The cumulative yields of all the fission products were determined with respect 

to the cumulative yield of the reference fission product 
135

I chosen as suggested by 

IAEA [7]. The fission product 
135

I is chosen as reference because all the precursors of 

the same are short-lived and hence its cumulative yield is expected to be associated 

with minimum error. 

The relative yields with respect to 
135

I obtained in the present study were 

compared with the reported values of CROUCH [16] and T.R. England & B.F. Rider 

from ENDF-349 [17] (Table 5.2). Percentages of deviations from the reported values 

in this study are also presented here. From the table, it is clear that the observed 

experimental fission yields ratios with respect to 
135

I are in good agreement with the 

reported values for the fission in 
235

U. The variations of fission yields in this study 

with respect to the reported values may be attributed to the nature of the neutron 

energy spectrum that may be different from the one corresponding to the reported 

values.  
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Figure 5.2. The isobaric chains for lower mass fission products [4] (The fission 

product for which cumulative yields were determined are shown bold). 
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Figure 5.3. The isobaric chains for higher mass fission products [4] (The fission 

product for which cumulative yields were determined are shown bold). 
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Table 5.1. Nuclear Properties of fission products [15] observed in the present study  

Fission Product Gamma Energy (keV) Intensity (%) 

85m
Kr 151.2 75 

88
Kr 2195.8 

2392.1 

13.2 

34.6 

91
Sr 555.6 

749.8 

1024.3 

62 

23.7 

33.5 

92
Sr 1384.9 90.0 

93
Y 266.9 7.3 

95
Zr 724.2 

756.7 

44.3 

54.4 

97
Zr 743.4 94.8 

99
Mo 140.5 89.6 

103
Ru 739.5 12.1 

131
I 364.5  81.2 

132
Te 228.2 88.1 

133
I 529.9 86.3 

135
I 1260.4 

1457.6 

1678.0 

28.7 

8.7 

9.6 

140
Ba 537.3 24.6 

142
La 641.3 47 

143
Ce 293.3 42.8 

149
Nd 211.3 27.3 
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Table 5.2. Comparison experimentally observed relative fission yields by fission of 

235
U with respect to 

135
I with reported values 

Fission 

Product 

T.R. England 

& B.F. Rider 

[ENDF-349] 

E.  A.  C.  

CROUCH 

Experimental 

(Present Study) 

Differences (%) 

ENDF Crouch 

85m
Kr 0.2054 0.2195 0.2220 7.492 1.166 

88
Kr 0.5653 0.5609 0.6173 8.419 9.124 

91
Sr 0.9283 0.9815 0.9737 4.654 -0.8048 

92
Sr 0.9459 0.9713 1.0093 6.282 3.763 

93
Y 1.0111 1.0590 1.0541 4.076 -0.4655 

95
Zr 1.0350 1.0819 1.1342 8.742 4.610 

97
Zr 0.9522 1.0010 1.0123 5.931 1.110 

99
Mo 0.9729 1.0205 0.9639 -0.9332 -5.869 

103
Ru 0.4825 0.5237 0.4628 -4.255 -13.16 

131
I 0.4602 0.4621 0.4504 -2.181 -2.616 

132
Te 0.6847 0.7040 0.6735 -1.659 -4.518 

133
I 1.0669 1.1180 1.0185 -4.750 -9.766 

135
I 1 1 1 - - 

140
Ba 0.9889 1.0476 0.9708 -1.862 -7.915 

142
La 0.9315 0.9818 0.9319 0.0348 -5.359 

143
Ce 0.9490 0.9871 0.7854 -20.82 -25.67 

149
Nd 0.1720 0.1796 0.1719 -0.0397 -4.451 
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It is also understood that the fission of 
235

U with thermal neutrons is 

asymmetric in nature and the associated deviations are positive for lower mass fission 

products and negative for higher mass fission products with respect to the reported 

values. This observation can be attributed to the recoiling nature of fission products 

towards the Al catcher foil. The lower mass fission products easily recoil towards the 

catcher foil because of their long recoil range and higher recoil energy, whereas the 

higher mass fission products recoil relatively less readily due to their heavy mass with 

less recoil range and energy [18,19]. This leads to the positive deviation for almost all 

lower mass fission products as the reference fission product 
135

I happens to be a 

higher mass fission product.  

Figure 5.4 shows the comparison of cumulative yield ratios with respect to 
135

I 

as a function of mass number (A). From the figure, it is observed that the cumulative 

mass – yield graph is incomplete at the valley and wings. This may be attributed to the 

fact that the fission products at valley (mass number, A, around 117) and at wings 

(mass number, A, near 75 and 155) are too low to be observed by gamma 

spectrometry. The gamma rays from these low yielded fission products were masked 

by the gamma rays of high intensity and high fission yields [20]. Hence, the 

radiochemical separation of either the fission products with high yield and high 

intense gamma fission products or low yield fission products specifically results into 

making the corresponding gamma spectrum less complex. This exercise also 

facilitated the identification and quantification of low yielded fission products at 

valley and wings by gamma spectrometry [20]. 
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Figure 5.4. Mass-Cumulative yield ratios curve for the fission of 
235

U comparing with 

literature values. 
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5.4. Irradiation of PuO2-ZrO2 targets at FBTR 

 The FBTR irradiated PuO2-ZrO2 targets at core centre and third ring were 

assayed by HPGe detector and the gamma spectra were analyzed using PHAST peak 

fit software. A typical gamma spectrum of irradiated target of PuO2 -ZrO2 with its 

associated fission products is shown in Figure 5.5. The activities of fission products 

were determined using their peak areas as per the equation 5.2 and the yields were 

calculated using the following equation [13].  

dirr TT
eeN

A
Y

 



).1.(..

    (5.3) 

where N is the number of target 
239

Pu atoms,  

σ is reaction cross section (cm
2
) and  

ϕ is neutron flux (n.cm
2
.s

-1
) 

Remaining terms (λ, Tirr and Td) are similar to the ones described in section 3.2.2.  

 The fission reaction rates for 
239

Pu at core centre and third ring with respect to 

the stack height were theoretically calculated by Monte Carlo neutral particle 

simulations and presented in Table 5.3. The reaction rates were used to measure the 

yields of various fission products at core centre and third ring which are again 

presented in Table 5.4. It is observed from the table that the chain yields of all the 

fission products at third ring were higher than the corresponding yields at core centre. 

This may be due to the relatively higher thermal component at third ring than that of 

the core centre which thus reflects into higher fission cross sections at third ring.  
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Table 5.3. Fission reaction rates of 
239

Pu at Core centre and third ring calculated by 

Monte Carlo simulations 

Core Centre Third Ring 

Target  

ID 

Fission Reaction Rate (s
-1

) Target 

ID 

Fission Reaction Rate (s
-1

) 

28 2.96E-12 25 2.36E-12 

32 3.26E-12 74 2.58E-12 

49 4.53E-12 47 3.34E-12 

51 5.31E-12 40 3.89E-12 

59 4.86E-12 60 3.74E-12 

27 4.03E-12 38 3.31E-12 

63 3.93E-12 43 3.32E-12 
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Table 5.4. Yields of various fission products of 
239

Pu at Core centre and third ring  

Target No 
103

Ru 
136

Cs 
99

Mo 
140

Ba 
132

Te 
131

I 

% Yields at Core centre 

28 6.45 0.0719 7.65 4.97 3.81 3.88 

32 7.09 0.0989 8.01 5.35 4.25 4.13 

49 4.85 0.0796 5.59 3.97 3.45 3.28 

51 4.58 0.0698 4.84 3.49 3.27 2.84 

59 4.43 0.0725 4.91 3.70 3.04 3.04 

27 3.95 0.0540 4.94 3.29 2.91 2.50 

63 4.88 0.067 6.34 3.83 3.03 3.08 

% Yields at Third Ring 

25 10.45 0.130 8.78 7.66 5.16 5.33 

74 10.53 0.115 8.93 7.77 5.04 5.56 

47 8.37 0.119 7.98 6.69 4.42 4.53 

40 8.44 0.110 7.28 6.24 4.30 4.62 

60 7.66 0.102 6.64 5.72 3.64 3.78 

38 8.57 0.096 7.49 6.23 4.16 4.60 

43 8.10 0.085 7.34 5.76 4.04 4.15 
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5.5. Conclusion 

Irradiation of uranium foil along with the Al catcher foils was carried out at 

KAMINI reactor and fission products were assayed by HPGe detector. The role of the 

catcher foils attached to uranium was to capture the recoiled fission products. The 

peak areas obtained from the gamma spectrometric analysis of the catcher foils were 

used to find out the activities of various fission products. The cumulative yields of 

various fission products were determined with respect to the cumulative yield of the 

reference fission product, 
135

I. Thus, the relative cumulative yields were compared 

with the Crouch and ENDF-349 reported values and the same was found to be in good 

agreement. The minor deviations from these reported values were positive for lower 

mass fission products where as it was negative for higher mass fission products. This 

may be attributed to the relatively higher recoiling nature of lower mass fission 

products towards the catcher foil in comparison with 
135

I.   

PuO2-ZrO2 targets were irradiated at Fast Breeder Test Reactor by loading 

them vertically into a special subassembly (ISZ-100). The activities of different 

fission products were determined by high resolution gamma-ray spectrometry. The 

reaction rates for the fission of 
239

Pu at the irradiation location were calculated using 

Monte Carle simulations. The activities and reaction rates were utilized to determine 

the yields of various fission products. The yields of the fission products at third ring 

were found to be higher compared to the yields at core centre. The possible 

explanation for this observation may be the presence of higher thermal component of 

neutrons at third ring than the one at core center resulting into higher reaction rates at 

third ring. 
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Chapter 6: Radiochemical Separation Studies of 
144

Ce-

144
Pr from fission products  

This chapter deals with the radiochemical separation studies of 
144

Ce-
144

Pr pair 

from fission product solution using ion-exchange chromatography and solvent 

extraction techniques followed by demonstration of radioactive equilibrium 

phenomenon more particularly secular equilibrium using 
144

Ce-
144

Pr pair.  

In radioactive decay, secular equilibrium is one of the most interesting 

phenomena in which a steady-state condition of equal activities occurs between a 

long-lived parent radionuclide and its short-lived daughter. The concept of radioactive 

equilibrium can be demonstrated using the 
144

Ce-
144

Pr pair. However, the experiment 

needs the pure source of parent 
144

Ce, which demands a rapid and practically simple 

chemical method of separation. Separation of 
144

Ce-
144

Pr pair form fission products 

and activation products was achieved by ion-exchange chromatography followed by 

the separation of pure parent 
144

Ce by solvent extraction method using di-(2-

ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (HDEHP) as the extractant. Assay of the separated pure 

144
Ce fraction was carried out by NaI(Tl) detector and the total activity due to both 

parent (
144

Ce) and in-grown daughter (
144

Pr) was monitored continuously to profile the 

secular equilibrium. Half-life of 
144

Pr was determined from secular equilibrium plot 

and compared with the half-life value obtained from the decay curve of pure 
144

Pr 

fraction obtained from 
144

Ce-
144

Pr pair using extraction chromatographic technique.  

6.1. Introduction 

Radioactive equilibrium is a condition in which the ratio of the parent and its 

daughter activities remains constant whenever the daughter’s half-life is shorter than 
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that of the parent. However, there is no possibility of achieving the equilibrium 

condition if the daughter half-life is longer than that of the parent. Further, there exists 

two types of equilibria i.e. secular and transient. A radioactive equilibrium between 

the parent and the daughter is referred as either transient or secular equilibrium, 

depending upon the relative half-lives of the parent and daughter in the pair. For a 

secular equilibrium, T½ of the parent is greater than T½ of daughter by at least an order 

of magnitude. However, for a transient equilibrium, the ratio of the half-life of the 

parent to that of the daughter is about or less than 10. Various parent-daughter pairs 

which are in radioactive equilibrium are shown in the Table 6.1 [1-7].  

Table 6.1. Parent-Daughter pairs which are in radioactive equilibrium [1-7] 

Type of 

equilibrium 

Parent-

Daughter pair 

Half-life of 

Parent 

Half-life of 

Daughter 

Ratio          

T1/2(P) / T1/2(D) 

Secular 
137

Cs-
137m

Ba 30 y 2.55 min 6.2x10
6
 

 
144

Ce-
144

Pr 285 d 17.3 min 2.37x10
4
 

 
90

Sr-
90

Y 28.8 y 2.7 d 3.9x10
2
 

Transient 
99

Mo-
99m

Tc 2.75 d 6.0 h 11.0 

 
166

Dy-
166

Ho 3.4 d 1.117 d 3.04 

 
72

Se-
72

As 8.4 d 1.08 d 7.77 

 

In a radioactive equilibrium, the daughter always appears to decay with the 

half-life of the parent as long as it is present in the mixture but decays with its own 

half-life when separated from its parent. This observation is explained from the fact 
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that the daughter is continuously produced from the parent when it is in equilibrium 

with the latter. In the case of secular equilibrium, the activity ratio of parent to 

daughter tends towards a constant value i.e. unity in this case. Further, the activity of 

parent remains apparently constant over the period of measurement because of its 

relatively very long half-life and hence its activity shows no significant or negligible 

change during the period of measurement. However, the activity of the daughter 

increases continuously until the rate of formation of the daughter equals to the rate of 

decay of the parent. Hence, the secular equilibrium phenomenon can be defined as a 

condition in which the ratio of activities of the parent and daughter radionuclides 

becomes a constant i.e unity with no significant or observable change in the parent 

activity during the period of observation [8]. Similarly, the ratio in the transient 

equilibrium is also a constant, but less than unity depending upon the decay constants 

of parent and daughter nuclides.  

Among them, the pair 
144

Ce-
144

Pr was chosen to demonstrate the concept of 

radioactive equilibrium in general and secular equilibrium in particular in this work, 

for a practical convenience even though some of the other pairs also can be used for 

the same. Among the known pairs which are in secular equilibrium as shown in Table 

6.1, the 
90

Sr-
90

Y has the disadvantage of having relatively a long lived daughter with a 

half-life of 2.7 d, which demands the observation period of more than about two 

weeks for the convenient demonstration of the phenomenon of secular equilibrium. 

The other pair 
137

Cs-
137m

Ba has a relatively short half-life for its daughter i.e. 2.55 min 

which is convenient to establish the secular equilibrium phenomenon in a relatively 

short observation time, but limits the accuracy in the measurement of the half-life of 

the daughter nuclide owing to the practical delay between the purification of the 
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parent nuclide and the starting of the assay of the total activity using a detector. 

However, the pair 
144

Ce-
144

Pr which is in secular equilibrium has reasonable half-lives 

providing a practically convenient observation time of establishing the secular 

equilibrium phenomenon (~ 2 hours) as well as the accurate measurement of half-life.  

In order to profile the growth of the daughter with a better accuracy, in a 

demonstration experiment, it is necessary to have a pure source of the parent, 
144

Ce, 

free from its in-grown daughter of 
144

Pr. The only viable source for the production of 

144
Ce is the nuclear fission. The chain yields of the mass number 144 are 5.38% and 

3.82% for the thermal neutron induced fission of 
235

U and 
239

Pu, respectively; but the 

same are 5.34%, 4.65% and 3.73% for the fast fission of 
235

U, 
238

U and 
239

Pu, 

respectively [9]. The decay chain for the isobaric series corresponding to the mass 

number 144 is as follows. 

    
 )7.40(144)4.11(144)01.1(144)2.1(144 ssss LaBaCsXe 

 

CeNdCe ymd 140)10*29.2(144)29.17(144)9.284(144 15

Pr    
 

 

The decay chain rapidly accumulates into the long-lived 
144

Ce. Thus the 

presence of 
144

Ce and its daughter (
144

Pr) are the only observable radionuclides 

practically because of the fact that all the precursors of 
144

Ce are short-lived. Decay 

schemes of 
144

Ce and
144

Pr are depicted in Figure 6.1 [10,11]. The parent nuclide 
144

Ce 

decays into its daughter nuclide 
144

Pr through β
- 

emission which decays again into 

144
Nd by a beta emission. The half-lives of 

144
Ce and 

144
Pr are 284.9 d and 17.29 

minutes, respectively. Some of the important decay characteristics of the parent 
144

Ce 

and its daughter 
144

Pr are shown in the Table 6.2. 
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Figure 6.1. Decay scheme of 
144

Ce and 
144

Pr; Based on data from [10,11]. 

Table 6.2. Decay characteristics of the parent (
144

Ce) and daughter (
144

Pr) 

 Gamma energy (keV) % Intensity 

max  (keV) % Intensity 

144
Ce 133.5 10.83  185.1 19.2  

80.1 1.4  238.5 3.9  

53.4 0.1  318.6 76.9  

144
Pr 696.5 1.4  811.8 1.02  

1489.2 0.28  2301 1.12  

2185.7 0.73  2997.5 97.85  
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In order to demonstrate the secular equilibrium behaviour using 
144

Ce-
144

Pr, it 

is preferred to start with a pure parent 
144

Ce followed by assaying it by a suitable 

counting technique and thus the in-growth of daughter with the parent is profiled until 

the equilibrium or steady state is reached. Several methods were reported for the 

separation of 
144

Pr from 
144

Ce, particularly towards the development of its radio 

nuclide generator [1,4]. However, reports on the source preparation of 
144

Ce for the 

demonstration of secular equilibrium concept were limited.  

Walter et al. studied the absorption of 
144

Ce from 
144

Pr on manganese dioxide 

coated alumina and elution of 
144

Pr under different conditions [4]. Semmelrogge et al. 

carried out the studies on secular equilibrium of 
144

Ce-
144

Pr in which 
144

Ce was 

separated by solvent extraction followed by its precipitation on a planchet [1]. 

Tompkins et al. studied the separation of 
144

Pr from 
144

Ce using a cation-exchange 

resin, Dowex 50 with a 5% citrate complexing solution (pH=3.0) as the eluent [12]. 

But McDonald et al. studied the same using an anion exchange resin, Dowex l (100-

200), and 9N HNO3 containing 0.5N NaBrO3 as an eluting agent [13]. Bradley et al. 

separated 
144

Ce from 
144

Pr as an insoluble iodate salt of cerium in the oxidation state 

of +4 [14]. 

All these methods describe either the separation of 
144

Pr from 
144

Ce, or 

precipitation of 
144

Ce, a time consuming and a relatively clumsy process which is a 

matter of concern especially while demonstrating the secular equilibrium concept in a 

normal chemistry laboratory where the radiochemical processing is carried out very 

carefully observing all the safety precautions to avoid contamination. In order to 

establish the secular equilibrium and to determine the half-life of daughter nuclide, it 
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is important to obtain a sample of parent nuclide 
144

Ce with as much purity as 

possible, so that the profiling of daughter nuclide before reaching the radioactive 

equilibrium can be accomplished conveniently as accurately as possible. To follow the 

kinetics more proficiently, the time gap between the separation of 
144

Ce and its 

counting should be as short as possible. Hence, a rapid solvent extraction method was 

demonstrated in this work in which the pure parent (
144

Ce) was obtained and assayed 

immediately after its separation.  

Extraction chromatographic studies were also carried out to separate pure 
144

Pr 

and subsequently follow its half-life, by which its purity was ascertained clearly and 

indirectly, for reporting its half-life unambiguously. The present work describes a 

simple and rapid separation procedure to obtain a pure 
144

Ce by using solvent 

extraction and pure 
144

Pr by using extraction chromatography. This procedure is 

established to be a simple and a practically convenient technique for a demonstration 

experiment in any educational institution which is not qualified to handle radioactive 

materials with negligible or no possibility of any spread of contamination. 

6.2. Separation of 
144

Ce-
144

Pr from the fuel dissolver solution by using ion-

exchange chromatography 

6.2.1. Batch studies with fission product solution 

All the equilibrated samples from batch studies were assayed by HPGe 

detector and the distribution ratios (DM) were calculated using the following equation. 

AM

VAA
DM

)( 0       (6.1) 
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where A0 and A are the activities (cps) of the elements in the aqueous phase before 

and after equilibration with the resin, respectively; V is the volume of the solution 

kept for equilibration (mL) and M is weight of the resin (g).  

The distribution ratios for the different radio tracers, representing various 

fission and activated products present in the dissolver solution were determined as a 

function of nitric acid concentration for the Dowex resin. The data obtained are 

plotted as shown in Figure 6.2. It is observed from the graph that the DM values of all 

the tracers decreased nearly exponential with the increased concentration of nitric acid 

in the range of study. It was also observed that the DM values of Ce were always much 

higher than that of the other tracers over a range of nitric acid concentration i.e. up to 

4M nitric acid.  

This behaviour may be attributed to the relatively stronger interaction of Ce 

with cation-exchange resin in comparison with the other fission products in the 

simulated solution owing to its relatively higher ionic potential i.e. charge to radius 

ratio. Even though, the distribution ratio and the separation factor were observed to be 

higher and comparable for Ce at both 0.5M as well as 1M HNO3, the latter 

concentration was chosen because of the fact that it yielded a baseline separation of 

Ce from other fission products by ion-exchange chromatography, in a relatively less 

volume of eluent. 
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Figure 6.2. Variation of the distribution ratios with the nitric acid concentration in the 

DOWEX 50W×8 (100–200 mesh) resin (Amount of resin in each tube: 50 mg; 

Volume of the HNO3 solution: 5 mL; Equilibration time: 4 h; Assay: Gamma 

Spectrometry using HPGe detector). 

 

6.2.2. Separation of 
144

Ce-
144

Pr from fuel dissolver solution 

 The separation profile for the fission products using Dowex resin 

column was established and the elution profile is shown in Figure 6.3. It is observed 

that the fission products such as 
137

Cs, 
134

Cs, 
125

Sb, 
106

Ru-
106

Rh and more importantly 

the activation products 
54

Mn and 
60

Co were all eluted in the initial fractions with 1M 

nitric acid as the eluting agent. This can be attributed to the lower distribution ratio 

values of these metal ions at the eluent concentration of 1M HNO3. Cerium was eluted 

last owing to its very high distribution ratio and collected in a small fraction using 6M 
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HNO3 along the other lanthanides i.e. in-grown 
144

Pr and traces of 
154

Eu impurity. 

Thus, a lanthanide group separation from other fission products was performed 

initially followed by a specific isolation of cerium from the lanthanide group was 

carried out to demonstrate the secular equilibrium behaviour subsequently. 

 

Figure 6.3. Elution profile for the separation of 
144

Ce from fission and activation 

products using cation exchange chromatography (Amount of Dowex resin: 1 g; 

Column Dimensions: 8 mm ID, 25 cm Length and 4 cm bed height; Conditioning: 

0.001M Nitric acid; Feed: Fission product solution in 0.001M HNO3; Flow rate: 0.4-

0.5 mL/min; Assay: Gamma Spectrometry using HPGe detector). 
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6.3. Purification of 
144

Ce from its in-grown-daughter-in-equilibrium 
144

Pr by 

using solvent extraction 

6.3.1. Purification of HDEHP 

The pure HDEHP (Figure 6.4) is a clear colourless solvent, it is amber in 

colour in case of commercial HDEHP. The purification of the commercial HDEHP 

was accomplished through the precipitation of its copper complex [15] i.e. 

OHDEHPCuHDEHPOHCu
org

org 22)(2 2)(2)(
)(
  (6.2) 

 The Cu(DEHP)2 precipitate was converted into the pure HDEHP by contacting 

it with dilute HCl. The acid washings were repeated with HCl to remove all the 

copper from the HDEHP phase. The clear HDEHP phase was contacted with 

Millipore water to remove the dissolved acid and the water was evaporated off using a 

rotary evaporator. The purified HDEHP was used for the subsequent separation 

studies.  

 

Figure 6.4. Structure of di-(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (HDEHP). 
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6.3.2. Purification of 
144

Ce from 
144

Pr 

 The secular equilibrium phenomenon was demonstrated conveniently using 

the pure fraction of 
144

Ce including its purification from its in-grown daughter product 

144
Pr. The variation in the total counts of the pure 

144
Ce fraction was profiled using 

NaI (Tl) detector that included the associated growth of the daughter product 
144

Pr 

there on. Purification of 
144

Ce from its in-grown daughter product, 
144

Pr is a 

challenging task owing to the fact that they both belong to the same lanthanide series 

and their separation is made difficult by the nature of their inherent complicated 

separation chemistry owing to the similar oxidation state of +3 as well as their similar 

chemical behaviour due to the phenomenon of lanthanide contraction. However, 

cerium also has another stable oxidation state of +4 which facilitates its separation 

both from the other lanthanides as well as the fission products [16,17]. Initially, the 

lanthanides i.e. 
144

Ce-
144

Pr and 
154

Eu were separated from the other fission products 

by ion-exchange chromatography as described earlier in this chapter followed by the 

separation of 
144

Ce(IV) from the lanthanide fraction using solvent extraction 

technique. Separated fraction of pure 
144

Ce(IV) gets quickly contaminated with its in-

grown daughter nuclide 
144

Pr and hence requires fresh purification every time to 

obtain a pure fraction of the parent nuclide 
144

Ce. The purification of the parent 

fraction from its daughter 
144

Pr is carried out by adding 1M KBrO3 solution that 

converts all the Ce(III) into a single and uniform oxidation state of Ce(IV) and 

facilitates its efficient extraction by the extractant HDEHP from the other lanthanides 

as well [16,17], as shown below.  

 3333 6)(6 HNONOCeKBrO     OHKBrNOCe 243 3)(6 
 

(6.3) 

  32233 63365 KNOOHBrHNOKBrKBrO 
  

(6.4)
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144

Ce was extracted into the organic phase (HDEHP) while the daughter 

product 
144

Pr was retained in the aqueous phase. HDEHP exists as a dimer in dilute 

organic medium, i.e. (HDEHP)2. The nature of the extracted species depends on the 

nature of the acid in the aqueous phase and its concentration [18]. The extraction of 

cerium(IV) from nitric acid medium to the organic phase is represented as follows 

[19,20].  

  2

4 )(4 HDEHPCe      HDEHPHCe 4])[( 4   (6.5) 

 The purified 
144

Ce in the organic phase was assayed by using a NaI(Tl) 

detector to demonstrate the secular equilibrium phenomenon.  

6.4. Demonstration of secular equilibrium behaviour of 
144

Ce-
144

Pr 

 The time interval between the end of separation of pure 
144

Ce and to the 

beginning of assay in the experiment must be as short as possible, to precisely profile 

the variation of the total activity as well as the growth of the daughter 
144

Pr. The pure 

parent sample was counted by well type NaI(Tl) scintillation detector and the total 

activity there on was monitored periodically for a period of about two hours as shown 

in Table 6.3. The initial delay of seven minutes to assay the purified fraction was due 

to the minimum time required to bring the sample to the detector immediately after its 

separation. The total activity was observed to increase initially that remained 

apparently constant after some time. The initial increase in the total activity was 

attributed to the in-growth of the daughter nuclide 
144

Pr from its pure parent 
144

Ce. 

The total activity remained apparently constant due to the subsequent achievement of 

radioactive equilibrium (Table 6.3).  
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Table 6.3. Activity profiles of parent (
144

Ce) and daughter (
144

Pr) used for the 

demonstration of secular equilibrium phenomenon (Sample: 2 mL of pure 
144

Ce; 

Assay: NaI(Tl) detector)  

Time 

(min) 

Total Activity 

(cps) [
144

Ce+
144

Pr] 

(Experimental) 

Parent decay 

(cps) 

(Calculated) 

Daughter growth in 

Parent (cps) 

(Calculated) 

Daughter 

Decay (cps) 

(Calculated) 

7.0 356.7 285 71.7 213.3 

8.0 367.2 285 82.2 202.9 

9.0 374.5 285 89.5 195.5 

10.0 382.8 285 97.8 187.3 

11.0 389.1 285 104.1 180.9 

12.0 394.1 285 109.1 175.9 

13.0 406.5 285 121.5 163.6 

14.0 408.7 285 123.7 161.3 

15.0 410.6 285 125.6 159.4 

16.0 422.2 285 137.2 147.8 

17.0 431.7 285 146.7 138.3 

18.0 432.5 285 147.5 137.5 

19.0 433.6 285 148.6 136.4 

20.0 445.0 285 160.0 125.0 

25.0 467.8 285 182.8 102.2 

30.0 485.2 285 200.2 84.8 

35.0 501.9 285 216.9 68.1 

40.0 514.3 285 229.3 55.7 

45.0 522.2 285 237.2 47.8 

50.0 531.9 285 246.9 38.2 

55.0 540.8 285 255.8 29.3 

60.0 542.1 285 257.1 27.9 

65.0 553.9 285 268.9  

70.0 555.4 285 270.4  

75.0 553.5 285 268.5  

80.0 563.0 285 278.0  

85.0 562.7 285 277.7  

90.0 560.1 285 275.1  

95.0 563.8 285 278.8  

100.0 563.0 285 278.0  

110.0 567.7 285 282.7  

120.0 575.0 285 290.0  
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 The total activity of 
144

Ce-
144

Pr pair from the NaI (Tl) detector was plotted as a 

function of time (curve a) using a semi-log graphical pattern as shown in Figure 6.5 

[21]. As there was some short time delay between the separation of pure 
144

Ce and its 

initial counting, the missing data points during this period were obtained by back-

extrapolating the total activity data to the Y-axis. By using this plot, individual 

profiles i.e. profiles of the parent decay, daughter growth in parent and daughter decay 

were resolved (Figure 6.5.). 

 

Figure 6.5. Demonstration for secular equilibrium using 
144

Ce-
144

Pr pair (Sample 

details: 2 mL of pure 
144

Ce fraction separated by solvent extraction using HDEHP & 

the total activity assay by using NaI(Tl) scintillation detector). 
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‘Parent decay’ profile (curve b) was obtained by drawing a straight line 

parallel to the linear portion of the total activity curve from the point of total activity 

at zero time. ‘Daughter growth in parent’ (curve c) line was obtained by subtracting 

parent activity curve (b) from the ‘Total activity’ (curve a). ‘Daughter decay’ (curve 

d) was profiled by subtracting daughter growth in parent curve (curve c) from parent 

activity curve (b). This corresponds to the independent decay profile of daughter 

activity, separated from the parent in-equilibrium. The half-life of the daughter 
144

Pr 

was determined using its decay curve which was found to be 17.14 ± 0.17 min and 

agreed well with the reported value of 17.29 min [10,11].  

The 
144

Ce-
144

Pr pair which is in secular equilibrium was analysed by HPGe 

detector. The gamma spectrum of the same sample is shown in Figure 6.6. The 

spectrum indicated the presence of parent 
144

Ce which was extracted in its pure form 

into organic phase and the in-grown daughter 
144

Pr from the same. The long lived 

144
Ce parent shows no significant change in decay rate except the variation due to the 

statistics during the period of experiment, while the daughter 
144

Pr grows into a 

constant value. The rate at which the daughter 
144

Pr grows to this constant value 

depends on its half-life and not on that of parent 
144

Ce. This experiment demonstrates 

the parent-daughter relationship in the phenomenon of secular equilibrium 

satisfactorily.  
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6.5. Determination of half-life using the pure fraction of 
144

Pr obtained by 

extraction chromatography 

The extraction chromatographic studies for the purification of 
144

Pr were 

carried out using 40% w/w HDEHP-XAD7 resin. The column was conditioned using 

KBrO3 to maintain the Ce oxidation state in +4, so that it binds more strongly to the 

resin. The gamma spectrometric analysis of the eluted fractions in the medium of 1M 

KBrO3 in 9M HNO3 showed the presence of 
144

Pr only, indicating that all the 
144

Ce 

was held strongly with the resin. The decay curve of the purified fraction of 
144

Pr was 

established by assaying it continuously using HPGe detector over a period of time.  

The pure 
144

Pr fraction was assayed continuously, periodically by high 

resolution gamma ray spectrometry using HPGe detector for a period of 75 min and 

obtained its corresponding decay profile (Figure 6.7). The half life obtained from the 

decay profile was found to be 17.32 ± 0.64 min which was again in good agreement 

with the reported value i.e. 17.29 min [10,11]. The half-life value of the daughter 

nuclide 
144

Pr obtained from the pure fraction yielded a more accurate value compared 

to the value (17.14 min) obtained by secular equilibrium graph as discussed earlier, 

which in turn ascertains the purity of the daughter nuclide. This may be due to the fact 

that the half-life value is obtained directly from the decay of the pure daughter nuclide 

144
Pr. 
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Figure 6.7. Decay profile of 
144

Pr (Amount of resin: 5 g of 40% w/w HDEHP coated 

XAD7; Column Dimensions: 10 mm ID, 25 cm Length and 10 cm bed height; 

Conditioning: 1M KBrO3 in 9M HNO3; Feed: tracer mixture (
144

Ce-
144

Pr) in 1M 

KBrO3/9M HNO3; Flow rate: 0.8-0.9 mL/min; sample volume: 15 mL; Assay: 

Gamma Spectrometry using HPGe detector). 

 

6.6. Conclusion 

Batch studies were performed to determine the distribution ratio values of 

simulated fission products solution in Dowex 50Wx8 (100-200 mesh) resin as a 

function of nitric acid concentration. Cerium exhibited higher distribution ratio and 

separation factors than the other radionuclides at all concentrations of nitric acid. The 

purification of 
144

Ce-
144

Pr pair by ion-exchange chromatography involved the initial 

elution of all the other fission products by 1M HNO3 and subsequent elution of   

144
Ce-

144
Pr pair from the column using 6M HNO3 in a single fraction.  
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 The solvent, di-(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (HDEHP) was purified by 

precipitation method with Cu(SO4)2 and used for the subsequent studies. The 

separation of pure parent (
144

Ce) from the 
144

Ce-
144

Pr pair was achieved by solvent 

extraction method using 0.7M HDEHP/n-heptane as an extractant. The pure fraction 

of 
144

Ce was assayed using a well type NaI(Tl) detector and the total activity of the 

pure 
144

Ce and its in-grown daughter nuclide 
144

Pr thereon was also monitored as a 

function of tie. The graph of total activity versus time was plotted in a semi log graph 

paper, to establish the secular equilibrium. The plot was resolved for its individual 

components i.e. parent decay, daughter growth in parent and daughter decay.  

The daughter nuclide 
144

Pr was purified from its parent in-equilibrium 
144

Ce by 

extraction chromatographic technique using 40% w/w HDEHP impregnated XAD7 

resin with 1M KBrO3- 9M HNO3 as the eluent. Half-life of 
144

Pr was obtained from 

this graph and found to be 17.32 ± 0.64 min which is in agreement with the value 

obtained from the secular equilibrium graph i.e. 17.14 ± 0.17 min. Thus the half-life 

values obtained from pure fraction 
144

Pr as well as equilibrium curve were in 

agreement with the reported value, namely, 17.29 min. Thus the phenomenon of 

secular equilibrium was demonstrated using the pure fraction of 
144

Ce satisfactorily. 
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Chapter 7: Studies on Radiochemical Separation of Sr 

from fission products and from irradiated yttria 

dissolver solution using tri-Sodium tri-Meta Phosphate 

This chapter deals with the radiochemical separation studies of Sr from the 

(U,Pu)O2 fuel dissolver solution as well as from the yttria target, both irradiated in 

FBTR. The process of radiochemical purification of Sr has several useful applications 

in various fields. The 
90

Sr (t1/2 = 30 years) is one of the long lived fission products and 

its removal from the other fission products is necessary for a better radioactive waste 

management protocol [1]. 
90

Sr is a pure beta emitters and can thus be used as beta 

standard for the efficiency calibration studies for beta counting systems such as liquid 

scintillation counter and Cerenkov counting technique [2,3]. The 
90

Sr-
90

Y pair is in 

secular equilibrium and hence the radionuclidic generator 
90

Sr-
90

Y is useful source of 

90
Y to produce labeled compounds (

90
Y- hydroxyapatite) for radiation synovectomy 

[4].  

89
Sr as SrCl2 in dilute HCl medium is being used as a pain palliative care for 

metastatic bone cancer [5,6]. 
89

Sr was produced through the nuclear reaction, 
89

Y (n, 

p)
 89

Sr with a threshold energy of 660 keV using yttria as the target in FBTR. A flow-

sheet has been standardized for the radiochemical separation and purification of 
89

Sr 

from the irradiated yttria target using solvent extraction followed by ion-exchange 

chromatography [7]. The solvent extraction step involves the separation of bulk 

yttrium, and the subsequent step involving ion-exchange chromatography using 

Dowex 50WX8 (100-200) ensures the purification of 
89

Sr source. The present study 

establishes the method of purification of 
89

Sr source from the other radioactive 
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impurities like 
88

Y, 
65

Zn,
 54

Mn, 
60

Co, 
86

Rb, 
192

Ir, 
103

Ru, 
113

Sn, 
139

Ce 
160

Tb,
154

Eu etc. 

produced during the irradiation of yttria, using tri-Sodium tri-Meta Phosphate (SMP) 

as eluent in an ion-exchange chromatographic technique. The purification was 

achieved by using 0.1M SMP as complexing agent which was optimized based on the 

distribution ratio data. The final elution of pure Sr fraction was obtained in nitric acid 

medium. This procedure resulted into a faster purification of 
89

Sr source and also the 

collection of the purified fraction of 
89

Sr in a relatively smaller volume of eluent in 

comparison with the technique reported earlier [7]. Purity of Sr source from the 

residual contamination of the complexing agent (SMP) was also confirmed 

experimentally. 

7.1. Introduction 

The present study involves (i) the investigation of a complexing agent which 

can be used for the separation of 
90

Sr and 
137

Cs from (U,Pu)O2 dissolver solution and 

(ii) to separate the rare earths effectively to purify the 
89

Sr from FBTR irradiated yttria 

with minimum amount of eluent and faster processing time, compared to other 

conventional eluents such as nitric acid and hydrochloric acid.  

Separation of long-lived fission products such as 
137

Cs and 
90

Sr from nuclear 

waste streams is an important environmental concern in nuclear waste management. 

The removal of Cs and Sr from the fission product solutions is generally achieved by 

physico-chemical processes such as solvent extraction, ion exchange, coagulation, co-

precipitation, electrochemical processes and membrane processes [1]. The separation 

of these fission products is necessary to handle the fission products present in high 

level liquid waste (HLLW) solution with the reduced radiation dose.  
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89
Sr (half-life: 50.53 d), a pure beta emitter with β

-
max of 1.46 MeV is being 

used as pain palliative care for bone metastatic cancer [8]. The radioactive strontium 

isotope, 
89

Sr being an alkaline earth metal, is a biological analogue of calcium which 

gets localized in bone as calcium hydroxyapatite and provides pain relief due to 

constant irradiation of the bone with its beta energy of 1.46 MeV [9-12]. Since the 

cancer cells are more active than normal cells, the uptake is ten times greater for 

metastatic tumor lesions than for healthy bone [13]. 
89

SrCl2 is commercially available 

under the brand name of “METASTRON” in USA and Canada [11,13,14] and a 

typical activity of 148 MBq is required per dose [9,11,12]. 
89

Sr can be produced either 

through 
89

Y (n, p) 
89

Sr reaction in fast reactors or 
88

Sr (n, γ) 
89

Sr reaction in thermal 

reactors. However, the former route is preferred over the latter, as it results into 
89

Sr 

source of higher specific activity [15] due to the fact that the target element Y is 

chemically separable from the 
89

Sr source and thus the 
89

Sr is obtained as carrier-free 

source. 
89

Sr was produced by irradiating yttria target through (n,p) reaction in FBTR 

[7] as depicted in Figure 7.1. 

Even though the direct purification of 
89

Sr source using Sr- specific crown 

ether such as di-tertiary butyl di-cyclohexano 18-Crown-6 is preferable [16-18], the 

method still has some drawbacks such as high cost and possible cross contamination 

of chemically hazardous and carcinogenic crown ether into 
89

Sr source which is meant 

for human injection. It, therefore, demands the separation of 
89

Sr without cross 

contamination from crown ether. A method of purification has been standardized in 

our laboratory that involved i) removal of bulk target Y by solvent extraction 

technique using TBP extractant and ii) final purification of 
89

Sr from the target yttrium 
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and various other activated impurities by cation-exchange chromatography using 

Dowex 50WX8 resin with nitric acid as eluting agent [7]. 

 

Figure 7.1. Production Route of 
89

Sr from 
89

Y via (n,p) reaction. 

The various complexing reagents used for the separation of rare earths include 

lactates, citrates, aminopolyacetic acids, α-hydroxy isobutyrate (α-HIBA), etc [19-21]. 

Most of the separation procedures for rare earths use extensively the complexing 

reagent, α-HIBA i.e. the separation of light rare earth elements using α-HIBA as 

eluting agent with Dowex-50 ion exchange column [22,23] and carrier-free separation 

of the individual rare earths by cation-exchange chromatography or by  pressurised 

ion-exchange chromatography [24-25]. Other complexing reagents used for the 

separation of various metal ions such as Co and Ni include ethylene 

diaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), nitrile tri-acetic acid (NTA), imino di-acetic acid 

(IDA) and citrate [26]. Similarly Sr and Ba were separated by cation-exchange 
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chromatography using 2-hydroxyl ethylethylene diaminetriacetic acid (HEDTA) and 

diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA) as eluents [27]. Various metal ions such 

as Ce, Al, Fe, Bi, Ca and Pd were separated by cation-exchange resin Purlite C100 

using different chelating agents such as sodium nitrate, citric acid and EDTA [28]. 

Another important rare earth specific complexing reagent, SMP (Figure 7.2) is 

used as an eluent in chromatographic separation and has certain inherent advantages 

as an eluent such as: (i) being relatively economical; (ii) yielding fast elution; (iii) 

yielding sharp peaks with minimum tailing effects and (iv) importantly pH 

independent [29]. Separation of various elements such as Al, Fe, Mn, Ca, Be, Cu, Mg, 

V, Mo, Sn and Th were accomplished using ion-exchange resin Dowex 50WX8 with 

SMP as an eluent [29]. Similarly separation of rare earths from thorium using Dowex 

1X4 [30] and Dowex 50WX8 [19] as well as mutual separation of rare earths with 

Dowex 2X8 resin [31] were also achieved using SMP as an eluting agent. 

 

Figure 7.2. Structure of tri-Sodium tri-MetaPhosphate (SMP). 

The present study involves the purification of 
89

Sr source from other impurities 

including the trace amount of the matrix element Y by cationic exchange 

chromatography using Dowex 50WX8 (100-200) resin with the complexing agent 
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SMP in nitric acid medium as an eluent. This procedure resulted a faster separation 

with the purified Sr fraction in a relatively less volume of the eluent in comparison 

with the acid alone as the eluent.   

7.2. Elution profiles of fission products from FBTR irradiated (U,Pu)O2 fuel 

dissolver solution in Dowex resin using SMP as an eluent 

 The (U,Pu)O2 fuel dissolver solution containing various fission products was 

loaded on to the column containing Dowex 50WX8 (100-200) resin conditioned 

appropriately and the elution was carried out using SMP reagent. The activity in the 

eluted fractions were assayed by HPGe detector and plotted as a function of 

cumulative volume of the eluting agent. The separation profile for the fission products 

was established as shown in Figure 7.3. The profile shows that the fission products 

such as 
144

Ce, 
125

Sb, 
106

Rh, 
155

Eu and 
154

Eu and the activation products such as 
60

Co 

and 
54

Mn were eluted with 0.05M SMP as these elements have low distribution ratio 

values in Dowex 50WX8 (100-200) resin [19,30]. The fission products such as 
137

Cs, 

134
Cs and 

90
Sr loaded with 

85
Sr radio-tracer were eluted with 0.1M SMP. Thus, a base 

line separation of the long lived fission products (
90

Sr and 
137

Cs) was established using 

SMP as an eluent in the Dowex resin. Removal of these long-lived fission products 

i.e. 
90

Sr and 
137

Cs make the handling of the fuel dissolver solution for the subsequent 

studies easier owing to the reduced radiation dose. 

 The above results enabled the expansion of this procedure to the purification 

of 
89

Sr from the irradiated yttria dissolver solution along with its associated 

radionuclidic impurities as shown in Table 7.1 [7]. As most of these impurities are 

either of transition metals or of rare earths, the purification of 
89

Sr from these 
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impurities seems to be feasible by ion-exchange chromatography using SMP as 

eluting agent. Distribution ratio (DM) measurement followed by the ion-exchange 

separation of 
89

Sr from the rest of the impurities was carried out and the results are 

presented here.  

 

Figure 7.3. Elution profile of various fission products in Dowex 50WX8 (100-200) 

resin (Amount of Dowex 50WX8 resin: 2 g, Column Dimensions: 8 mm ID, 25 cm 

Length and 8 cm bed height; Conditioning: 0.1M SMP; Feed: FBTR irradiated 

(U,Pu)O2 fuel dissolver solution in 0.1M SMP; Flow rate: 0.4-0.5 mL/min; Assay: 

high resolution gamma spectrometry using HPGe detector). 
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Table 7.1. Production routes for various radionuclidic impurities produced during the 

irradiation of yttria in FBTR [7] 

S.No. Isotope Production Route 

1 
65

Zn 
64

Zn(n, γ)
65

Zn 

2 
54

Mn 
54

Fe(n, p)
54

Mn 

3 
60

Co 
59

Co(n, γ)
60

Co 

4 
58

Co 
58

Ni(n, p)
58

Co 

5 
192

Ir 
191

Ir(n, γ)
192

Ir 

6 
113

Sn 
112

Sn(n, γ)
113

Sn 

7 
139

Ce 
138

Ce(n, γ)
139

Ce 

8 
103

Ru 
102

Ru(n, γ)
103

Ru 

9 
154

Eu 
153

Eu(n, γ)
154

Eu 

10 
160

Tb 
159

Tb(n, γ)
160

Tb
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7.3. Distribution ratio (DM) measurement 

Batch studies were carried out to determine the distribution ratios of various 

radionuclides present in the FBTR irradiated yttria dissolver solution. The centrifuged 

samples from the batch experiment were assayed by HPGe detector to determine the 

initial and final activities and the DM were calculated using the following equation. 

MA

VAA
DM

.

).( 0        (7.1) 

where A0 and A are the activities (cps) of the metal ions before and after equilibration 

with the resin, V is the volume of the solution (mL) kept for equilibration and M is 

weight of the resin (g) taken.  

Distribution ratio (DM) for the different radio tracers were plotted as a function 

of the SMP concentrations (Figure 7.4). From the figure, it is observed that the 

distribution ratios of all metal ions decrease with increased concentration of SMP in 

the given range. It is also observed that the distribution ratio value of Sr(II) is always 

relatively higher compared to the other elements in the dissolver solution at all 

concentrations of SMP. This may be attributed to the strong complexing behavior of 

all these metal ions (Y
3+

, Co
2+

, Mn
2+

 and Zn
2+

) with SMP and hence less interaction 

with Dowex cation-exchange resin. 0.1M SMP was chosen for the subsequent elution 

in the ion exchange chromatographic separation of Sr from Y and other radionuclides 

present in the dissolver solution based on the optimized separation factor as well as 

the separation time from the distribution data.  
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Figure 7.4. Distribution ratios of elements present in irradiated yttria dissolver 

solution measured using Dowex 50WX8 100-200 mesh as a function of SMP 

concentration (Amount of resin in each tube: 50 mg; Volume of SMP solution: 5 mL; 

Equilibration time: 4 h; Assay: Gamma spectrometry using HPGe). 

 

7.4. Purification of Sr from the simulated sample of the FBTR irradiated yttria 

dissolver solution 

From the distribution ratio values of Sr and other metal ions (Figure 7.4), it 

was chosen to use 0.1M SMP as an eluent to purify Sr from the other impurities. 

Separation was carried out in the Dowex resin packed glass column using simulated 

sample containing the tracers of Sr and other impurities as present in the actual 

dissolver solution of irradiated yttria target. Activities of the eluted fractions were 
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assayed by HPGe detector and plotted as a function of cumulative volume of eluting 

agent. The elution profile using SMP as eluent in Dowex resin is shown in Figure 7.5.  

 

Figure 7.5. Elution profile of the various tracers in the simulated sample (Amount of 

Dowex resin: 1 g; Column Dimensions: 5 mm ID, 25 cm Length and 9 cm bed height; 

Conditioning: 0.1M SMP; Feed: Simulated sample in 0.1M SMP; Flow rate: 0.1-0.15 

mL/min; Assay: Gamma spectrometry using HPGe). 

 

All metal ions in the simulated sample solution i.e. 
88

Y, 
65

Zn, 
54

Mn, 
60

Co and 

141
Ce other than 

85+89
Sr were eluted in the initial fractions i.e. in 50 mL of 0.1M SMP. 

This observation is attributed to the low distribution ratios of these elements for 

Dowex resin in SMP medium. Subsequently the eluting agent was changed from SMP 

to nitric acid to remove the Sr from the Dowex resin. All the 
85+89

Sr held in the 
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column was thus eluted in a single fraction of 5 mL of 4M HNO3 solution. The 

distribution data [7] supported the elution process of i) the washing off the residual 

SMP using a dilute acid of 0.5M nitric acid without losing the Sr held in the column 

and ii) the final washing using a high acidity medium i.e. 4M nitric acid to have Sr 

source in relatively low volume enabling the collection of Sr source in just one sample 

size used in the experiment. However, a lower acidity of the eluent than the one used 

above might result into the elution of the source spreading into more sample volume; 

while the use of a higher acidity of the eluent might not result into any proportional 

advantage other than the minimization of the elution time. A clear base line separation 

of 
85+89

Sr from the other radioactive impurities was achieved in this case. Before 

applying this elution profile to the actual yttria dissolver solution, another study was 

carried out to confirm that the pure 
89

Sr source obtained from the above purification 

procedure is actually free from the residual contamination of Na and its associated 

anionic moiety of SMP.  

7.5. Investigation for the residual cross contamination of 
89

Sr fraction by Na and 

its anionic moiety of the eluent, SMP 

Separation profiles of the simulated sample described above was repeated 

under similar conditions but with irradiated SMP containing the activated products of 

24
Na and 

32
P mixed with inactive SMP eluent to study the possibility of residual 

contamination of SMP in the final fraction of 
89

Sr source. The activated SMP tracer 

was obtained by irradiating it in KAMINI reactor and the activation reactions of 

sodium and phosphorous in SMP are as follows. 

23
Na + 

1
n  

24
Na + γ     (7.2) 

31
P + 

1
n  

32
P + γ     (7.3) 
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The activities of 
85

Sr and 
24

Na present in the eluted samples obtained using 

gamma spectrometry and of 
32

P by Cerenkov counting were plotted as a function of 

cumulative volume of the eluting agent (Figure 7.6). 

 

Figure 7.6. Elution profile of Sr, Na and P using SMP as eluent containing its 

radioactive tracers (Amount of Dowex resin: 1 g; Column Dimensions: 5 mm ID, 25 

cm Length and 9 cm bed height; Conditioning: 0.1M SMP with irradiated SMP; Feed: 

Irradiated SMP with Sr tracer; Flow rate: 0.1-0.15 mL/min; Assay: Gamma 

spectrometry using HPGe). 

 

 It is established that the Sr fraction obtained using the above procedure was 

free from Na and anionic moiety of SMP containing P. However, it was interesting to 

observe that there were two 
24

Na peaks which appeared in different volumes of the 
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eluent due to i) the peak corresponding to the excess sodium from the counter ion of 

the anionic moiety containing P of SMP which occurred immediately after the 

saturation of the initial loading of sodium (cation of SMP) onto the column during 

passing of the 0.1M SMP and ii) another peak corresponding to the eluted fraction of 

the loaded sodium in 0.5M HNO3 i.e. Na loaded initially onto the column but not 

washed along with the elution of 0.1M SMP. However, it was confirmed from the 

absence of 
24

Na and 
32

P activities in the pure Sr fraction that there was no residual 

cross contamination of either Na or the counter anionic moiety of SMP in the pure Sr 

fraction under these experimental conditions. The elution profile was applied to the 

separation of 
89

Sr from the actual FBTR irradiated yttria target and the other 

associated impurities as described in the next section. 

7.6. Purification of 
89

Sr from the actual irradiated yttria dissolver solution 

sample 

Under the experimental conditions discussed in the section 2.7.5., the 

separation profile obtained for the irradiated yttria dissolver solution is shown in 

Figure 7.7. The glass column contained 1 g of Dowex resin and the elution started 

with 0.1M SMP to remove all the radioactive impurities i.e. 
60

Co, 
65

Zn, 
54

Mn, 
192

Ir, 

86
Rb, 

113
Sn, 

103
Ru, 

58
Co, 

88
Y etc. The elution was followed by washing the column 

with Millipore water to remove the traces of sodium and the anionic moiety of SMP 

from the column.  

Even though the activities of the above radioactive impurities were much 

lower than the levels used in the simulated sample i.e. in the range of 10-700 times 

lower, still they were sufficiently high enough to be assayed using HPGe detector. 
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Subsequent elution using 0.5M HNO3 removed all the residual sodium loaded onto the 

column during the initial elution with SMP. Finally pure 
89

Sr fraction with the tracer 

85+89
Sr was eluted and collected in a 5 mL fraction of 4M HNO3 which was well 

separated from all other impurities. The experiment took approximately 15 h to 

complete the elution process which was relatively faster than the other purification 

process in which nitric acid alone was used as the eluting agent that took about 25 h 

[7].  

 

Figure 7.7. Purification profile of 
89

Sr from the irradiated yttria dissolver solution 

(Amount of Dowex resin: 1 g; Column Dimensions: 5 mm ID, 25 cm Length and 9 cm 

bed height; Conditioning: 0.1M SMP; Feed: Solvent extracted irradiated yttria 

dissolver solution in 0.1M SMP with 
85

Sr tracer added; Flow rate: 0.1-0.15 mL/min; 

Assay: Gamma spectrometry using HPGe). 
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However, when the experiment was repeated with different column size using 

higher amount of resin i.e 2 g Dowex resin that took only 9 hours, but required a 

larger volume of the eluent for the purification i.e. 70 mL of 0.1M SMP to remove the 

impurities and 10 mL of 4M HNO3 to collect Sr fraction owing to the more amount of 

resin in larger diameter column. The experiment was repeated with 2 g resin to purify 

the 
89

Sr source in aqueous phase, from which the bulk Y was already removed but 

without adding Sr tracer to get pure 
89

Sr source. The elution profile is shown in Figure 

7.8. Gamma activity of these samples was measured by HPGe detector and beta assay 

by HIDEX counting system using LSC and Cerenkov counting techniques. Thus, a 

base line separation of 
89

Sr was achieved from the rest of the radionuclidic impurities. 

 

Figure 7.8. Purification profile of 
89

Sr from the irradiated yttria dissolver solution (as 

indicated in Figure 7.7, but the amount of resin and column dimensions are different, 

Amount of Dowex resin: 2 g; Column Dimensions: 8 mm ID, 25 cm Length and 8 cm 

bed height; Feed: Solvent extracted irradiated yttria dissolver solution in 0.1M SMP 

without 
85

Sr tracer; Assay: HPGe). 
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7.7. Quantification of 
89

Sr 

The efficiency of the HIDEX LSC system for the individual radioactive 

standard was determined using the following equation 

100*
/

Becquerels

LiveTimePeakArea
Efficiency    (7.4) 

The efficiency of the HIDEX system for both LSC as well as Cerenkov 

counting methods was plotted as a function of β
-
max energy of the radioactive 

standards (Figure 7.9).  

 

Figure 7.9. Efficiency Calibration of HIDEX LSC system for liquid scintillation 

counting and Cerenkov counting technique (Radioactive beta standards used for the 

calibration studies with 5 mL volume were 
3
H (18.6 keV), 

99
Tc (293.8 keV), 

204
Tl 

(763.7 keV), 
89

Sr (1495 keV), 
32

P (1710 keV) and 
90

Sr/
90

Y (2280 keV) in cocktail for 

LSC and in 0.1M HNO3 for Cerenkov counting, respectively). 
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From the figure, it is observed that the Cerenkov counting method exhibits a 

maximum efficiency of 50% for the β
-
max energy above 1700 keV, whereas LSC 

exhibits the efficiency of  100% for the β
-
max energy above 1500 keV. The pure 

89
Sr 

fraction collected in the above experiment was quantified using the above beta 

counting methods and established the yield to be ~2 mCi/g of yttria target.  

Thus the complexing agent SMP as eluent offers a faster base-line separation 

in a lower volume of the eluent in comparison with the process using nitric acid alone 

as the eluent for the purification of 
89

Sr source during the chemical processing of the 

irradiated yttria target. 

7.8. Conclusion 

Radiochemical separation studies of 
90

Sr from the FBTR irradiated (U,Pu)O2 

fuel dissolver solution was carried out. A base line separation of 
90

Sr and 
137

Cs from 

the host of remaining fission products was achieved by ion exchange chromatography 

using SMP as an eluting agent. The procedure is useful to handle the fission products 

present in its waste (HLLW) solution with the reduced radiation dose. The method 

was also extended for the purification of 
89

Sr from the FBTR irradiated yttria dissolver 

solution as well.  

The distribution ratio of the various metal ions present in the yttria dissolver 

solution was measured in Dowex resin as a function of SMP concentration. 

Distribution ratio of Sr was always relatively higher compared to the rest of the 

radioactive impurities present in the dissolver solution i.e. 
88

Y, 
65

Zn, 
54

Mn, 
60

Co etc. at 

all concentrations of SMP in nitric acid medium. The distribution ratio and separation 

factors suggested that 0.1M SMP was sufficient to separate 
89

Sr from yttrium and 
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other impurities. A base line separation of 
89

Sr from all the impurities was established 

using simulated sample with radioactive tracers and the same was extended to the 

actual irradiated yttria dissolver solution. It was also established that the pure Sr 

fraction was obtained without the residual cross contamination from Na and anionic 

moiety of SMP, from the study carried out using activated SMP containing the 

radioactive tracers of 
24

Na and 
32

P. Final purification of 
89

Sr source from the 

impurities present in the irradiated yttria dissolver solution was carried out by ion 

exchange chromatography without the addition of 
85

Sr tracer using SMP as eluting 

agent. 
89

Sr yields were established to be ~2 mCi/g of yttria by beta counting 

techniques (LSC and Cerenkov).  

Thus the present study established that SMP is a potential eluting agent for a 

faster purification of 
89

Sr source during the chemical processing of the bulk irradiated 

yttria target. The elution profiles with SMP were advantageous as it is less time 

consuming with minimum generation of radioactive waste in comparison with the 

procedure involving the elution using nitric acid alone. 
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Chapter 8: Radiochemical Processing of 
32

P Produced 

via 
32

S(n,p)
32

P in KAMINI reactor 

This chapter deals with the radiochemical processing of irradiated sulphur 

bearing targets to obtain carrier-free 
32

P produced via 
32

S(n,p)
32

P using the small fast 

flux component available in KAMINI reactor. The flow-sheet has been established for 

the production of 
32

P from the sulphur powder as well as other sulphate targets such as 

magnesium sulphate and strontium sulphate. The radiochemical processing involved 

(i) struvite precipitation method for the irradiated magnesium sulphate target, (ii) co-

precipitation method with ferric hydroxide for the irradiated strontium sulphate target 

and (iii) leaching of 
32

P into acetic acid and (iv) distillation of 
32

P from irradiated 

sulphur powder target. In all these processes, the final purification of 
32

P source was 

accomplished invariably using a cation-exchange chromatographic technique.  

8.1. Introduction 

Alpha or beta emitting radionuclides are playing a vital role in nuclear 

medicine [1]. Among them, 
32

P (a pure β
-
 emitter with β

-
max

 
of 1.7 MeV, t1/2 = 14.29 d) 

is being used as a pain palliative care for metastatic bone cancer in the form of either 

Na3
32

PO4 or H3
32

PO4 and also tested for the treatment of arthritis of knee joints using 

the micro-particles of 
32

P-labeled hydroxyapatite (Ca10(
32

PO4)6(OH)2) [2,3]. 
32

P 

labelled sodium phosphate tends to concentrate in the bone, liver and spleen, and has a 

whole body biological half-life of 39.2 d. 
32

P as a radio-tracer has several other 

applications also in the field of plant physiology and soil chemistry [4].  
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8.1.1. 
32

P production in KAMINI reactor 

32
P can be produced either using the nuclear reaction 

31
P(n, γ)

32
P by irradiating 

phosphorous in a thermal reactor or using 
32

S(n, p)
32

P by irradiating sulphur with fast 

neutrons [5]. While the former method has a high yield but gives a product of low 

specific activity, the latter renders 
32

P of high specific activity because of the possible 

and easy chemical separation of 
32

P from the target sulphur [6]. Thus, 
32

P can be 

produced with high specific activity using the fast neutron flux available in FBTR 

from elemental sulphur or sulphur bearing targets. Elemental sulphur is the most 

preferable choice of target material due to the highest sulphur content that makes 

possible the production of 
32

P with high yield. However, use of this target is limited, 

since it has a very low melting point (120 
o
C) as well as low boiling point (444 

o
C) 

and it will be converted into liquid or gaseous state during its irradiation in FBTR 

because of the sodium coolant temperature being as high as 550 
o
C. Hence it was 

necessary to investigate the feasibility of the production of 
32

P using sulphur 

compounds along with the sulphur powder as a target material. Among the various 

sulphur bearing compounds, sulphates are favoured as target materials because of 

their high melting points and also being stable at high temperatures. Among them, 

again, magnesium sulphate and strontium sulphate are chosen specifically as target 

materials owing to their relative advantages such as stability at high temperature and 

interference from the other activated products in the target during its irradiation in 

FBTR [6,7]. While magnesium sulphate has the advantage of having all of its 

activation products very short-lived, strontium sulphate has a better thermal stability. 

However, the drawback of sulphates as target material is its relative low yield of 
32

P in 

comparison with sulphur powder due to the lower mass fraction of sulphur in the 
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target compound. 
32

S (n, p) 
32

P is a nuclear reaction with a threshold energy of         

0.9 MeV and a cross section of 68.4 mb [5]. The isotopic composition of natural 

sulphur and their associated nuclear reactions are shown in Figure 8.1. The other 

possible phosphorous radioisotope produced here, that may affect the radionuclidic 

purity of 
32

P is 
33

P which is formed through 
33

S(n,p)
33

P. But the yield of 
33

P is 

fortunately low i.e. <1 % of 
32

P [6], owing to its low cross section of the nuclear 

reaction and low abundance of the target 
33

S which are being 1.6 mb and 0.75%, 

respectively [6,8].  

The present chapter describes the investigation of the feasibility of 
32

P 

production via 
32

S (n, p) 
32

P reaction using sulphate targets i.e. magnesium sulphate 

[7] and strontium sulphate [6] as well as sulphur powder [5] and the development of a 

flow sheet for the radio chemical processing of these targets using the small fast flux 

available in the research reactor KAMINI. 

8.2. Radiochemical processing of 
32

P 

8.2.1. Magnesium sulphate 

The separation and purification procedure for 
32

P by the radiochemical 

processing from the irradiated magnesium sulphate target is shown schematically in 

Figure 8.2. 
32

P produced during the irradiation of MgSO4.7H2O target in KAMINI 

reactor was converted into its phosphate by addition of hydrogen peroxide and 

precipitated it subsequently as Struvite (Mg(NH4)PO4.6H2O) using ammonium 

hydroxide at pH 8-10 [7,9,10].  

)(6.)( 244

63

44

2 2 StruviteOHPONHMgPONHMg OH   
 (8.1) 
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Radiometric assay of the supernatant using Cerenkov method showed that it 

contained about 20% of the 
32

P and the remaining 80% of 
32

P was precipitated as 

Struvite. The un-precipitated 
32

P remained in the supernatant was also recovered 

subsequently by repeating the procedure. 

 

Figure 8.2. Flow-sheet for chemical processing of irradiated magnesium sulphate 

target. 

 

The radiochemical purification of 
32

P in its phosphate form from Mg in the 

dissolved struvite solution using cation-exchange chromatography with Dowex 

50WX8 (100-200) resin resulted into its clear base line separation (Figure 8.3). The 

Mg was held in the resin during the elution with 0.001M HCl in which all the 
32

P was 

eluted. Mg was subsequently eluted using 1:1 HCl. Over 99% of the initial total 

activity of 11.95 nCi of 
32

P was eluted in the first 2 fractions of about 10 mL volume 
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of 0.001M HCl itself. The separated 
32

P from both struvite precipitate and the 

supernatant solution was quantified using Cerenkov detection  method. About  83 nCi 

of 
32

P was produced per 10 g of magnesium sulphate target irradiated in Thimble 

position of KAMINI reactor. The yield of 
32

P from the radiochemical processing of 

the irradiated magnesium sulphate (MgSO4.7H2O) was found to be low as expected, 

owing to the fact that the sulphur content in the target is only ~13%.  

 

 

Figure 8.3. Elution profile of 
32

P separated from Mg by cation-exchange 

chromatography (Amount of resin: 2 g of Dowex 50WX8 100-200 mesh; Column 

Dimensions: 8 mm dia, 25 cm Length and Bed height: 8 cm; Conditioning: 10
-3

M 

HCl; Feed: Struvite solution in 10
-3

M HCl; Flow rate: 0.3 mL/min; Assay: 
32

P by 

Cerenkov and Mg by EDTA titration). 
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8.2.2. Strontium sulphate 

The radiochemical purification of 
32

P from the irradiated strontium sulphate 

target is shown schematically in Figure 8.4. The irradiation of SrSO4 leads to the 

production of 
32

P and 
85+89

Sr through the nuclear reactions 
32

S(n,p)
32

P and 
84+88

Sr(n,γ)
 

85+89
Sr, respectively. The 

32
P is separated from the bulk target matrix as well as from 

the other radioactive impurities by using the following radiochemical purification 

method.  

The irradiated SrSO4 target was converted into a precipitate of strontium 

carbonate by heating it with water and sodium carbonate [6]. The trace amount of 
32

P 

(~pg) as phosphate was distributed in both precipitate as well as filtrate as shown in 

eqn 8.2. 

423

,,

324

2

SONaSrCOCONaSrSO
StirringOH

 


 (8.2) 

(Irradiated)       +        +   

    {Sr3(
32

PO4)2}t               {Na3
32

PO4}t 

          Residue       Filtrate 

where ‘t’ indicates trace amounts. The residue and filtrate were treated to purify the 

32
P as described below.   

8.2.2.1. Residue  

The filtered precipitate of strontium carbonate was dissolved in HCl medium. 

Ferric chloride and ammonium hydroxide were added to the solution to get the ferric 

hydroxide precipitate which also carried 
32

P as ferric phosphate i.e. 

ClNHOHFeOHNHFeCl 4343 3)(3     (8.3) 

  ClPOFePOFeCl 34

323

4

32

3     (8.4)  
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The above precipitate [Fe(OH)3 and FePO4] from eqn 8.3 and 8.4 was washed 

with Millipore water and taken into 1M HCl medium. This solution was evaporated to 

dryness under IR lamp and conditioned in 0.1M HCl medium. 

 

Figure 8.4. Flow sheet for the chemical processing of irradiated strontium sulphate 

target. 

 

8.2.2.2. Filtrate  

Similarly, the 
32

P content that remained in the filtrate obtained from the eqn 

8.2 in the above experiment was also co-precipitated as ferric phosphate by using 

ferric hydroxide and the same was brought into 0.1M HCl as described in the above 

residual part.  

The conditioned solutions from the residue and filtrate were combined, and the 

same became the feed solution for the subsequent purification of 
32

P from both Sr & 
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Fe by using cation exchange chromatographic technique. A clear base line separation 

of 
32

P was achieved as shown in Figure 8.5. On the other hand, repeating the method 

separately for the residue alone and subsequently for the filtrate alone (eqn 8.2), it was 

found that the 
32

P in the residue fraction was accounted for 75% of the total 
32

P 

produced in the target; while the rest was present in the filtrate fraction. The amount 

of 
32

P obtained together in both residue and filtrate by this method was 7.57μCi/g of 

target, accounting for 99.8% of the calculated yield of 
32

P.  

 

Figure 8.5. Elution profile of 
32

P separated from Fe and Sr by cation-exchange 

chromatography (Amount of resin: 2 g Dowex 50WX8 100-200 mesh; Column 

Dimensions: 8 mm dia, 25 cm Length and Bed height: 8 cm; Conditioning: 0.1M HCl; 

Feed: Mixed solution of SrCO3 and its filtrate; Flow rate: 0.3 mL/min; Assay: 
32

P by 

Cerenkov; 
85

Sr by Gamma spectrometry using HPGe and Fe(III) by ICP-OES). 
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The yield of 
32

P was found to be higher in this case compared to the yield 

obtained by using magnesium sulphate as target. The major reason behind this is, that 

the strontium sulphate irradiation took place in PFTS position that is having 3-4 order 

higher neutron flux compared to the thimble position in which the other target 

magnesium sulphate was irradiated owing to the various logistic reasons. Otherwise, 

yields of 
32

P are expected to be comparable in both the targets as the sulphur fractions 

in MgSO4.7H2O and SrSO4 are ~13% and ~17.4%, respectively which themselves 

were only almost comparable. 

8.2.3. Sulphur powder - Leaching with glacial acetic acid 

The flow-sheet for the separation of 
32

P from the irradiated sulphur powder is 

shown schematically in Figure 8.6. 
32

P produced in the target was leached into glacial 

acetic acid at the temperature of 120 
o
C [11]. The acid that was employed for the 

recovery of 
32

P from the sulphur powder should only melt the sulphur but not dissolve 

it. Thus, the treatment of sulphur powder with alkyl mono carboxylic acids viz. glacial 

acetic acid, propionic acid or butyric acid was preferable as these acids do not dissolve 

sulphur powder and have the boiling point (acetic acid: 122 
o
C) slightly higher than 

the melting point of sulphur (119 
o
C).  

The radiometric assay of leached 
32

P in acetic acid medium by Cerenkov 

counting showed that the percentage of recovery was higher for the rapid cooling than 

the natural cooling method as shown in Figure 8.6 (Table 8.1). From the Figure 8.7, it 

is observed that the initial recovery of 
32

P was found to be ~96% of the calculated 

amount produced in the target and the same was 99% when the natural cooling was 

replaced the rapid cooling.  
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The 
32

P source was further purified using cation-exchange chromatography to 

collect the entire 
32

P source in 20 mL of 0.1M HCl medium. The elution profiles are 

shown for natural and rapid cooled methods in Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.9, respectively. 

A clear base line separation of 
32

P was achieved by ion-exchange chromatographic 

technique using Dowex 50WX8 (100-200) resin. The 
32

P source was collected as 

phosphoric acid in dilute HCl medium. The amount of 
32

P produced in this trial was 

found to be 0.43 μCi/g of sulphur powder irradiated in thimble position of KAMINI 

reactor. Thus, the feasibility of the production of 
32

P from the sulphur target was 

established and its associated flow sheet for chemical processing was also 

standardized. 

 

Figure 8.6. Flow-sheet for the separation of 
32

P from Irradiated sulphur powder using 

Leaching method. 
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Table 8.1. Percentage of 
32

P extraction with respect to two different cooling processes 

(as indicated in Figure 8.6) 

Process No 
32

P extracted 

 Natural Cooling Rapid Cooling 

1 42.8 % 74.1 % 

2 35.9 % 17.5 % 

3 11.8 % 5.1 % 

4 5.9 % 2.3 % 

Total Recovery 96.4 % 99 % 

 

Figure 8.7. Extraction profile of 
32

P with respect to number of extraction steps 

(Sample: 5 mL of 
32

P leached into acetic acid medium; Assay: Cerenkov using 

HIDEX 300SL LSC system). 
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Figure 8.8. Elution Profile of 
32

P obtained from natural cooling method (Resin: 5 g of 

Dowex 50WX8 (100-200); Column dimensions: 1 cm dia, 30 cm Length, Bed height: 

9 cm; conditioning: 0.1M HCl; Feed: 5 mL of 
32

PO4
3-

 solution from natural cooling 

method; sample size & Assay: 5 mL fractions by Cerenkov method). 

 

Figure 8.9. Elution Profile of 
32

P obtained from rapid cooling method (Resin: 5 g of 

Dowex 50WX8 (100-200); Column dimensions: 1 cm dia, 30 cm Length, Bed height: 

9 cm; conditioning: 0.1M HCl; Feed: 5 mL of 
32

PO4
3-

 solution from rapid cooling 

method; sample size & Assay: 15 mL fractions by Cerenkov method). 
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8.2.4. Sulphur powder – Distillation method 

 The flow sheet for the radiochemical processing of 
32

P from the irradiated 

sulphur target using distillation method is shown in Figure 8.10. The flow-sheet 

describes the bulk separation of sulphur target using distillation method followed by 

the purification of 
32

P from the cationic impurities using ion-exchange 

chromatographic technique by using Dowex 50WX8 (100-200) resin. 

 

Figure 8.10. Flow-sheet for the separation of 
32

P from Irradiated sulphur powder 

using distillation method. 

 

The distillation process is the simplest and frequently used method among all 

the methods of purification of 
32

P from bulk sulphur target [5]. The complete 

distillation of the irradiated sulphur took about 5 h by leaving 
32

P in the residue of the 

distillation chamber. 10 mL of 0.1M HCl was used to leach out the 
32

P activity from 
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the chamber recovering about 99% of 
32

P activity. Cation-exchange chromatography 

was used again to purify the 
32

P from any other cationic impurities with the elution 

profile as shown in Figure 8.11. The figure shows that the entire 
32

P was collected in 

just one fraction i.e. 15 mL of 0.1M HCl. Elution using 6M HCl was carried out 

subsequently to remove the other cationic impurities in the column. Pure 
32

P source as 

phosphoric acid (H3PO4) was obtained in HCl medium. The activity of 
32

P was 

quantified by using Cerenkov mode of counting and the yield was found to be ~39 

μCi/g of sulphur powder irradiated in PFTS position of KAMINI reactor. A flow sheet 

was thus standardized for the purification of 
32

P by the radiochemical processing of 

the irradiated sulphur powder using distillation method.  

 

Figure 8.11. Elution Profile of 
32

P obtained from distillation method (Resin: 5 g of 

Dowex 50WX8 (100-200); Column dimensions: 1 cm ID, 30 cm Length, Bed height: 

9 cm; Conditioning: 0.1M HCl; Feed: 5 mL of 
32

PO4
3-

 solution; Sample size & Assay: 

15 mL fractions by Cerenkov method). 
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The radiochemical purification of 
32

P from the irradiated sulphur powder has 

been standardized using leaching as well as distillation methods. Between them, 

distillation process followed by ion-exchange chromatography is more preferable for 

the separation of 
32

P, because of the method being simple and resulted into the 

complete recovery of 
32

P. This method also requires application of minimum reagents 

and thus minimizing the possible chemical impurities in 
32

P source. This method is 

adapted globally and thus is a well-accepted method for the purification of 
32

P from 

the irradiated sulphur powder [5]. But the leaching method is however relatively 

complex with need for repetitive purification several times using external reagents. 

8.3. Half-life determination 

The purified fraction of 
32

P obtained from all the targets as described above 

was analysed by gamma spectrometry using HPGe detector. The analysis confirmed 

the absence of any other gamma emitting impurities. The half-life estimation from the 

decay curve of 
32

P obtained using Cerenkov counting also confirmed the absence of 

any other β
-
 emitting nuclide impurities. The 

32
P fractions purified from each target 

were periodically assayed using Cerenkov counting for a period of about 6 weeks in 

order to profile its decay behaviour. The decay data of 
32

P from the Cerenkov 

counting was plotted as ln(Activity) Vs time and the half-life was determined from the 

slope of the decay curve using the following equation 

2/1

693.0
)(tan

t
tconsdecaySlope       (8.5) 

Half-life of 
32

P obtained from the above plot is 14.4 d in the case of 

magnesium sulphate target (Figure 8.12) and 14 d and 14.4 d from the results of 
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strontium sulphate and sulphur powder targets, respectively. The half-lives measured 

for each of the targets are in good agreement with its reported half-life of 14.29 d  [5]. 

Thus, the half-life values obtained for the 
32

P fraction from all the three targets were 

in good agreement with the reported value and hence indicating the purity of 
32

P 

source obtained from all these methods.  

 

Figure 8.12. Decay profile of 
32

P in the dissolver solution of the irradiated target 

magnesium sulphate (Sample: 5 mL of the purified 
32

P fraction from irradiated 

magnesium sulphate target; Assay: Cerenkov Counting). 

 

The irradiation details and corresponding results for each target are compared 

in Table 8.2. The table shows the comparison of all the three targets with respect to 

the various irradiation parameters, production yields etc. Among them, sulphur 

powder is preferred as the target because of its high yields. However, the irradiation of 
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the sulphur powder as the target inside FBTR requires leak tight target holder pins 

because of the target getting converted into its liquid or vapour state owing to its low 

melting and boiling points of 120 
o
C and 444 

o
C, respectively; in comparison with the 

FBTR operational temperature being 550 
o
C. Distillation method followed by ion-

exchange chromatography is preferred over the leaching method as the former is 

simple and well established. 

Table 8.2. The irradiation data for sulphur containing targets in KAMINI reactor 

Details MgSO4.7H2O  SrSO4 Sulphur powder  

Leaching Distillation 

Amount irradiated 10 g 1 g 5 g 0.3 g 

Amount of sulphur 

(% of S content) 

1.298 g  

(12.98%) 

0.174 g  

(17.42%) 

4.75 g    

(94.99%) 

0.285 g  

(94.99%) 

Irradiation position South thimble PFTS North thimble PFTS 

Irradiation duration 4 h 22 min 6 h 6 h 6 h 

n-flux (cm
-2

.sec
-1

) 3.6x10
8
 6x10

11
 1x10

10
 6x10

11
 

n-fluence (cm
-2

) 5.66x10
12

 1.3x10
16

 2.16x10
14

 1.3x10
16

 

Activity produced    

(
32

P/g of target) 

8.3 nCi/g 7.58 μCi/g 0.43 μCi/g 39.2 μCi/g 

Half-life determined  

(Cf. T1/2: 14.29 d) 

14.4 d 14.0 d 14.4 d 14.4 d 
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Between them, strontium sulphate is preferred over magnesium sulphate due to 

its relatively better thermal stability at high temperatures of FBTR operation as well as 

its relatively higher sulphur content. The major drawback of magnesium sulphate as 

the target is its hygroscopic behaviour, which demands an inert glove-box to handle 

and prepare these targets for the irradiation as the hygroscopic material is not 

permissible for the irradiation in the reactor. Thus, sulphur powder is the most 

preferable target provided the pressure increase due to its melting and boiling is 

addressed. Otherwise, strontium sulphate can be the choice of target material owing to 

its high thermal stability as indicated already. 

8.4. Conclusion 

The flow-sheet has been developed for the production of 
32

P for the target 

materials such as magnesium sulphate, strontium sulphate and sulphur powder based 

on their test irradiation in KAMINI reactor at Kalpakkam.  

The irradiated magnesium sulphate was processed by precipitating 
32

P (~80%) 

as struvite followed by its purification using ion exchange chromatography. A clear 

base line separation of 
32

P was achieved in the purification method by cation-

exchange chromatography. The yield of 
32

P was found to be 8.3 nCi/g of magnesium 

sulphate for the irradiation in south thimble position of KAMINI reactor. Similarly the 

irradiated strontium sulphate was processed by converting it into its corresponding 

carbonate followed by the co-precipitation of the phosphate (
32

PO4
3-

) along with ferric 

hydroxide and further purification using ion exchange chromatography. The yield in 

this case was found to be 7.58 μCi/g of strontium sulphate for the irradiation this time 

in PFTS position of KAMINI reactor.  
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The radiochemical processing of irradiated sulphur powder was carried out by 

two methods i.e. (i) Leaching of 
32

P as phosphate into the boiling glacial acetic acid 

followed by its purification using ion exchange chromatography and (ii) Distilling off 

the bulk sulphur target and the 
32

P remains in the residue was taken into 0.1M HCl as 

phosphate followed by its purification by cation exchange chromatography. The yields 

for the irradiation of sulphur target were found to be 0.43 μCi/g and 39.2 μCi/g in 

thimble and PFTS positions, respectively in KAMINI reactor. In all the purifications, 

the final 
32

P source was collected as phosphate form in dilute hydrochloric acid.  

The gamma spectrometric analysis of the purified 
32

P source from the above 

targets by HPGe detector indicated the absence of any gamma emitting impurity. The 

decay profile of the purified fraction of 
32

P was obtained using Cerenkov counting 

technique and the half-life of 
32

P was obtained from the decay curve. The half-life 

values of 
32

P obtained from all the processed targets were found to be in good 

agreement with the reported value of 14.29 d indicating the purity of 
32

P from any 

other high energy beta emitting impurities. Thus, the flow sheet developed for the 

production of 
32

P from these targets as described above can be used in future 

endeavours in FBTR. However, the 
32

P obtained from the irradiation in FBTR is 

expected to have higher yield owing to its corresponding higher flux of fast neutrons 

in comparison with the test irradiation carried out in KAMINI reactor. Among the 

various targets test reported here, sulphur powder is the most preferred one provided 

its problem of pressure increase during the irradiation in FBTR is addressed. 

Otherwise, strontium sulphate is the next preferable target material owing to its better 

thermal stability at the FBTR operational temperatures as described already.  
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Chapter 9: Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter summarizes the results of the following experiments i.e. (i) 

Characterization of neutron spectrum at PFTS of KAMINI reactor; (ii) Development 

of FFEF at FBTR; (iii) Determination of relative cumulative yields of fission products 

for actinides irradiated in KAMINI and FBTR; (iv) Radiochemical purification of 

144
Ce-

144
Pr; (v) Radiochemical purification of 

90
Sr and 

89
Sr from the irradiated 

(U,Pu)O2 and yttria targets, respectively; (vi) Radiochemical purification of 
32

P from 

irradiated sulphur bearing targets. The following sections describe the summary of the 

results of the above mentioned experiments. 

9.1. Characterisation of n-spectrum at PFTS of KAMINI Reactor 

Characterization of any neutron irradiation facility is a mandatory requirement 

to investigate the effect of irradiation on materials of interest accurately. The 

characterization of the neutron flux available at PFTS position in KAMINI reactor 

involves the evaluation of the reactor parameters such as ‘thermal to epithermal 

neutron flux ratio’ (f), epithermal neutron flux shape factor’ (α) and the neutron 

spectrum. Assay of various samples by k0 based NAA in KAMINI reactor needs the 

accurate values of these parameters and they were determined using Cd-ratio method 

and Cd-covered triple monitor methods using Zr, Au and Zn foils in this study. The 

values of f and α were estimated to be 27.8 ± 0.34 and -4.5x10
-02

 ± 1.8x10
-03

, 

respectively and they were re-estimated because of the modification of replacing one 

233
U-Al subassembly with 

239
Pu-Al fuel in KAMINI reactor. However, there were no 

significant changes observed in these values for the modified core. The negative sign 

of the α value indicated the presence of hard neutron spectrum at PFTS position.  
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The foil irradiation method was employed for the n-spectrum characterization 

of PFTS position, that covered the neutron energy spectrum up to 11.7 MeV. The 

guess n-spectrum for 175 energy group structure was generated using the theoretical 

model of the reactor with the transport Monte Carlo Code. The n-spectrum unfolding 

was accomplished using the least square minimization approach. The integral flux was 

found to be about 6.01x10
11

 n.cm
-2

s
-1

. The neutron energy spectrum is also useful for 

testing and validating the reactor physics codes and different nuclear data libraries. 

9.2. Design and Installation of Fast Flux Experimental Facility (FFEF) at FBTR 

and neutron flux measurement at the location 

Titanium was chosen as the material of sample holder system to establish the 

FFEF at FBTR owing to its easy availability and better stability towards neutron 

activation as well as thermal effects. Radiation dose computations were carried out for 

both the matrix material (Ti) as well as for its associated impurities. The elemental 

impurities present in the Ti rod were established using NAA which were found to be 

Na, K, Cl, Sc, Fe, Mn, As, W, Co, Cr, Sb, La, Ta and Sm. The radiation dose due to 

the activation of Ti and the other impurities in it was evaluated for 10 d irradiation at 

400 kW power of FBTR and the same was found to be 125 mR/h and 0.8 mR/h at 2 

cm and 1 m distance, respectively. The above described computations established that 

titanium was the most suitable choice of construction material for the development of 

the facility FFEF. Hence, a Ti extension rod of length 3252.5 mm and a diameter of 

14.0 ± 0.1 mm was attached to the bottom end of the shield plug and a Ti sample 

holder of length 50 mm and diameter 12 mm was in turn attached to the bottom of this 

rod by screw joint. The gold equivalent neutron flux was measured at this location of 
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FBTR by using foil irradiation method which was found to be 2.54x10
9 

cm
-2

.s
-1

 at 25 

kW. 

9.3. Measurement of relative fission yields for actinide targets irradiated in 

KAMINI and FBTR 

The catcher foil technique was employed for the determination of relative 

fission yields of uranium irradiated in KAMINI reactor. The radiometric analysis of 

the irradiated catcher foil (Al) was carried out using HPGe detector and the peak areas 

were used to measure the activities of various fission products. The cumulative yields 

of various fission products were determined with respect to the reference fission 

product (
135

I). The results were compared and found to be in good agreement in most 

of the cases with that of the reported values by Crouch and ENDF-349. However, the 

minor deviations observed in some cases are to be attributed to the extent or degree of 

recoiling of the fission products towards the catcher foil. 

The PuO2-ZrO2 targets were irradiated in FBTR and the activities of the fission 

products formed thereon were measured using high resolution gamma spectrometry. 

The measured activities and MCNP calculated reaction rates were utilized to establish 

the yields of various fission products. The yields of the fission products from the 

target irradiated at third ring were found to be higher compared to that of the targets 

irradiated at core center. This observation may be attributed to the higher thermal 

neutron flux and hence higher cross sections at third ring in comparison with the core 

center.  

9.4. Radiochemical purification of 
144

Ce-
144

Pr 

The distribution ratios were determined for various fission products from 

(U,Pu)O2 dissolver solution with Dowex 50WX8 (100-200) resin at different acidities 
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and found that cerium showed a relatively higher distribution ratio than the other 

radionuclides at all concentrations of nitric acid. 
144

Ce-
144

Pr pair was purified from 

fission products as well as from the activation products by ion-exchange 

chromatography. The separation of pure parent (
144

Ce) from the 
144

Ce-
144

Pr pair was 

also achieved by solvent extraction method using 0.7M HDEHP/n-heptane as the 

extractant. The separated pure 
144

Ce fraction was assayed by well type NaI(Tl) solid 

scintillation detector and the total activity due to both parent 
144

Ce and its in-grown 

daughter 
144

Pr was profiled to establish the phenomenon of secular equilibrium. A plot 

was constructed on a semi-log graph by profiling the variation of the total activity as a 

function of time and the same was resolved into the individual components i.e. parent 

decay, daughter growth in parent and daughter decay. Extraction chromatographic 

studies were also carried out to purify 
144

Pr from its parent-in-equilibrium 
144

Ce by 

using HDEHP/XAD7 resin with 1M KBrO3/9M HNO3 as the eluent. The half-life for 

the daughter nuclide 
144

Pr was obtained by both directly from the decay curve of the 

purified daughter 
144

Pr as well as indirectly from the resolution of the equilibrium 

curve which was found to be 17.32 ± 0.64 min and 17.14 ± 0.17 min, respectively. 

They were found to be in good agreement with the reported half-life of 17.29 min. 

9.5. Radiochemical purification of Sr from fission products as well as from 

irradiated yttria 

Radiochemical separation studies of 
90

Sr from the FBTR irradiated (U,Pu)O2 

fuel dissolver solution was carried out using ion exchange chromatography with SMP 

as an eluting agent. The method was applied to the separation of 
89

Sr from the FBTR 

irradiated yttria dissolver solution as well as. The study on the distribution ratio of the 

various metal ions present in the irradiated yttria dissolver solution in Dowex resin 
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suggested a relatively high DM for Sr at all the concentrations of SMP studied. A base 

line separation of 
89

Sr from all the impurities was established using simulated sample 

added with corresponding radioactive tracers. The same procedure was extended to 

the actual irradiated yttria dissolver solution also. It was also established that the pure 

Sr fraction was obtained in this case without the residual cross contamination from Na 

and anionic moiety of SMP.  
89

Sr yields were established to be ~2 mCi/g of yttria by 

using beta counting techniques such as LSC and Cerenkov counting. Thus the eluent, 

SMP was established to be a desirable eluting agent for a faster purification of 
89

Sr 

source during the radiochemical processing of the irradiated yttria target. The 

purification of Sr source using SMP, as an eluent in the ion exchange 

chromatography, offered the advantages of faster separation with generation of lesser 

radioactive wastes in comparison with the method where nitric acid was used as an 

eluent instead. 

9.6. Radiochemical purification of 
32

P 

The flow sheet for the purification of 
32

P from the KAMINI irradiated targets 

such as magnesium sulphate, strontium sulphate and sulphur powder was established. 

The flow sheet can however be extended to the targets irradiated in FBTR as well. 

Purification of
 32

P was carried out from the irradiated magnesium sulphate target by 

precipitating it as struvite followed by its purification using ion exchange 

chromatography. The yield of 
32

P in this case was found to be 8.3 nCi/g of magnesium 

sulphate when irradiated in south thimble position of KAMINI reactor. Similarly, the 

irradiated strontium sulphate was processed by the co-precipitation of phosphate 

(
32

PO4
3-

) along with ferric hydroxide which was subsequently purified using ion 

exchange chromatography. The yield in this case was found to be 7.58 μCi/g of 
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strontium sulphate when irradiated in PFTS position of KAMINI reactor. The 

radiochemical processing of irradiated sulphur powder was carried out by two 

methods, i.e. (i) Leaching of 
32

P as phosphate into the boiling glacial acetic acid 

followed by its purification using ion exchange chromatography and (ii) Distilling off 

the bulk sulphur and purifying the residual 
32

P in HCl medium by using ion-exchange 

chromatography. The yields from the sulphur target were found to be 0.43 μCi/g and 

39.2 μCi/g in thimble and PFTS positions of KAMINI reactor using leaching and 

distillation methods, respectively. 

The gamma spectrometric analysis of the purified 
32

P source indicated the 

absence of any gamma emitting radionuclidic impurities. The decay curve of the 

purified 
32

P fraction was profiled using Cerenkov counting technique. The half-life of 

32
P was determined from the decay curve obtained above and was found to be in good 

agreement with the reported value, ascertaining its purity from any other high β
-
max 

emitting radionuclides. Thus the flow sheet for the processing of irradiated targets to 

obtain 
32

P can be extended, to process the targets irradiated in FBTR as well to obtain 

32
P source with a higher yield. Among the various targets used for the production of 

32
P, sulphur powder was found to be most suitable, even though the use of the same 

demands a challenging leak tight container arrangement for its irradiation as it has low 

boiling point of 444 
o
C in comparison with the operational temperature of FBTR 

being 550 
o
C. Otherwise, the strontium sulphate was preferable as target due to its 

high thermal stability at high temperatures. 
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Chapter 10: Scope of Future Studies 

This chapter describes the scope for future work which will be the continuing 

efforts in the direction reported in this thesis.  

10.1. Neutron activation analysis 

KAMINI reactor is a research reactor and NAA is one of its main applications. 

The reactor parameters i.e. f and α corresponding to the irradiation position, PFTS of 

KAMINI reactor were evaluated. The accurate determination of these parameters 

contributes to the accuracy of the analysis by Internal Mono-standard NAA (IM-

NAA) in the reactor. Further, in-situ detection efficiency using HPGe detector can 

also be evaluated for different matrices of interest. KAMINI reactor is at present being 

equipped with two additional irradiation facilities called Dry Tube-1 and Dry Tube-2. 

Thus the determination of the reactor parameters f and α for these new irradiation 

facilities can also be evaluated to facilitate the accurate analysis of the samples using 

these irradiation facilities similar to that of PFTS. Large Sample NAA (LS-NAA) is 

an important mode of analysis by NAA where the sample size (30 cm x 30 cm x 30 

cm) can be as large as HEPA filters used in a glove box. While the conventional 

irradiation facility can generally handle only small size sample i.e. typically in 100’s 

of mg levels, the requirement of analysis such as actinides in a HEPA filter of a 

radioactive glove box by NAA needs a large space for irradiation. Hence efforts can 

be made to develop a LS-NAA in these facilities where an element of impurity or 

element of contamination needs to be evaluated non-destructively in a large sample 

matrix. 
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10.2. Studies involving FFEF in FBTR  

The FFEF has been established in FBTR. Future experiments using the fast 

neutron flux available in the reactor can be carried out for various studies involving 

Fast NAA, establishing fast fission systematics of actinides i.e. studies on mass and 

charge distribution of actinides and minor actinide transmutation towards a better 

nuclear waste management protocol. This facility is also useful to establish the 

feasibility studies of various radioisotope production as well as some fundamental 

studies on various threshold nuclear reactions of interest. The facility can also be 

utilized to study the effect of fast neutron irradiation on various materials. 

10.3. Development of flow sheets for Radioisotope production  

The work involving different radiochemical separations reported in this thesis 

has also facilitated in establishing the flow sheets for the production of various 

radioisotopes of societal applications. This is also one of the important components of 

the Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) for its obligation to the societal applications, 

apart from its mandatory objective of the power production technology. The flow 

sheets established so far are helpful for the production of 
89

Sr and 
32

P. Similarly, the 

radiochemical separations developed in this study can also be extended for the future 

endeavours on the production of various other radioisotopes of interest. There will be 

continuous efforts to make these radiochemical purification procedures reported 

hereby for various applications to be more adaptable for automation with the aim of 

reducing the man-rem problems as well as the minimization of the generation of 

radioactive wastes. Similarly these radiochemical separation methods can also be 

extended for the separation of many useful radioisotopes from the fission products of 

actinides. 
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Glossary 

CRM  Certified Reference Material 

DM  Distribution Ratio of Metal ions 

DT  Dead Time 

DVB   Divinylbenzene 

EDTA   Bis(ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) 

EDX  Energy Dispersive X-ray 

eV  Electron volt 

f  Sub-cadmium to epithermal neutron flux ratio 

FBTR  Fast Breeder Test Reactor 

FCd  Cadmium Transmission Factor for epithermal neutrons 

FFEF  Fast Flux Experimental Facility 

Ge  Correction Factor of epi-thermal neutron self-shielding 

Gth  Correction Factor of thermal neutron self-shielding 

HDEHP Di-(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid  

HPGe  High Purity Germanium 

HV  High Voltage 

I0(α)  Infinite Dilute Resonance Integral corrected for α 

ICP-OES Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy  

k0  Composite Nuclear Constant 

KAMINI KAlpakkam MINI   

kW  Kilo Watt 

LLD  Lower Level Discriminator 

Ln  Lanthanide 
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LSC  Liquid Scintillation Counter 

LT  Live Time 

MCNP  Monte Carlo Neutral Particle 

MW  Mega Watt 

NAA  Neutron Activation Analysis 

NaI(Tl) Sodium Iodide (Thalium) analyzer  

PCF  Pneumatic Carrier Facility 

PFTS  Pneumatic Fast Transfer System 

PMT  Photo Multiplier Tube 

Q0(α)  Ratio of I0(α) to σ0  

RCd  Cadmium Ratio 

SEM  Scanning Electron Microscope 

SMP  tri-Sodium tri-Meta Phosphate 

TBP  Tri-n-butyl phosphate 

Td  Decay Time 

TDCR  Triple to Double Coincidence Ration 

Tirr  Irradiation Time 

ULD  Upper Level Discriminator 

XRD   X-ray diffraction 

α  Epithermal neutron flux shape factor 

εp  Full energy Peak detection efficiency 

σ0  The (n, γ) cross-section at 2200 ms
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